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Abstract approved

An experimental and numerical modeling investigation was conducted to

study interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably

saturated porous media. These interactions are important in a variety of applied

problems such as water and wastewater treatment, bioremediation, and oil-field

recovery operations. These processes and interactions also have great ecological

significance, with global scale implications for carbon cycling in the environment

and the related issue of climate change.

Experiments were conducted under variably saturated flow conditions in

columns and 2D light-transmission chambers packed with translucent quartz sand.

A bioluminescent Pseudomonasfluorescens bacterium was utilized in the

experiments and bioluminescence was used as a non-destructive measure of

bacterial density and distribution. In the column experiments, pressure heads

increased (became less negative) at all measured depths, but significant changes in

apparent volumetric water contents were only observed in the upper 5 cm of the

columns. Permeability was reduced by a factor of 40 within one week during
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growth on glucose. In the chamber experiments, aqueous-phase saturations

decreased by 7-9% in the region of primary colonization and the capillary fringe

dropped by 5 cm during the 6-day experiment. The colonized region expanded

laterally by 15 cm and upward against the flow by about 7-8 cm. The desaturation

phenomenon resulted in increased lateral spreading of solutes around the colonized

region.

A numerical model was developed and used to help interpret the experimental

data. Water flow was modeled using the single-phase Richards equation. Solute and

bacterial transport, cell growth, substrate consumption, and gas diffusion were

modeled using advection-dispersion-reaction equations. Observed changes in

saturations and pressure heads were reproduced approximately using fluid-media

scaling to represent an apparent surface-tension lowering effect, which was

assumed to be due to sorption of cells and/or biosurfactants at gas-liquid interfaces.

Microbial dynamics, and substrate and oxygen consumption were represented using

first-order reversible kinetics for cell attachment/detachment, and dual Monod-type

kinetics for cell growth and substrate and oxygen consumption. Reasonably good

matches were obtained between the observed and simulated results.
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MICROBIAL DYNAMICS
AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN SOILS

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION



The work described herein was a collaborative, interdisciplinary research

effort by the Departments of Bioengineering and Microbiology at Oregon State

University. The general objective of the project was to study interactions between

microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably saturated porous media.

These interactions are important in a variety of applied problems, including water

and wastewater treatment. bioremediation of contaminated aquifer sediments and

soils, and oil recovery operations. These interactions also have great ecological

significance. with global-scale implications for carbon cycling in the environment

and the related issue of climate change.

This research combined experiments and numerical modeling to study

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes. Experiments

were conducted in columns and in a thin-slab light transmission chamber packed

with translucent quartz sand. Although a number of studies have been conducted in

the past using light transmission chambers for investigating various flow

phenomena in variably saturated porous media, these have been largely qualitative.

The research described herein attempted to use the light transmission chambers for

quantitative measurement of aqueous-phase saturation distributions, dye

concentrations, and bacterial densities.

A genetically engineered Pseudomonas fluorescens bacterium was utilized in

this work. This bacterium generates bioluminescence in the presence of

naphthalene or its metabolite salicylate. Digital images of the light transmission

chamber were collected using a CCD camera. The combination of the light



transmission chamber with the bioluminescent bacterium and digital imaging

represents a novel experimental development that allows for nondestructive

quantification of colonization dynamics, as well as saturation distributions and

solute flow paths in porous media under variably saturated flow conditions.

A numerical model was developed to help interpret the experimental data.

Processes that were considered include water flow, solute and bacterial transport,

gas diffusion, and microbial dynamics in two-dimensional, variably saturated

porous media systems, under isothermal conditions. The microbial processes that

were considered include cell growth. substrate consumption. and cell attachment

and detachment to and from solid-liquid and gas-liquid interfaces.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of

literature related to biological clogging of porous media. Most of the work that has

been conducted on this topic has been done in saturated porous media systems that

are representative of aquifer sediments. Additional considerations are discussed

that may be required for modeling biomass-induced changes in the hydraulic

properties of more complicated unsaturated porous media systems such as soils.

Chapter 3 reviews some of the work that has been done on modeling

biodegradation in porous media, and presents the equations that were implemented

in a numerical model for simulating the experiments that were conducted for this

research. Various possible kinetic and equilibrium formulations for bacterial cell

attachment and detachment at solid-liquid and gas-liquid interfaces are presented,

some of which are applied to model the experiments. Chapter 4 describes a set of



column experiments and conesponding simulation results. The column

experiments were intended to provide an independent data set for estimation of

model parameters that could then be applied to simulate the chamber experiments.

Chapter 5 describes an experiment conducted in the thin-slab, light transmission

chamber with the bioluminescent bacterium. Comparisons are shown between the

observed and simulated results for aqueous-phase saturation distributions, solute

flow paths, bacterial distributions, and effluent substrate and dissolved oxygen

concentrations. Chapter 6 concludes with a brief summary of the work, and

suggestions for future research.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR MODELING BACTERIAL-INDUCED
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ABSTRACT

Bacterial-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of porous media are

important in a variety of disciplines. Most of the previous research on this topic has

focused on liquid-saturated porous media systems that are representative of aquifer

sediments. Unsaturated or variably saturated systems such as soils require

additional considerations that have not been fully addressed in the literature. This

paper reviews some of the earlier studies on bacterial-induced changes in the

hydraulic properties of saturated porous media, and discusses characteristics of

unsaturated or variably saturated porous media that may be important to consider

when modeling such phenomena in these systems. New data are presented from

experiments conducted in sand-packed columns with initially steady unsaturated

flow conditions that show significant biomass-induced changes in pressure heads

and water contents and permeability reduction during growth of a Pseudomonas

fluorescens bacterium.
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INTRODUCTION

Bacterial-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of porous media have

been studied for various applications ranging from enhanced oil recovery, to water

and wastewater treatment, to bioremediation of contaminated soils and aquifer

systems. Biodegradation of anthropogenic contaminants in soils and aquifers

involves many complex interactions between physical. chemical, and biological

processes. Improved understanding of these processes and interactions is necessary

to achieve more effective bioremediation in field applications.

Several conditions are needed for biodegradation and effective

bioremediation [Alexander, 19941. One of these is that the environment must be

conducive to the proliferation of the microorganisms of interest. Although

proliferation of microorganisms is necessary, it can also have detrimental effects.

For example, biomass accumulation can result in clogging of pore space and well

bore biofouling at nutrient injection wells [MacDonald et al., 1999a1. This

biofouling can restrict or prevent further injection of nutrients, which can reduce

the effectiveness of a bioremediation system. In the oil industry, however, selective

plugging of pore space has been used to enhance oil recovery during water

injection. In situ microbial growth in liquid-saturated systems can selectively plug

high permeability zones and tends to drive an initially heterogeneous permeability

field toward homogeneity [Jenneman et al., 1985; Raiders et al., 19861. An open

question is if microbial growth and accumulation in heterogeneous, unsaturated
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porous media systems will manifest greater heterogeneity, or if it will have a

homogenizing effect as seen in saturated systems.

The objectives of this paper are to review some of the earlier studies on

bacterial-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of saturated porous media,

and to discuss characteristics of unsaturated or variably saturated porous media that

may be important to consider when modeling such phenomena in these systems.

Previously published work on conceptual and mathematical models and

experimental studies of biomass growth and accumulation in saturated porous

media is reviewed to identify some of the issues and progress to date.

Characteristics of variably saturated or unsaturated systems are discussed to

identify additional processes that may need to be considered for modeling changes

in the hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous media. New data from

column experiments are presented that show the affects of biomass growth on

pressure head and water content distributions in unsaturated sand. Finally, several

methods are discussed that can be used for modeling bacterial-induced changes in

the hydraulic properties of variably saturated systems. These methods include fluid-

media scaling, and a composite media model for hydraulic properties.

LIQUID-SATURATED POROUS MEDIA SYSTEMS

Various conceptual and mathematical models have been developed to

describe substrate utilization or contaminant biodegradation and bacterial growth

and transport in saturated porous media systems. Three different approaches have
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been used most often for this type of modeling [Baveye and Valocchi, 19891. These

are: 1) the bioflim model, 2) the microcolony model, and 3) the strictly

macroscopic model. A bioflim can be loosely defined as the layers of bacterial cells

and associated extracellular material that form on a surface. The biofilm modeling

approach assumes that the attached biomass forms a continuous biofilm of uniform

thickness covering all solid particles [Taylor and Jaffe, 1990a, b, c; Taylor et al.,

19901. The microcolony modeling approach assumes that bacteria attach to soil or

aquifer solids in discrete colonies, each with an effective surface area through

which substrates diffuse [Molz et al., 1986; Widdowson, 1991; Widdowson et al.

1988]. The biofilm and microcolony modeling approaches have both been used to

explicitly account for possible substrate diffusional limitations through an attached

biomass phase. The strictly macroscopic modeling approach assumes that bacteria

can attach and grow in the porous media but makes no other assumptions about the

spatial structure or geometry of the attached biomass. In this approach it is usually

assumed that no diffusional limitations exist in the biomass and that it is fully

penetrated by substrate, nutrients, contaminant, etc. It has been shown that with

certain assumptions, the biofilm and microcolony models can be reduced to the

strictly macroscopic model [Baveye and Valocchi, 1989; Widdowson, 1991;

Rittmann, 1993]. Recent literature suggests that the macroscopic modeling

approach is most commonly used [Clement et al., 1996; Murphy etal., 1997;

MacDona!d et al. 1999a].
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A number of experimental studies have been conducted to provide data to

support the use of the different conceptual and mathematical models described

above, and to evaluate the effects of microbial growth and biomass accumulation

on the effective porosity and permeability of saturated porous media. Taylor and

Jaffe [1 990a] conducted experiments in water-saturated, sand-packed column

reactors using bacteria isolated from primary sewage and activated sludge from a

treatment plant. They used methanol as a substrate, at concentrations of 7.2 and 5.6

mgIL, and observed reductions in saturated hydraulic conductivity, K, of more than

3 orders of magnitude at the influent ends of their columns as a result of biomass

accumulation. The mean particle diameter of the sand used in their experiments

was 0.7 mm. Their data suggest an upper limit to the reduction of K of about 3.5

orders of magnitude. They hypothesized that this upper limit represents a balance

between growth and accumulation of attached biomass, and biomass loss to the

water phase resulting from fluid shear. Taylor et al. [1990J and Taylor and Jaffe

[1 990b] developed models for permeability reduction and changes in dispersivity

based on the concept of bacteria forming biofilms that uniformly cover the grains

of the porous media.

Vandevivere and Baveye [1 992a, bJ showed that an aerobic bacterial strain,

Arthrobacter AKI 9, was able to reduce the K of saturated sand columns by 3 to 4

orders of magnitude within I week when grown on glucose concentrations as low

as 10 mg/L. They determined that the production of extracellular polymeric

substances (EPS) was not necessary to induce severe clogging. They noted that
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EPS (polysaccharides) were produced and appeared to cause additional reduction in

K when the carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio was high (77), but EPS seemed to be

absent from the clogged layers when the C:N ratio was low (<39). The mean

particle diameter of the sand used in their experiments was 0.09 mm.

Figure 2.1 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of

Arthrobacter AKI 9 taken in sand [Vandevivere and Baveye, I 992a]. Vandevivere

and Baveye [1 992a, b] noted that there was no evidence in their SEM photographs

of the bacterium forming biofilms that uniformly covered the pore walls. Instead,

their experiments indicated that the cells grew in interstitial spaces where they

formed large aggregates. They contend that permeability reduction in saturated

porous media systems is caused mainly by the accumulation of bacterial aggregates

at pore constrictions where they form local plugs that impede water flow

[Vandevivere and Baveye, 1992a, b; Vandevivere. 19951.

The two primary modes of accumulation of attached bacteria that have been

conceptualized and observed in saturated systems continuous biofilm vs. cell

aggregates raises questions as to what mode of accumulation is most prevalent

under what conditions, and how to best represent this accumulation in terms of its

effect on porosity and permeability reductions. The answers to these questions are

problematic, and depend on the type of bacteria and the environmental conditions.

No universally applicable model has been developed for saturated porous media

systems. Moreover, no attempts have been made to develop a model that is

applicable to both saturated and unsaturated systems.
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Figure 2.1. SEM images of Arthrobacter AK19 taken in sand at different
magnification (A and B) under conditions of 02 limitation by Vandeviviere and
Baveye [1992a] (with permission).
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Rittmann [1993] notes that regardless of the characteristics of the attached

biomass, net accumulation is controlled by four processes: growth, deposition,

decay (or death), and detachment. Growth is generally assumed to be proportional

to the rate of substrate utilization and to the amount of biomass already present.

Deposition is controlled by the concentration of the aqueous-phase biomass and

physicochemical properties of the fluid-media system. Biomass decay is assumed

to be proportional to the amount of active biomass. Detachment is generally

assumed to be primarily a function of the amount of attached biomass,

hydrodynamic shear stress, and growth rate [Rittmann, 1982; Speitel and DiGiano,

1987; MacDonald et al. 1999b]. Lawrence etal. [1987] studied the surface

colonization behavior of a Pseudomonasfluorescens bacterium and determined that

it could be subdivided into the following sequential phases: motile attachment

phase. reversib!e attachment phase, irreversible attachment phase, growth phase,

and recolonization phase. These colonization phases may differ between bacterial

strains.

Rittmann [1993] recognized that different studies have used different types of

bacteria, different substrates, different flow rates, and porous media with different

mean grain sizes. He attempted to explain and reconcile some of the differences in

the characteristics of the attached biomass that have been observed in previous

studies by using the concept of normalized surface loading [Rittmann, 1990; Health

et al., 1990; Heath et al., 1991; Wirtel et al., 1992] to standardize results.

Normalized surface loading curves can be generated using the biofilm model of
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Rittmann and McCarty [1980a. b], which was developed under the assumption that

a given bioflim is at steady state and the substrate is completely mixed. Rittmann

[19931 attempted to establish guidelines for the range of values of normalized

surface loading that can be expected to lead to the formation of continuous biofilms

versus discontinuous cell aggregates by comparing computed values of normalized

surface loading with the observed characteristics of the attached biomass that were

reported in previous studies.

Vandevivere [1995] developed a model to estimate hydraulic conductivity

reduction in saturated porous media systems that incorporates both the uniform

bioflim accumulation and cell aggregate clogging mechanisms. He developed the

following expression from an analysis of several data sets [Taylor and Jaffe, 1990a;

Cunningham et al., 1991; Vandevivere and Baveye, 1992a]

where

= F(B1 B)2 + [i F(B)
a

K a+BaBJ
(2.1)

F(B) = ex[_ I (2.2)

and where K / K is the ratio of the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the

biomass-affected porous medium to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the

"clean" porous medium, B = I (nbIq), which is the volume fraction of pore space

occupied by bacterial colonies, flb is the porosity of the biomass-affected porous
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medium, and 0 is the original porosity. The parameter a is the value of K / K

when the porous medium is completely filled with biomass (B = 1). and B is an

empirical parameter that controls how quickly the system approaches the value of

a. The term. (1-B)2. in (2.1) represents the clogging of a bundle of capillary tubes

by continuous biofilms that reduce the effective diameter of the tubes. Vandevivere

[74] refers to this as the "biofllm" model. The term, [a/(a+B-aB)]. in (2.1)

represents the formation of discrete plugs in some of the tubes in the capillary

bundle. Vandeviviere [1995] refers to this as the "plug" model. The two terms are

combined as a weighted average function of the volume fraction of the total

porosity occupied by biomass. Based on the maximum permeability reductions

observed in earlier studies. an average value of a = 0.00025 was suggested to be

adequate for most practical purposes {Vandevivere, 1995]. Alternatively, the a

parameter can be determined experimentally. Note that unlike the previous models

that have been proposed in the literature, a porous and permeable attached biomass

phase is implicitly assumed by the use of non-zero values of the a parameter in

(2.1).

Clement et al. [1996] developed analytical expressions for modeling changes

in porosity, specific surface area, and permeability caused by biomass accumulation

in saturated porous media. Their equations are based on macroscopic estimates of

average biomass concentrations and are thus appropriate for use in the macroscopic

approaches for modeling substrate utilization. Their results are comparable to the

biofilm model results obtained by Taylor et al [1990]. Clement et al. [19961 used a
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cut-and-random-rejoin model of porous media [Mualem, 1976; Taylor et al. 1990]

and derived the following equations for relative changes in permeability and

specific surface area due to biomass accumulation

19/6!(L) (2.3)

2/3

(2.4)
0)

where kb and k0 are the permeabilities of the biomass-affected porous medium and

the "clean" porous medium, and Mb and M0 are the specific surface areas of the

biomass-affected and clean porous media, respectively. Values of specific surface

area were computed by Clement et al. [1996] to facilitate comparisons with the

biofilm model of Taylor et al. [1990]. The volume of sand-associated (attached)

biomass / bulk volume of porous media was estimated from

X1p6ni=
p1

(2.5)

where X1is the mass of microbial cells per unit mass of porous medium, Ph is the

bulk density of the porous medium, and p1is the density of the microbial cells.

Clement et al. [1996] calculated the porosity reduction from a simple volume

balance

flbØflf (2.6)
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where b is again the porosity of the biomass-affected porous medium. Note that

(2.6) implies that the attached biomass phase is non-porous. With the assumptions

used in their derivations, Clement et al. [1996] found that equations (2.3) and (2.4)

resulted from using either the van Genuchten [1980] or Brooks and Corey [19641

models of water retention, both of which were used to infer the pore-size

distributions of the porous media. However, Clement et al. [1996] ignored possible

changes in the pore-size distribution of the porous media and only accounted for

reductions in the maximum pore radius.

Equation (2.1) from Vandeviviere [1995] is plotted in Figure 2.2 with data

from Cunningham et al. [1991] and Vandevivere and Baveye [1992a]. Also plotted

are the 'plug" and "biofilm" models from Vandevivere [1995], and equation (2.3)

from Clement et al. [1996]. Equation (2.3) contains no empirical parameters and is

essentially equivalent to a biofilm model. The empirical parameter, B, in (2.2) was

fit to the data sets depicted in Figure 2.2 by Vandevivere [1995]. He noted that the

coarser the texture of the porous media, the greater the fitted value of B, and

suggested that this observation warranted additional research to obtain independent

estimates of B, for various systems. Vandevivere [1995] also noted that any

practical use of(2.1) would require the simultaneous modeling of water flow,

transport and utilization of substrate, and biomass growth and accumulation.

Reaching a consensus on a conceptual model for how bacteria attach,

accumulate, and alter porosity and permeability in porous media is impeded by the

difficulty of observing them in situ under realistic environmental conditions, and by
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the fact that different bacteria respond to changing environmental conditions

differently [Camesano and Logan, 1998; DeBeer and Schramm, 1999]. De Beer

and Schramm [1999] studied the microbial ecology of microenvironments and

mass transfer characteristics in biofllms using a combination of micro-sensor and

molecular techniques. They cite earlier work in which confocal microscopy was

used to study biofilms and to identify highly complex structures within them. These

structures contained layers and clusters of cells, as well as voids or pores

[Lawrence et al., 1987; DeBeer and Schramm, 1994a, bJ. De Beer et al. [1994b]

determined that the biofllm volumes in their study were up to 50% void spaces. The

primary conclusion of De Beer and Schramm [1999] was that due to the porous

nature of biofilms. convection can be a significant transport mechanism through

them. This conclusion is also supported by a number of other recent studies

[Beyenal and Lewandowski, 2001; Lewandowski, 2000; Yang et al., 2000;

Lewandowski, 1999].

UNSATURATED OR VARIABLY SATURATED SYSTEMS

Differences in the behavior of bacteria in unsaturated or variably saturated

porous media such as soils, relative to fully water-saturated porous media such as

aquifers are due, in part, to the presence of air-water interfaces. Wan et al. [1994]

showed that preferential sorption of bacteria can occur on air-water interfaces

relative to solid-water interfaces. This preferential sorption was shown to be

proportional to air saturation. Wan et al. [1994] suggest that sorption onto air-water
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interfaces is controlled primarily by bacterial cell surface hydrophobicity and that

this sorption is essentially irreversible. In addition to the hydrophobicity

mechanism, preferential growth of aerobic bacteria might also occur at air-water

interfaces due to oxygen limitations, especially during high substrate loading

conditions. Such limitations could result in oxygen gradients that favor the

migration of motile aerobic microorganisms to air-water interfaces via chemotaxis.

The adaptive nature of microorganisms complicates the quantification of their

behavior and interactions. This adaptive nature is more apparent in unsaturated or

variably saturated porous media systems than in saturated systems due to the

additional degree of freedom. For example, Roberson and Firestone [19921 and

Chenu [1993] demonstrated that some bacteria respond to soil drying by increasing

the production of EPS, which buffers cells from dessication and also apparently

increases the rates of cell attachment to porous media. EPS can also have a

tremendous water-holding capacity [Chenu, 1993].

Table 2.1 lists some of the properties of unsaturated or variably saturated

porous media systems that may change due to the accumulation of biomass or due

to the generation of by-products of microbial metabolism, such as biosurfactants.

These properties include the surface tension at the gas-liquid interface, the solid-

liquid contact angle, the bulk solution density and viscosity, and the effective pore

structure of the combined porous mediafbiomass system. The volume and

composition of the gas phase may also change as oxygen or other gases are
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Table 2.1. Possible effects of biomass accumulation and associated by-product
formation on hydraulic and transport properties of variably saturated porous media.

Location of adsorption or accumulation Possible effects

Gas-liquid interface Decreased surface tension
Increased gas-liquid interfacial area
Changes in gas-liquid mass transfer rates

Solid-liquid interface Decrease in porosity and permeability
Changes in apparent contact angle

Liquid-liquid interface (eg. water-NAPL) Changes in interfacial tensions
Increased solubility of NAPL

Bulk aqueous phase Increased viscosity
Increased solution density
Increased solubility of substrates

Cell-to-cell (or particle) aggregation Physical filtration and pore clogging
Decrease in porosity and permeability
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consumed and carbon dioxide or other gases are generated during microbial

metabolism Leffelaar. 1988]. Gas generation and entrapment thus provides an

additional mechanism for reducing permeability, in both saturated and unsaturated

porous media [Chahal. 1966; Seki et al. 1998]. The processes that we believe are

most influential in the alteration of the hydraulic properties of variably saturated

porous media, and methods for modeling their changes in flow and transport

models, are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous media

Unlike liquid-saturated porous media systems, unsaturated or variably

saturated porous media contain a gas phase which is frequently assumed to be

interconnected and at constant, atmospheric pressure. The water content (or

saturation) and hydraulic conductivity of variably saturated porous media are

nonlinear functions of the capillary pressure, rather than being constants as in

saturated systems. To aid in this discussion, the equations that relate the capillary

pressure to surface tension and other interfacial forces are reviewed.

The pressure difference, Ap, between a gas and liquid phase across their shared

interface is related to the curvature of the interface by the well-known Young-

Laplace equation

(i 1AP=PgPi
I 2 (2.7)
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where iS the pressure in the gas phase, p is the pressure in the liquid phase, O?glS

the surface tension at the liquid-gas interface, and R1 and R2 are the principal radii

of curvature of the solid surface (eg. sand grain) and the liquid-gas interfaces,

respectively. In capillary tubes and porous media, this pressure difference is usually

referred to as the capillary pressure, Pc, which can also be defined as

2(a -)
Ap p

sg /.s (2.8)
r

where Osg is the interfacial tension at the solid-gas interface. ai is the interfacial

tension at the liquid-solid interface, and r is the effective radius of curvature of a

cylindrical capillary tube or spherical pore. The interfacial tensions, og and ,

and the effective radius of curvature of the liquid-gas interfaces, R2. are difficult to

measure. Therefore, equations (2.7) and (2.8) are usually not used directly, but are

expressed in terms of more easily measured variables such as the liquid-gas

interfacial tension, aig, and an apparent contact angle, y, between the liquid-gas

interface and the solid. Young's equation relates the three interfacial tensions to the

apparent contact angle at equilibrium

açg /sIgcos7 (2.9)

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be combined to yield what is commonly known as the

Laplace equation

Pc=
2aic cosy

r
(2.10)



When expressed on the basis of an equivalent height of water, equation (2.10)

becomes

h
2ag C052'

Apgr
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(2.11)

where h is the pressure head (negative for unsaturated porous media). which is

equivalent to the height to which water would rise in a capillary tube when its

lower end is in contact with a free water surface, and Ap is the density difference

between the aqueous and gas phases. The density of the gas phase is usually

considered to be negligible relative to the aqueous phase.

Various empirical models have been developed to describe pressure-

saturation relations, such as that given by Brooks and Corey [19641

OO 1hI-I for hhbSe [OO h)

(2.12)

Se1 forh<hb

where Se is the effective saturation, °r is the residual or irreducible water content, O.

is the saturated water content or porosity (q5), hb is the air-entry pressure, which is a

measure of the maximum pore size forming a continuous network of flow channels

through the porous medium, and 2bc is a pore-size distribution index. The relative

permeability, k, or hydraulic conductivity, K, of a porous medium can be

represented using models such as that given by Burdine [1953] or Mualem [1976].



When combined with the Brooks-Corey model, the Burdine model can be

expressed as

or
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= (s (2.13)

' '1

k for hhb
h

krl for h<hb

(2.14)

where Kis the hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium when fully saturated

with liquid, and where e= 212bc + 3, and i = 2 + 32bc

The van Genuchten [1980] model is also commonly used to represent the

water retention characteristics of variably saturated porous media

Sc
+ (ah) 1"

(2.15)

where a, n, and m are empirical parameters that affect the shape of the water

retention function. Van Genuchten [19801 combined (2.15) with the Mualem

[19761 hydraulic conductivity model to derive closed-form expressions for the

hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated porous media. These expressions for

hydraulic conductivity are given by equations (2.16) and (2.17),

K(Se)= KS[1 _(i -s'"j (2.16)
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= ah) 11+ (ah)?
K(h)

K l ' \mnl

(2.17)
[1 + (ahy1

as a function of effective saturation and pressure head, respectively, where £ is a

pore-interaction term that is often assumed to be equal to 0.5, and m = 1-I/n

[Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980]. Further discussion on these equations is

provided by van Genuchten et al. [1991].

Figure 2.3 shows the measured water retention characteristics (primary

drainage) of a 40/50 grade of quartz sand (Accusand®, Unimin. Co.) measured in

our laboratory. a clay soil [Leij et al., 1999], and xanthan, a pure polysaccharide

isolated from the soil bacterium, Xanthomonas sp. [Chenu, 1993]. Xanthan is

widely used in modifying the viscosity of processed foods, in stabilizing

suspensions, and in oil field recovery operations [Bailey and 011is, 1986]. The

remarkable water holding capacity of xanthan is clearly evident from Figure 2.3.

This large water holding capacity has potentially significant implications for the

ability of bacteria to modify the hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous

media through their production of EPS.

The water retention characteristics of the clean 40/50 Accusand shown in

Figure 2.3 are plotted with data representing the same sand after a Pseudomonas

fluorescens HK44 bacterium was allowed to grow in the sand in our laboratory for

week. The sand was originally wet-packed into duplicate, segmented, acrylic

columns that were instrumented with tensiometers with pressure transducers, and

time-domain reflectometry (TDR) probes, for measurement of pressure heads and
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Figure 2.3. Water retention data and fitted retention functions for pure xanthan
(data from Chenu, 1993), a clay soil (model parameters from Leij et al., 1999),
clean 40/50 Accusand , and repacked, biomass-affected 40/50 grade Accusand
The continuous curves represent fits of the Brooks-Corey and van Genuchten water
retention models to the data.
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apparent volumetric water contents, respectively. The sand was wet-packed into the

columns which contained a cell-solution with a concentration of approximately 108

CFU/ml (where CFU refers to a colony-forming unit). A steady flux of a minimal

mineral salts (MMS) solution containing 250 mg/l glucose was applied to the tops

of the columns at a flow rate of approximately 7 cm/br, with the lower boundary

maintained at a pressure head of 0 cm. These boundary conditions resulted in

unsaturated conditions in the upper halves of the columns with saturated conditions

below. Pressure heads and apparent volumetric water contents within the columns

were measured during the experiment using the tensiometers and TDR probes,

respectively.

After one week, water began to pond on the surface of the columns,

indicating that the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand at the surface of the

columns was reduced from its original value of approximately 3 17 cm/hr to less

than 7 cm/hr. After ponding started, the supply of influent to the tops of the

columns was stopped and the upper unsaturated portions of the columns were

destructively sampled. Samples were oven-dried at 50° C for 2 days to determine

gravimetric water contents. The oven-dried, biomass-affected sand formed

aggregates which were broken up and passed through a 40 mesh (0.425 mm) screen

prior to repacking in Tempe cells (Soil Measurement Systems, Inc.) for water

retention measurements. The sand-packed Tempe cells were vacuum saturated prior

to initiating water retention measurements. Comparisons of the data representing

the clean and biomass-affected sands in Figure 2.3 indicate that the biomass had a
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significant impact on the water retention characteristics of the porous media. The

wettability of the sand was apparently reduced, but the effective residual water

content of the biomass-affected sand was also increased.

Figure 2.4 shows the water retention characteristics of the 40/50 Accusand®

corresponding to primary drainage and wetting, along with data collected from the

tensiometers and TDR probes in our laboratory during the experiment described

above. Since steady flow was maintained during the experiment, the changes in

pressure head and water content that occurred in the biomass-affected sand

depicted in Figure 4 (transient data) were likely due to changes in surface tension

and contact angle. Pressure heads increased at all measured depths during the

experiment, while increases in the apparent volumetric water content occurred

primarily in the upper 3 cm of the columns. Measurements made on sand samples

from the columns indicated that little or no EPS was produced under the conditions

of the column experiment. The data shown in Figure 2.3, however, represent the

biomass-affected sand after it was oven dried and repacked. Changes in the water

retention characteristics of the biomass-affected sand shown in Figure 2.3 are

apparently due to changes that occurred during drying. Some of the possible causes

for the observed, biomass-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of the sand

shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are discussed below.
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clean 40/50 grade Accusand®, and water retention data measured by tensiometry
and TDR in columns during growth of a Pseudomonasfluorescens HK44
bacterium on glucose under steady flow conditions. Note that the times correspond
to times following the introduction of glucose into the columns and the symbols for
transient data represent 10 h increments (except for the final time of 168 h).
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urface tension effects

Many bacterial cell surface polymers are amphipathic, containing strongly

hydrophobic and hydrophilic moeties that tend to concentrate at gas-liquid

interfaces [Bailey and 011is, 1986]. As noted previously, cell hydrophobicity

provides a mechanism for sorption of bacterial cells at gas-liquid interfaces.

Bacterial cells may also secrete compounds such as polypeptides that can behave

like surfactants. Adsorption of bacteria and surfactants at gas-liquid interfaces tends

to reduce the interfacial free energy and thus the surface tension. If sorption can be

taken to be instantaneous, the Gibbs adsorption equation can potentially be used to

relate observed changes in surface tension to the concentration of adsorbed cells

and/or surfactants at gas-liquid interfaces [Adamson and Gast, 1997]. Recent work

by Docoslis et al. [20001 indicates that the hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of

solutes is also an important consideration when measuring surface tensions of

aqueous solutions.

Figure 2.5 shows the apparent surface tensions at the gas-liquid interface for

different concentrations of stationary-phase Pseudomonas jluorescens HK44

suspended in MMS. The surface tensions shown in Figure 2.5 were measured using

a DuNouy ring tensiometer (CSC Scientific Co., Inc., Fairfax, VA). Figure 2.5

suggests that an approximately linear decrease in surface tension of less than 1

mN/rn occurs over an almost 3-order-of-magnitude increase in cell concentrations

(1 06 CFU/mL to i09 CFU/rnL) for this particular bacterium in stationary phase.

These data suggest that surface tension lowering due to sorption of the cells
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themselves may be relatively insignificant. However, Déziel et al. [1996]

conducted a study of a Pseudornonas aeruginosa 1 9SJ bacterium actively growing

on the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, naphthalene, and reported a reduction in

surface tension from approximately 74 to 33 mN/rn as a result of biosurfactant

production by the bacterium. They did not report the actual cell concentrations that

were used in their experiments, but the contrast between their results and the data in

Figure 2.5 suggest that surface tension lowering effects might be related to the

production of surface-active agents during active metabolism. This conclusion is

dependent, however, on the type (and metabolic state) of the bacteria, the type of

substrate, and on the presence or absence of various trace elements [Kosaric, 1993].

Déziel et al. [1996] determined that the presence of the intermediate

metabolite, salicylate, reduced the delay or lag time before accumulation of

biosurfactant (glycolipid rhamnose) in the P. aeruginosa I 9SJ bacterium. They

also determined that the production of biosurfactants in their experiments increased

the apparent aqueous solubility of naphthalene by more than a factor of 3 over its

normal solubility in water. They suggested that biosurfactant production by bacteria

is a self-stimulating process in which the solubilizing effect of biosurfactants

increases the availability of insoluble substrates, which in turn promotes further

growth and utilization of the substrates. Hammel and Ratledge [1993] suggest,

however, that surfactant production by microorganisms may be nothing more than

a method of removing surplus fatty acids.
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In unsaturated porous media, reduced surface tension due to adsorption of

cells and/or surfactants at gas-liquid interfaces could lead to lower liquid

saturations. Schafer et al. [19981 monitored liquid contents and pressures in

unsaturated column experiments during transport of two types of soil bacteria under

non-growth conditions. They observed slight increases in liquid saturation during

their experiments, but stated that the increase was not caused by a change in surface

tension of the liquid in the presence of bacteria. From the previously cited results,

and without regard to other factors, the accumulation of biosurfactants would tend

to lower surface tension and lead to lower liquid saturation. However, desaturation

effects due to surface tension lowering may also be strongly dependent upon the

boundary conditions and dimensionality of the experimental system. Local

reductions in surface tension and desaturation of a porous medium should result in

lower unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, which effectively increases the resistance

to flow. This could then lead to increases in upstream saturations, as illustrated

perhaps by Figure 2.4.

Contact angle effects

The changes in saturation that are depicted in Figure 2.4 could also have

resulted, in part, from changes in the apparent contact angle at solid-liquid

interfaces as the solids became coated by biofilms. Table 2.2 lists some

physicochemical properties of various bacteria and latex particles, including

apparent contact angles (wetting).
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Table 2.2. Selected physicochemical properties of bacteria and colloids.

Bacteria or Colloid Size [uml Contact angle, [°I Zeta potential, 4jrnVj

Art hrobacter sp. S-I 39a 1.0 x 0.8 77.1 ± 2.5 -56.3

P. cepacia3N3Aa 1.3 xO.8 24.7±3.1 -12.1

Rhoclococcussp.Cl25b 3.OxO.9 95.1 ± 1.7 -44.8± 1.4

P. putidamt2b 2.2x0.9 38.2± 1.5 -13.4± 1.0

Latex particles 0.22 127 ± 5 -36

a From Wan et al. [1994].

" From Schafer et al. [19981.

From Wan and Wilson [1994].
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The contact angle data shown in Table 2.2 from Wan Ct al. [1994] were measured

at the junction of the drop of an aqueous solution, a bacterial surface formed on

microporous filter paper, and the atmosphere using a contact angle goniometer. The

values reported by Wan et al. [1994] represent the means of more than 15

measurements for each bacterium examined. The contact angle in water-wet porous

media is generally assumed to be equal to approximately 00. whereas a contact

angle of approximately 30° can be inferred from data for water imbibition into dry

capillary tubes. The data shown in Table 2.2 clearly indicate that bacteria are

capable of altering the wettability of surfaces, and thus changing the water retention

characteristics of porous media (see equation 2.11). Further discussion on contact

angle effects is given in a later section on fluid-media scaling.

Decreases in liquid saturation that result from lowering of surface tension and

changes in apparent contact angles would also tend to create more gas-liquid

interfacial area. Increased gas-liquid interfacial area potentially provides additional

sites for cell and biosurfactant adsorption, as well as more surface area for

exchange of oxygen and other gases between the aqueous and gas phases.

Adsorption of a macromolecular film at the gas-liquid interface can, however,

effectively decrease the mass transfer rates of gases across the interface [Bailey and

011is. 1986; Adamson and Gast, 1997]. All of these factors may need to be

considered for accurate modeling of biodegradation processes in variably saturated

porous media.
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Bailey and 011is [1986] note that the adsorption of macromolecular films at

gas-liquid interfaces can also result in stagnant, rigid interfaces. From a fluid

mechanics perspective, the nature of the gas-liquid interface in unsaturated porous

media is subject to debate as to whether it more closely resembles a no-slip (eg. the

static wall of a capillary tube) or a slip boundary (eg. the dynamic gas-liquid

interface at the surface of a flowing river), or some combination of the two.

Experimental data from Schugerl [1982] and Wan et al. [1994] provide some

support for the argument of a limited slip boundary condition.

Density and viscosity effects

As cell concentrations increase in the bulk aqueous phase during growth of

bacteria, the apparent viscosity and density of the liquid-cell suspension may

increase. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of solution density on

transport in saturated porous media systems. Istok and Humphrey [1995], for

example, conducted two-well tracer tests in a homogeneous physical aquifer model

and observed significant gravity-induced plume sinking with bromide

concentrations as low as 50 mg/L. Murphy et al. [1997] determined that

accounting for density differences as low as 0.1% was significant for accurately

modeling breakthrough of CaCl2 and benzoate in a flow cell containing saturated

porous media with bimodal heterogeneities and benzoate-degrading bacteria.

The affects of density differences in unsaturated porous media are usually

assumed to be less significant than in saturated porous media because of the lack of
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buoyancy effects. Ouyang and Zheng [19991 conducted numerical experiments to

determine the significance of density effects on transport in unsaturated soil. They

determined that solution density had a negligible affect on the transport of the

chemical aldicarb (relatively low aqueous solubility), but had a significant affect on

the transport of the chemical acephate (relatively high aqueous solubility).

Evaluation of the significance of changes in bulk solution density due to

bacterial cells is straightforward. Bouwer and Rittmann [1992] report that bacterial

cell densities range from about 1.01 to 1.13 g/cm3, with an average value of about

1.1 g/cm3. If cells are assumed to behave approximately like solid particles, and if

the liquid-cell suspension is viewed as a continuum, the average density of a

bacterial cell and the volume fraction of cells in suspension can be used to estimate

the density and apparent viscosity of the liquid-cell suspension. The density of the

liquid-cell suspension, p, can be calculated from

p = qp,,, + (i Øm )pø (2.18)

where cbrn is the volume fraction of cells (or particles) in suspension, and p,1 and p0

are the densities of the cells and the cell-free liquid, respectively.

Happel and Brenner [19651 review various equations that have been used for

calculating the apparent viscosity of liquids containing solid particles in

suspension. The Einstein [1956] formula can be used to calculate the apparent

viscosity of a dilute suspension of spherical particles

(2.19)



where fib is the viscosity of the particle-free suspending liquid. Brodnyan 19591

proposed the following equation for the viscosity of concentrated solutions of

ellipsoidal particles
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)l.48
1[2.sø, +0.399(p-1

ØFIII (2.20)1L1 /-o XP
1 Cøm

where the value 2.5 comes from the Einstein formula (2.19), the constants 0.399

and 1.48 were determined empirically from experimental data,p a1/a2, where a1

and a2 are the dimensions of the major and minor axis of the ellipsoidal particle,

respectively, and c is an experimentally determined constant that ranges in value

from 1.35 to 1.91.

Equations (2.1 8)-(2.20) are plotted in Figure 2.6, using values ofp = 4.0 and

1.0, and c = 1.68 for equation (2.20). With an average cell density of 1.1 g/cm3,

changes in the density of the liquid-cell suspension are relatively small, increasing

by only 1% for a 10% increase in the volume fraction of cells in suspension. Figure

2.6 indicates that the potential for changes in the apparent relative viscosity are

much more significant than changes in density, especially for ellipsoidal particles.

A value ofp = I in the Brodnyan [1959] model (2.20) corresponds to spherical

particles, and yields values that are similar to Einstein's results from (2.19). The

differences between the apparent relative viscosities predicted by (2.19) and (2.20)

are substantial, however, when p 4. This value ofp corresponds to ellipsoidal

particles whose major axes are 4 times larger that their minor axes, which is within

the range of possible dimensions for rod-shaped bacteria.
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In many natural environments, low nutrient availability will limit bacterial cell

growth and population densities so that changes in solution density and viscosity

due to the accumulation of cells will be relatively small and probably negligible.

However, under high nutrient loading conditions, such as might occur in a

bioremediation scenario, these changes may be significant.

Murphy et al. [1997J noted that physical heterogeneities tend to amplify

density and viscosity differences in saturated porous media systems. Furthennore,

they noted that macroscopic continuum models of flow and transport may be taxed

beyond their theoretical capability when density and viscosity effects are significant

because these effects may be due to microscopic pore-scale instabilities arising

from the density and viscosity variations that cannot be adequately resolved using

continuum models. The same argument applies to variably saturated or unsaturated

porous media systems, although the effects of density should be significantly less in

unsaturated systems owing to the lack of buoyancy effects and the mitigating

effects of capillarity.

Pore-scale instabilities may also be induced in variably saturated or multi-

fluid systems by a microscopic phenomenon known as the Marangoni effect, which

refers to the carrying of bulk material through motions energized by surface tension

gradients [Adamson and Gast, 1997]. Marangoni instabilities are often associated

with temperature gradients that alter or create surface tension gradients

[Ruckenstein et al., 1992]. However, such instabilities could also result from

concentration gradients that might arise in variably saturated or multi-fluid systems
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due to solute displacement, substrate consumption, microbial growth, and/or

biosurfactant production. Such instabilities could provide a potential mechanism

for rapid spreading of surfactants across gas-liquid interfaces. This mechanism

could result in desaturation of a variably saturated porous medium much more

rapidly and extensively than would be predicted by standard continuum models of

flow and transport.

Fluid-media scaling

In spite of the potential theoretical limitations noted above, the effects of

changes in surface tension, contact angle, liquid density, and viscosity on the

hydraulic properties of a variably saturated porous medium can be accounted for

approximately in continuum flow and transport models by fluid-media scaling

[Miller and Miller, 1956]. Changes in the air-entry pressure of a porous medium

(see equation 2.12) can be estimated by taking ratios of (2.11), which yields

h = hhII-fl (2.21)
a0)p)

where h is a scaled air-entry pressure, crand ao are surface tensions at the gas-

liquid interface, and p and p0 are liquid densities, for the liquid-cell suspension and

cell-free liquid (subscript 0), respectively, and fi is a contact angle scaling factor.

Surface tension and density can be measured as a function of bacterial cell

concentrations, or estimated using equations (2.1 8)-(2.20). Changes in surface

tension due to biosurfactant production may be more difficult to quantify, however,
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since biosurfactant production will depend on several other factors in addition to

cell concentration.

Taking ratios of (2.11) implies that the contact angle scaling factor /3 = cos

y/cos y. This will be referred to as "simple" contact angle scaling. Using simple

contact angle scaling in (2.21) is not strictly valid for non-zero contact angles

because it violates the assumption of geometric similitude [Miller and Miller,

1956]. As noted previously, in subsurface environments it is typically assumed that

porous media are water-wet so that the effective contact angle is constant and

approximately equal to 00. If this is the case, then /3 1. However, if a porous

medium becomes coated by biofilms, the assumption of a zero contact angle may

no longer be appropriate because the biofilms may effectively change the

wettability of the coated particle surfaces [Absolom et al. 19831.

According to (2.9), at equilibrium, distinct contact angles can only occur at

the point of contact between three separate phases eg. solid, liquid, and gas. This

situation only occurs in porous media when the wetting fluid (usually water) is

contained in discrete pendular rings that develop around the contact points between

the solid particles (mineral grains), and when the rest of the particle surfaces are in

direct contact with the non-wetting fluid (usually air) IMeirose, 1965; Demond and

Roberts, 1991]. If the wettability of the particles is altered by biofilm formation, the

determination of contact angle scaling factors for use in (2.21) may require an

evaluation of the configuration of pendular water in the porous media.
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Frankenfield and Selker [1994] developed the following equations to describe

surface area and volume relationships for a single pendular ring of liquid forming

around the contact point between two equal-sized spherical particles

A1 =4R2(1cos) (2.22)

= _______ cos )cotw + sin ]- (1 cos ç9)} (2.23)A1 4R0sino )

V =2iz-R3

x {(i _cos)2[l +cotw[sin+cotuil (sin 1 cos w

cosw sinw coswi]Jj

(2.24)

where Ai and Aig are the interfacial areas between the liquid and solid phases, and

the liquid and gaseous phases, respectively, and where V is the volume of the

pendular ring. The angle q, defines the size of the pendular ring and R is the radius

of the solid particles (assumed uniform). A schematic of a pendular ring with

relevant geometric terms is shown in Figure 2.7. The term w is defined by the size

of the pendular ring and the contact angle as co = 2T / 2 y.

Frankenfield and Selker [1994] used the following expression to relate

changes in the surface energy of a pendular ring, AE, to changes in the interfacial

areas and contact angle

AE = + cosy). (2.25)
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Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of a pendular ring of liquid around the contact
between two spherical particles, with relevant geometric terms.



The capillary pressure at a liquid-gas interface can be calculated by dividing the

change in surface energy of a pendular ring by the change in its volume [Leverett,

1941]

AE
P (2.26)

The liquid saturation corresponding to a given capillary pressure in a random

packing of identical spherical particles can be calculated from the volume of a

single pendular ring (given by 2.24) using equations from Gvirtzman and Roberts

[1991]. Noting that liquid saturation. S. is equal to the volumetric water content

divided by porosity, these equations yield

3V
s " [26.49(1Ø)lo.73] (2.27)

8qvrR3

where çbis the porosity. Equations (2.22)-(2.27) can be used to calculate pressure-

saturation relations for imbibition of any liquid into a dry porous medium

consisting of uniform, spherical particles of size R. for any contact angle. Note,

however, that these equations are only applicable for a finite range of values of the

angle (see Figure 2.7) such that individual pendular rings do not overlap with

each other or with other particles.

Equations (2.22)-(2.27) are collectively referred to here and in Figure 2.8 as

the "FS" model. Figure 2.8 shows pressure head-saturation relations calculated

from the FS model for y 00 and y 30° for a 40/50 grade of Accusand packed to
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a porosity of 0.33. The median grain diameter (d0), uniformity coefficient (d60/d10),

and particle sphericity for this sand are 0.359 ± 0.01 mm, 1.2 ± 0.018 ,and 0.9,

respectively [Schroth et al., 1996]. Also shown in Figure 2.8 is a plot of the data

representing values computed for y 00 that have been scaled to y= 30° using

(2.21) with simple contact angle scaling (fi = cos y/cos yo). The solution density

and viscosity are assumed to be constant.

As shown in Figure 2.8, simple contact angle scaling results in the

underestimation of the pressure head, relative to the FS mode!, for non-zero contact

angles at all saturations. New contact angle scaling factors, fi = P(y)/P(0), were

computed using the FS model and are plotted as a function of saturation (2.27) in

Figure 2.9. The solution density and viscosity were again assumed to be constant.

Unlike simple contact angle scaling in which the scaling factors are only a function

of the ratios of the cosines of the contact angles, the scaling factors determined

from the FS model are a function of both the contact angles and saturation. This is

probably more realistic, but also makes the FS model more difficult to apply.

Melrose [1965] proposed a "curvature correction factor" to adjust the results

obtained from simple contact angle scaling. Like simple contact angle scaling, the

correction factor proposed by Melrose yields scaling factors that are independent of

saturation. This correction factor results in smaller values of the scaling factors (or

larger pressure corrections) relative to simple contact angle scaling. However, the

scaling factors proposed by Melrose tend to overestimate pressure heads at low

saturations, and underestimate pressure heads at higher saturations, relative to the
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Figure 2.9. Contact angle scaling factors, 3, calculated as a function of wetting
fluid saturation for y = 300 with the FS model and with simple contact angle
scaling.
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FS model [Frankenfield and Selker, 1994]. We assume that contact angle scaling

based on the FS model is more accurate than either simple contact angle scaling or

the method used by Melrose [1965]. However, the applicability of the FS model

has yet to be tested and may be limited by the fact that it relies on the assumption

of uniform, spherical particles.

Accounting for changes in solution density, viscosity, and surface tension is

relatively straightforward. However, the foregoing discussion suggests that

accurately accounting for the effects of changes in contact angle is more complex.

Additional difficulties arise when consideration is given to the various types of

hysteresis that can also occur in the pressure-saturation-permeability relations for

variably saturated porous media, and how biomass growth and accumulation might

induce additional hysteretic phenomena. For the sake of brevity, the topic of

hysteresis will not be discussed in detail here. Excellent papers on this topic can be

found elsewhere [Lenhard and Parker, 1987; Lenhard et al. 1989; Parker and

Lenhard, 1987].

It is difficult to distinguish between changes in saturation that are due to

changes in surface tension relative to those due to changes in contact angle.

However, if the production of biosurfactants causes a lowering of surface tension,

then this effect should be apparent locally, as well as downstream of the region in

which the biosurfactant is being produced. On the other hand, if changes in

saturation are due primarily to changes in contact angle resulting from attached
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biomass altering the wettability of the porous media, then this effect should be local

to the area colonized by the bacteria.

Changes in the saturated hydraulic conductivity of a biomass-affected porous

medium due to changes in solution density and viscosity can be estimated from

K: K2.IJ_e_IJ (2.28)

where K is the scaled value of the saturated hydraulic conductivity. Equation

(2.28) results from the definition of intrinsic permeability, k = K/(pog), by taking

ratios of the solution viscosities and densities.

Equation (2.28) is plotted as a function of the volume fraction of particles in

suspension in Figure 2.10, using the density and viscosity changes predicted by

(2.18), (2.19), and (2.20). Figure 2.lOa indicates that density and viscosity changes

caused by increases in aqueous-phase bacterial concentrations could potentially

decrease hydraulic conductivity by 18 - 42% if the volume fraction of cells in

suspension is 10%. Figure 2.lOb shows the potential changes in hydraulic

conductivity due to density and viscosity over a smaller, and probably more

realistic range of cell concentrations. Brodnyan's [1959] model for ellipsoidal

particles predicts a decrease in hydraulic conductivity of almost 4.5% resulting

from density and viscosity increases corresponding to a volume fraction of 1%

particles in solution. Changes in surface tension, contact angle, liquid density, and

viscosity are all assumed to have no affect on the pore-size distribution index, 2, in

(2.12).
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Figure 2.10. Relative hydraulic conductivity as a function of volume fraction of
particles (or bacterial cells) in suspension. The parameter p represents the ratio of
the dimensions of the major and minor axis of an ellipsoidal particle.
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Composite media model

Thus far we have only considered the possible effects of changes in the

liquid-cell suspension and wettability on the effective hydraulic properties of

variably saturated porous media. Accumulation of biomass attached to solid

particles will also affect the hydraulic properties. As noted previously, several

studies have observed bacterial cells that formed clusters or aggregates with void

spaces that made up to an estimated 50% of their occupied volume [DeBeer et aT.,

1994a, b; DeBeer and Schramm. 1999]. The SEM photographs of Vandevivere and

Baveye [1 992b] also show the formation of porous aggregates (see Figure 2.1).

This type of infilling of the original pore space with a porous biomass phase could

effectively lead to a composite porous media system with both primary and

secondary porosity. Data by Chenu [1993] and others also indicate that the EPS

produced by some bacteria can have a tremendous water-holding capacity, which

could also alter the hydraulic properties of a variably saturated porous medium.

A simple composite media model can be used to represent such systems. If

the porous medium is sand, for example, the porosity of a composite porous

medium consisting of the sand with a porous, attached biomass phase can be

calculated from

9comP 9 sand (2.29)

where n1is defined by (2.5), and 9"° is the assumed porosity of the attached

biomass phase. An equation analogous to (2.29) has been used previously to
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estimate the porosity of sediment assemblages containing mixtures of sand and clay

Marion et al., 1992; Kolterman and Gorelick. 1995].

The volumetric liquid content of a composite porous medium whose porosity

is given by (2.29) can be calculated as a function of pressure head, h, from

(h) (h)
(h)1

O'° (h)} (2.30)n
I/

t
j

Equation (2.30) implicitly assumes that the capillary pressure in the attached

biomass phase is equal to that of the surrounding porous media. The hydraulic

conductivity of the composite porous medium can be approximated by

h

(9con) Ksdhh1i (9
w 0SUnd

fl1

:11
+ KhFO (ebb )'2

w f.
(2.31)

where K°"' and KbO are the hydraulic conductivities of the sand and the attached

biomass phase, respectively, as a function of the volumetric water content of each

phase, and b is an empirical parameter. If the attached biomass phase is assumed to

be non-porous and impermeable, then 9'° and K° would be equal to zero. For

this case, if the b parameter is taken as equal to 19/6, and the porous medium is

saturated, then (2.29) and (2.31) reduce to (2.6) and (2.3), respectively.

Equations (2.29)-(2.3 1) are applicable to variably saturated conditions.

However, calculation of the liquid content (or saturation) and unsaturated hydraulic

conductivity in this composite media model requires models for the liquid retention

characteristics and hydraulic conductivities of both the original porous medium, as
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well as the attached biomass phase. Models such as those given by Brooks and

Corey [1964], van Genuchten [1980], or others could be used for this purpose. Due

to the fragility of microbial aggregates and biofilms, the independent determination

of the parameters in these models would be difficult. Therefore, application of

(2.29)-(2.3 1) would probably require that the parameters for the attached biomass

phase be determined experimentally using observed liquid saturation and pressure

data, combined with measurements of biovolume or attached biomass

concentrations. However, non-destructive, in situ determination of biovolume or

attached biomass concentrations is also extremely difficult. As an alternative, the

saturated hydraulic conductivity of an attached biomass phase could be estimated

from an assumed porosity and median cell size using the Kozeny-Carmen equation

[Bear, 1972]. The water retention characteristics of an attached biomass phase

could be estimated from the average cell density and an assumed cell-size

distribution using a model such as that given by Arya and Paris [1981]. Another

alternative would be to simply assume that the hydraulic properties of the attached

biomass phase are similar to a clay-textured soil.

Figure 2.11 shows an example of the composite hydraulic properties of the

40/50 Accusand® containing different volume fractions of attached biomass (vfb),

based on (2.29)-(2.31). The van Genuchten [1980] model is used in Figure 2.11 to

represent the attached biomass phase, with parameters that correspond to a clay-

textured soil from Leij et al. [1999]. The parameters used to represent the clay (or

biomass) component with the van Genuchten [1980] model are: O. = 0.51,
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Or = 0.102, a= 0.021 cm', n = 1.2, K = 1.08 cm/hr. The parameters used to

represent the sand component with the Brooks and Corey [19641 and Burdine

[1953] models are: = 0.37, Or = 0.028, hb21.6 cm. A = 5.84, and K = 317 cm/hr.

The effects of the attached biomass become most apparent in the composite

media model at relatively high biomass concentrations. Thus the use of such a

model may be unnecessary in most cases, particularly in low nutrient environments.

Nevertheless, equations (2.29)-(2.31) provide a means of accounting for the

effects of the accumulation of an attached biomass phase on the hydraulic

properties of variably saturated porous media. Equations (2.29)-(2.3 1) can also be

used in conjunction with (2.21) and (2.22) to simultaneously account for the effects

of changes in surface tension, contact angle, solution viscosity and density, and

infilling of the original pore space by a porous biomass phase. Note that a similar

approach could also be applied in geochemical modeling to account for primary

porosity reduction and secondary porosity formation and changes in hydraulic

properties that might develop in variably saturated porous media during mineral

precipitationldissolution reactions.

The composite-media model given in (2.29)-(2.31) does not explicitly

consider changes in the actual pore-size distribution of the porous media. An

alternative to this model would be to discretize the water retention and hydraulic

conductivity functions representing the clean porous media, and to account for

biomass accumulation by explicitly changing the corresponding discretized form of

the pore-size distribution. A hydraulic conductivity model such as that given by
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Childs and Collis-George [1950] or others could be used in such a scheme to

calculate relative permeability from a water retention function represented by

piece-wise linear curve segments [Simmons etal., 1991; Rockhold et al.. 1997].

The water retention and hydraulic conductivity functions for the biomass-affected

porous media could then be represented in numerical flow and transport models

with tabular data, using table entries that are updated dynamically during a

simulation. A potential problem with this approach would be deciding how to

distribute the biomass within the water-filled pores. After this decision was made,

however, the altered pore-size distribution could be readily used to recompute the

water retention characteristics and hydraulic conductivity of the biomass-affected

porous media. This approach might be more rigorous than the composite-media

model, but it would also be more difficult to incorporate, and less efficient to use in

numerical flow and transport models. From a practical perspective, considering the

uncertainties associated with how biomass would actually be distributed within the

pore space, the development and implementation of more rigorous approaches is

probably unnecessary.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Bacterial growth and accumulation in porous media systems is important in a

variety of disciplines because it typically results in the reduction of the porosity and

permeability of the porous media. The characteristics of the accumulated biomass

are dependent on the type of bacteria, the substrate type and loading rate, surface
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and solution chemistries, and the flow rate. Several conceptual and mathematical

models have been proposed for describing biomass-induced porosity and

permeability reduction in saturated systems, with different assumptions about the

morphology of the attached biomass phase. No universally applicable model has

yet been developed for saturated porous media systems. Moreover, no attempts

have been made prior to this one to develop or propose a model that is applicable to

both saturated and unsaturated systems.

Unsaturated or variably saturated porous media are considerably more

complicated than fully water-saturated systems, due to the fact that the water

content and hydraulic conductivity are nonlinear functions of capillary pressure

rather than being constants as in saturated systems. Unsaturated systems are also

complicated by the presence of gas-liquid interfaces. Previous studies have shown

that preferential sorption of bacteria can occur at gas-liquid interfaces, relative to

solid-liquid interfaces. This preferential sorption at gas-liquid interfaces has been

attributed to bacterial cell surface hydrophobicity.

Sorption of cells at gas-liquid interfaces, and the production of surface-active

compounds or biosurfactants during microbial metabolism, can result in lowering

of surface tension and desaturation of variably saturated porous media.

Desaturation tends to create more gas-liquid interfacial area that provides additional

sites for sorption of bacterial cells and surfactants. Accumulation of cells and

macromolecules at gas-liquid interfaces can also reduce the mass transfer rates of

gases across gas-liquid interfaces. The solid-liquid contact angle, and hence the
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wettability of a porous medium may also change as it becomes coated by bioflims.

These effects are unique to unsaturated porous media systems and may be

important to consider for applications such as bioremediation, and for the design of

septic and water treatment systems.

Additional changes that may be caused by the accumulation of bacterial cells

in unsaturated or variably saturated porous media include increases in the viscosity

and density of the bulk solution. Density effects should be much less significant in

unsaturated porous media than in saturated porous media, however, due to the lack

of buoyancy effects and the mitigating effects of capillarity. Gas generation and

entrapment may also play a role in permeability reduction, in both saturated and

unsaturated porous media, as bacteria metabolize substrates and generate carbon

dioxide or other gases.

Very little effort has been made previously to address these issues for

unsaturated porous media systems, from either a measurement or modeling

perspective. Several simple expressions are discussed in this paper that can be used

to model changes in the apparent viscosity and density of liquid-cell suspensions

given the average cell density and volume fraction of cells in suspension. These

properties, as well as the apparent contact angle and surface tension as a function of

cell and/or biosurfactant concentration can, in principle, be measured directly.

Changes in these properties can be accounted for approximately in continuum

models of flow and transport by scaling of the original constitutive relative

permeability-saturation-capillary pressure relations for the porous media.



Accumulation of an attached biomass phase can also alter the pore structure

of variably saturated porous media. A simple composite media model is presented

that can be used to account for the accumulation of a porous attached biomass

phase within the pore space. This composite-media model and the fluid-media

scaling equations described herein can be readily incorporated into existing flow

and transport models. It should be cautioned, however, that although biomass-

induced changes in fluid-media properties of variably saturated porous media can

be approximated in continuum flow and transport models using these methods,

many of the potential changes that are described are due to microscopic phenomena

and pore-scale instabilities that, depending on their magnitude, cannot always be

represented accurately using continuum flow and transport models. These changes

can also be expected to introduce additional non-linearities into the equations used

for numerical modeling of water flow and reactive transport in variably saturated

porous media.

In conclusion, bacterial-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of

variably saturated porous media may be caused by many interacting factors,

making the study of this topic very complicated. The study of these changes is

further complicated by the fact that they cannot be easily observed in situ or

nondestructively. This complexity probably explains the lack of prior research on

this topic for unsaturated porous media.
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A series of subsequent papers will explore this topic further, presenting

experimental observations of water content and pressure head changes, and

concomitant changes in concentrations of substrate and bacteria during growth in

variably saturated sand. A numerical model is also under development that

incorporates some of the equations described herein to model the coupled

processes.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental and numerical investigation was conducted to study

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in soils. This

paper describes a mathematical model that was developed to represent the

processes of water flow, solute transport, gas diffusion, and microbial dynamics,

including bacterial cell growth, substrate consumption, and cell attachment to and

detachment from solid-liquid and gas-liquid interfaces. Various possible kinetic

and equilibrium formulations for bacterial cell attachment and detachment are

presented. The equations are implemented in a numerical model that is applied in

companion papers to help interpret data obtained from experiments conducted in

variably saturated, sand-packed columns and a thin-slab, light-transmission

chamber inoculated with a bioluminescent Pseudomonas jluorescens bacterium.



INTRODUCTION

Soils sustain life on Earth. Soils are important not only from an agronomic

standpoint for supporting the growth of plants, but also from an environmental

standpoint for mitigating many of the potentially adverse affects of surface-applied

contaminants on the quality of groundwater resources. The filtering ability of soils

is due to many processes including physical filtration, sorption of contaminants on

the surfaces of mineral grains and soil organic matter, geochemical reactions, and

biodegradation by soil microorganisms. Improved understanding of the interactions

between microbial dynamics and transport processes in soils is important to a

variety of disciplines. These interactions also have global-scale implications for

carbon cycling in the environment and the related issue of climate change.

As microbial biomass accumulates in porous media, it may change the physical

and hydraulic properties of the media. These changes may then alter solute flow

paths, gas exchange, further microbial growth and redistribution, and other

processes. Biomass-induced changes in the hydraulic properties of porous media

have been studied for various applications ranging from enhanced oil recovery

[Jenneman et al., 1984; Raiders et al. 19861, to water and wastewater treatment

[McCalla, 1946; Nevo and Mitchell, 1967; Loehr, 1977; Overcash and Pal, 19791,

to bioremediation of contaminated aquifer sediments [Taylor and Jaffe, 1990;

Cunningham et al. 1991; Vandevivere and Baveye, 1992; McDonald et al..

1999a,bl. Almost all of the previous work on this topic has focused on liquid-

saturated porous media systems, with relatively few attempts to address more



complicated unsaturated or variably saturated systems. This lack of attention to

variably saturated systems may be due in part to their added complexity, or may

simply be due to the fact that low nutrient availability and competition and

predation by other microorganisms limits the growth of bacteria so that they may

only occupy a small or negligible volume of the pore space. However, under the

high nutrient loading conditions that might occur in applications such as

wastewater treatment or bioremediation, bacteria and other microorganisms can

proliferate and the consequent changes in soil hydraulic properties may be

significant. Considerations for modeling bacterial -induced changes in hydraulic

properties of unsaturated or variably saturated porous media are discussed by

Rockhold et al. [2002a].

A number of relatively sophisticated models have been developed for

describing water flow, solute transport, and biodegradation processes in porous

media. Most of these models were developed for one space dimension and are

strictly applicable to saturated porous media representative of aquifer sediments.

Examples include the numerical models described by Molz et al. [1986],

Widdowson et al. [19881, Celia et al. [1989], Zysset et al. [1994a,b], and Clement

et al. [1997]. Several multidimensional models have also been developed for

simulating transport and biogeochemical reactions in saturated porous media.

Noteworthy examples include the RAFT model described by Chilakapati [1996],

and the coupling of the HYDROGEOCHEM [Yeh and Tripathi, 19911 and

BIOKEMOD models, described by Salvage and Yeh [1998]. Only a few of these
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models account for possible reductions in porosity and permeability that result from

biomass accumulation, even though it is well known that such effects can

sometimes be substantial, especially in the vicinity of the nutrient injection wells

used in bioremediation applications [MacDonald et al. 1999a,b].

The models that have been developed for simulating water flow and solute

transport processes in unsaturated or variably saturated porous media systems such

as soils are generally less sophisticated in their representations of biodegradation

processes than their saturated zone counterparts. Most of these models account for

processes such as biodegradation in terms of simple, first-order solute decay

reactions, without actually considering cell growth. Examples include the

HYDRUS-2D model described by imunek et al. [19991, and the STOMP model

described by White and Oostrom [1996]. Models that do not account for cell

growth obviously cannot be used to access the significance of biomass-induced

changes in the hydraulic properties of unsaturated porous media. To the best of our

knowledge, no attempts have been made to directly measure or model biomass-

induced changes in the hydraulic properties of unsaturated porous media. However,

such changes may have a significant impact on water flow and solute transport

[Rockhold et al., 2002a; Yarwood et al, submittedi.

The presence of the second fluid phase, air, in an unsaturated porous medium

creates an important pathway for gas exchange with the atmosphere. This gas

exchange, also known as soil respiration, is crucial for the maintenance of healthy

plant roots and microbial activity. Leffelaar [1987] developed a one-dimensional



numerical model to study interactions between water flow, solute transport,

microbial activity, and respiration in soil aggregates. His emphasis, however, was

on multinary gas diffusion and anaerobiosis in soil aggregates. He did not consider

the possibility of changes in the physical and hydraulic properties of the porous

media due to biomass accumulation.

Concerns over global CO2 emissions have generated a great deal of recent

interest by the scientific community in the topic of carbon sequestration. These

concerns have also motivated the development of a number of computer models to

describe CO2 production in soils. Ouyang and Boersma [1992] developed a one-

dimensional numerical model to simulate the coupled processes of water flow, heat

transport, and 02 and CO2 exchange in unsaturated porous media. However, their

model neglected the effects of microbial growth as well as the transport of 02 and

CO2 in the aqueous phase. imunek and Suarez [1993] developed a one-

dimensional numerical model called SOILCO2 to simulate water flow, heat

transport, and carbon dioxide production and transport in soils. Although this

model contains source terms to account for CO2 production by plant roots and

microbial activity, it neglects microbial growth, as well as the 02 transport and

consumption that is required to support the growth of aerobic microorganisms and

plant roots. It seems that most of the models that have been developed for

simulating water flow and solute transport in unsaturated or variably saturated

porous media either do not account for microbial activity at all, or they do so in an

incomplete way, by not actually accounting for microbial growth, and/or by not
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hydraulic properties of the porous media.

The objective of this work was to gain a better understanding of possible

interactions between microbial dynamics and processes such as water flow, solute

transport, and gas exchange in variably saturated porous media. Particular emphasis

was placed in our experimental work on evaluating the effects of bacterial growth

on the hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous media. This paper

describes the numerical model that was developed and used to help interpret the

experimental data that are presented in companion papers.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The experimental work associated with this research was conducted in the

laboratory in columns and in a thin-slab, light transmission chamber, at constant

temperature. Rather than using actual soils, the porous media consisted of one or

more grades of well-characterized, uniform quartz sand [Schroth et a!, 19961.

Instead of using a native consortium of bacteria, a monoculture of the

Pseudomonasjluorescens HK44 bacterium was used [King et al., I 990], and

glucose was used as a growth substrate. Therefore the experimental systems were

relatively simple, idealized representations of much more complex, natural soil

environments.

A numerical model was developed to help evaluate the experimental results.

Processes that are considered in the model include water flow, solute transport, gas
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media, under isothermal conditions. The governing equations. constitutive

relations, and other assumptions used in the development of the model are

described in the following sections, followed by a brief discussion on numerical

methods.

Water flow

Water flow is modeled using the single-phase Richards equation [Richards,

1931], which can be written for a two-dimensional system as

a(q) arKk1ahl+[Kk(oh+ i]± 3.1)
0t axL \öX)J özL

where çb is the porosity, S is the aqueous-phase saturation, t is time, x and z are the

horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, K and K are the components of

the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) tensor, kr is the relative hydraulic

conductivity, and is a volumetric flux due to liquid sources or sinks. The

principal directions of anisotropy arc aligned with the Cartesian coordinate system

so that the cross-components of the K tensor are zero.

Use of the Richards equation implies the assumption of a continuous gas phase

at constant, atmospheric pressure. This assumption is based on the fact that the

viscosity of air is about 50 times lower than that of water [Lide, 1997]. Therefore,

if the air phase in an unsaturated porous medium is continuous, significant air flow
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can be caused by very small pressure gradients, and the air phase is assumed to

maintain atmospheric pressure, or to quickly re-equilibrate to atmospheric pressure

under most conditions, due to the relatively small (assumed negligible) resistance

to flow. If atmospheric pressure is maintained, then the compressibility of air can

be neglected. This assumption is thought to be reasonable most of the time, except

when the soil surface becomes water-saturated, and air contained in the pore space

under the saturated region can become compressed under a wetting front. As liquid

saturation increases, the air-filled porosity of a porous medium and its relative

permeability to air become reduced. Therefore, resistance to air flow may become

significant at higher water contents, and in fine-grained porous media.

Numerical solutions of equation (3.1) require the specification of initial values

of pressure head, h, everywhere in the model domain. In addition, one of the

following conditions must be specified at all times for the upper (z = 0) or lower (z

= L) boundaries

h(x,z,t)h0(t) z=0;zL (3.2a)

K +1 = q,0(x, z, 1) z =0; z = L (3 .2b)

z=L (3.2c)

where h0 and qivo are the prescribed pressure head and water flux at the boundaries,

respectively. The lateral boundaries are currently allowed to have prescribed values
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of pressure head, or boundary conditions specified as oh/ax = 0 (no-flow

boundaries).

Numerical solutions of equation (3.1) also require constitutive relations for the

volumetric water content, 9, = qiS, as a function of pressure head, and for the

hydraulic conductivity, K, as a function of water content or aqueous-phase

saturation. These constitutive relations are hysteretic. However, the experiments in

this research were conducted using steady, surface-applied water fluxes. Therefore

hysteresis is neglected in this work.

The porous media used in our experiments was uniform quartz sand. Sand-

associated (attached) bacteria are assumed to form porous bacterial aggregates

[Vandeviviere and Baveye, 1992; DeBeer and Schram 1999]. Accumulation of

bacterial aggregates within the pores of the sand is assumed to result in the

formation of a porous medium with bulk hydraulic properties that can be

represented using the composite-media model described by Rockhold et al.

[2002a]. The water retention characteristics of the undisturbed sand and an attached

biomass phase are represented using the models of Brooks and Corey [1964] and

van Genuchten [19801, respectively. The relative permeability or hydraulic

conductivity functions are represented using the models of Burdine [1953] and

Mualem [1976].

Accumulation of bacterial cells and associated by-products of cellular

metabolism may also change the bulk properties of the pore water and the

wettability of a porous medium. The effects of changes in surface tension, apparent
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contact angle, liquid density, and viscosity on the hydraulic properties of a variably

saturated porous medium are accounted for by fluid-media scaling [Miller and

Miller, 1956; Rockhold et al., 2002a].

Mass transport

Pr,] U III

Transport of mobile constituents is modeled using equations of the following

a a[ (acH (ac_1 a
-(Rfefck, ) _L9fDx*

A

+ OIDX* _
(3.3)

OD
]

(qfCf)+ Akf
az ax az

where R/ is a dimensionless retardation factor; C is the mass of a particular

constituent per volume of pore fluid; D,. D.--. and Dx; = D are the components of

the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, q and q; are Darcian fluxes, and A represents

a reaction-rate source-sink term. The subscript k refers to the constituent (eg. k = g

for glucose, 02 for oxygen, CO2 for carbon dioxide, and m for microbes), and the

subscript £ refers to the phase (eg. £ = w for water, and a for air). Modeling the

transport of constituents that partition between the aqueous and gas phases requires

additional considerations, described later. Note that bacterial chemotaxis is not

accounted for in (3.3) and is not considered in the current work.
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The components of the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor take the form

D
a1 (v

)2 a (v, )2

+ (3.4)
vI Ivt

a7 (v
)2

a1 (v. )2
+ D' (3.5)

Iv

= = (a7 a)--- (3.6)
vI

where aL and aT are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, respectively, v =

qf/9f is the fluid velocity, and D is an effective diffusion coefficient for phase

[Scheidegger, 1961J. The effective diffusion coefficients are defined as

D' D" (3.7)

where D! is the coefficient of molecular diffusion, and a and e are empirical

parameters. The second term on the right side of equation (3.7) accounts for the

tortuosity of the diffusion path through a porous medium. This form of the

tortuosity term has been used by numerous researchers for modeling both aqueous-

and gas-phase diffusion in porous media, but with various values used for the

exponents, a and e. For example, Millington and Quirk [19601 used a=2 and e=2/3,

while Millinglon and Quirk [19611 used a10/3 and e2. imunek and Suarez
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[1993] used a7/3 and e=2. Moldrup et al. [2000] evaluated several data sets for

gas diffusion in repacked soils and determined that overall the data were best

represented using a=2.5 and e=1. Considering the relatively large range of values

that have been reported in the literature, the values of a and e are left as adjustable

parameters rather than being fixed.

Equations of the form of(3.3)-(3.7) are used to model the transport of solutes

and bacteria in the aqueous phase, as well as the transport of constituents that

partition between the aqueous and gas phases. Equilibrium partitioning is assumed.

For 02 and CO2. the retardation factor and effective values of the dispersion

coefficient and Darcian flux that are used in (3.3) are defined in a manner

analogous to that used by imunek and Suarez [1993]

R =+ Ma, 'ea

I KHRT)9J
(3.8)

( MOD Deft +1 w
E W k,w

KHRTJ a La (3.9)

(M
q1 (3.10)

where M3 is the molecular weight, KH is the Henry's Law constant, R is the ideal

gas constant, and T is absolute temperature.
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A single, aqueous-phase flow approximation is used, so dispersion in the gas phase

is neglected, and additional assumptions regarding air fluxes are required.

Following imunek and Suarez [1993], we take the air flux to be zero at the

lower soil boundary, L, as well as at the lateral boundaries of a model domain.

Therefore any changes in water volume must be immediately matched by

corresponding changes in air volume, and air is allowed to enter or exit only

through the upper boundary. This treatment is consistent with the boundaries of the

experimental systems that were used in this research. For one-dimensional,

vertically oriented systems, the flux of air into or out of a profile during a time step

is calculated from

(3.11)

where V is the volume of porous media represented by a model grid block, and A is

the cross-sectional area of the grid block normal to the direction of flow. The

vertical air flux at any location within the profile can be estimated in a similar

fashion. Our experiments were conducted in coarse-textured porous media with

steady, surface-applied water fluxes and fixed pressure head (water table) lower

boundary conditions. Therefore any mass fluxes of air that occurred during our

experiments were assumed to be due primarily to displacement of air by water, or

vice versa, as steady state flow fields were initially established.
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For multi-dimensional systems, estimation of air fluxes will generally require

the solution of a fully coupled set of equations for the multiphase flow of water and

air. However, diffusion is usually the dominant mechanism for gas-phase transport

in unsaturated porous media under most natural conditions. Gas advection may be

significant during rapid changes in barometric pressure, especially in the vicinity of

wells [Massman and Farrier, 1992], and in any type of forced pumping scenario

such as air sparging. If gas advection is significant, then fully coupled multiphase

flow and transport equations will be required for accurate modeling of these

processes. In addition, if gas-phase constituents are significantly denser than air,

then a single-phase flow approximation will no longer be adequate, and fully

coupled multiphase flow and transport equations will be necessary to accurately

model density-driven gas advection [Lenhard et al, 1996].

Solutions to (3.3) require specification of the initial concentrations for all

mobile constituents. Boundary conditions are handled in a manner similar to that

described by imunek and Suarez [1993]. For the upper boundary, first- or third-

type boundary conditions are allowed

Ck., (x,O,t) = Ck,eo (3.12)

9VDE k, +qC =q0C10 (3.13)

where qEo is the effective flux, and Ck,10 is the concentration associated with this

flux or prescribed at a boundary. For constituents that exist only in the aqueous



phase, or partition only between the aqueous and solid phases, the third-type

boundary condition is used, and DE andq do not account for the gas phase. For

constituents that partition between the aqueous and gas phases, equations (3.8)-

(3.10) define the effective values of Rf, DE, and q, used in (3.3). The third-type

boundary condition given by (3.13) is used for multiphase constituents whenever

q> 0, and the first-type boundary condition given by (3.12) is used when q 0.

In both cases, Ck,o = Cko, which corresponds to the equilibrium concentration in

the aqueous phase determined by the atmospheric concentration of the gas using

Henry's law. For the lower boundary, either a continuous concentration boundary

condition is specified
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aCk, (x,L,t)=0 (3.14)
az

or the third-type boundary condition is used. Boundary condition (3.14) implies

that the dispersive flux is equal to zero, and that the flux through the boundary is

due only to advection in the aqueous phase. Third-type boundary conditions are

assumed for all aqueous- and gas-phase constituents at lateral boundaries.

Consumption of 02 and concomitant production of CO2 by soil bacteria may

create counter-current movement of these gases which may affect their rates of

diffusion. The coefficients of molecular diffusion for 02 and CO2 in air are

estimated from
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D02 ,N, +
2

.QXN + rD022 X02

D"'°1
D02(02 Dc2 ,N2 (3.16)

'

D02 ,N, X02 + DOCOXN + (D(.0 ,N2 X0 / r)

respectively. Equations (3.15) and (3.16) were derived from the Stefan-Maxwell

equations for steady-state, counter-current diffusion of 02 and CO2 in the ternary

system 02-0O2-N2 in which the molar flux ofN2 was assumed to be zero [Jaynes

and Rowgowski, 1983]. The key assumptions in the Stefan-Maxwell

approximations are that the effects of Knudsen diffusion and viscous or pressure-

induced flow are negligible [Massman and Farrier, 1992]. The terms containing D

on the right sides of (3.15) and (3.16) are binary diffusion coefficients for each gas

pair, which are assumed to be independent of composition. The terms X0, X(),

X. are the mole fractions of each gas. The respiration coefficient or quotient, r

mo1es CO2 produced /mole 02 consumed], can be calculated from the

stoichiometry of the biologically-mediated oxidation-reduction reaction. Although

equations (15) and (16) were derived based on the assumption of steady state

diffusion with N2 stagnant (XN constant), for consistency with the isobaric

assumption, it is assumed that X0 + X(() + = 1. Values of XN are updated

accordingly at the end of each time-step for use in (3.15) and (3.16). Alternative

approaches for modeling multi-component gas transport problems in unsaturated



porous media are discussed by Leffelaar [1987], Thorstenson and Pollock [19891,

Ouyang and Boersma [19921, and Freijer and Leffelaar [1996].

Figure 3.1 shows an example of D as a function of aqueous phase

saturation calculated using (3.7) and (3.15) for a uniform sand with three different

values of the respiration coefficient. Binary diffusion coefficients reported by

Jaynes and Rogowski [19831 are used, and tortuosity coefficients of a=2.5 and e1

are assumed. In this figure. mole fractions (or partial pressures) ofX02 = 0.21, Xc02

= 0.00034, and XN2 = 0.78966 are represented, which are typical atmospheric

concentrations of these gases. Figure 3.1 indicates that the effective diffusion

coefficient for 02 in the gas phase decreases rapidly as the aqueous phase saturation

increases, due to increased tortuosity. As expected, the effective gas phase diffusion

coefficient reaches its maximum value for air-dry conditions, or at residual

aqueous-phase saturation. The effective gas-phase diffusion coefficients for 02 also

decrease as the respiration coefficient increases. Diffusion coefficients for CO2

behave in the opposite manner. Figure 3.2 shows effective diffusion coefficients for

02 in both the aqueous and gas phases for the same porous medium as a function of

aqueous phase saturation. Gas-phase diffusion clearly dominates over aqueous-

phase diffusion for this porous medium until the aqueous phase saturation reaches

approximately 98%. This behavior is expected since coefficients of molecular

diffusion in air are typically about four-orders-of-magnitude greater than in water.
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Figure 3.2. Effective diffusion coefficients for 02 in the aqueous and gas phases of
a sand porous medium as a function of aqueous-phase saturation.



Bacterial cells are known to secrete various surface-active compounds that

can accumulate at air-water interfaces. This accumulation can result in the lowering

of surface tension and increasing air-water interfacial areas. Accumulation of these

compounds at air-water interfaces can also increase the mass transfer resistance

across the interfaces. The net effect is usually a reduction of gas-liquid mass

transfer rates [Bailey and 011is, 1986; Schugerl, 1982]. Accounting for this type of

mass-transfer resistance requires a kinetic modeling approach rather than the

equilibrium partitioning described previously. Kinetic equations of the following

form could be used

,no/ 7 \
dCkW Dk QL Ck,) (3.17)

dt Tr ) \w)

where is the harmonic mean of the coefficients of molecular diffusion in the

aqueous and gas phases, r,- is the residence time of water in a model grid block, and

Aaw is the specific air-water interfacial surface area [cf equation (3.26)]. The

equilibrium concentration in the aqueous phase is C*k)c = KHPk, where again KH is

the Henry's law constant, andpk is the partial pressure of the gas. Equations such as

(3.17) could be easily incorporated into the reaction rate source/sink terms in (3.3).

Bacterial cell attachment and detachment

The processes governing bacterial cell attachment to and detachment from

surfaces are complex. Attachment has been attributed to various physicochemical



forces including van der Waals' forces, electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic

effects, and specific adhesion [Daeschel and McGuire. 1998]. Attachment of

bacteria can also be caused by physical filtration and other factors [Tien et al.,

1979; O'Melia 1985]. The dynamic and adaptive nature of bacteria often confounds

the quantification of specific mechanisms of attachment. For example, bacteria are

known to produce extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), including

polysaccharides, and other types of conditioning films that can buffer cells from

dessication and also promote adhesion [Williams and Fletcher, 1996; Vandevivere

and Kirchman, 1993; Chenu. 1993; Roberson and Firestone, 1992]. Bacteria are

also known to produce surface-active agents, or biosurfactants, during active

metabolism that can adsorb to gas-liquid interfaces, resulting in lower surface

tensions [Kosaric, 1993; Déziel et al. 1996]. Bos et al. [1999] provide an excellent

review of various mechanisms for bacterial adhesion.

Gannon et al. [1991] attempted to relate various properties of bacteria to their

transport through a saturated loam soil. They characterized the hydrophobicity, net

surface electrostatic charge, cell size, and presence of flagella and capsule (EPS)

for nineteen strains of bacteria, and attempted to correlate these properties with

transport of the bacteria through the saturated soil. They noted a positive

correlation between the size of bacteria and the percentage of bacteria retained by

the soil, but no statistically significant relationships were evident between cell

hydrophobicity and retention. All the strains tested had a net negative surface

electrostatic charge, but no pattern was evident between surface charge and cell
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retention by the soil. Mixed results were obtained for relationships between

retention of bacterial cells, capsule formation, and presence of flagella. Ganrion et

al. [19911 concluded that several physiological or morphological properties of

bacteria, interacting with properties of the surfaces of soil particles, determine the

occurrence and extent of bacterial movement through soil. They suggested that

further work would be required to define these properties.

Mills et al. [1994J conducted batch experiments to study the sorption of two

bacterial strains with different cell surface hydrophobicities to water-saturated,

clean quartz sand, to iron-oxyhydroxide-coated quartz sand, and to mixtures of the

clean and iron-oxide-coated sand. Their data for clean quartz sand yielded linear,

equilibrium adsorption isotherms whose slopes varied with the bacterial strain used

and with the ionic strength of the aqueous solution. The greatest sorption was

observed for the highest ionic strength solutions, which is consistent with the

interpretation that the electrical double layer is compressed at higher ionic

strengths, resulting in stronger adsorption. When the iron-oxyhydroxide-coated

sand was used, all of the bacteria were adsorbed up to a threshold concentration,

above which no more bacteria were adsorbed. This irreversible, threshold

adsorption was attributed to strong electrostatic attraction between the iron coatings

and the bacterial cells, and was modeled using a linear adsorption isotherm with a

non-zero intercept [Mills et al. 1994]. Their results for mixtures of clean and iron-

oxide-coated sands were described well by a simple additive model for sorption on

the two types of surfaces.
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Yee et al. [20001 conducted batch experiments to study the adsorption of a

Bacillus subtilus bacterium onto the surfaces of the minerals corundum (a-A1203)

and quartz as a function of time, pH, ionic strength, and bacteria-mineral mass

ratio. Their experimental data demonstrated that adsorption of B. subtilus onto the

mineral corundum is a fully reversible equilibrium process, with equilibrium

occurring within 1 hour. However, adsorption of B. subtilus on quartz was very

weak, within the 2 standard deviation error bounds of their control experiments.

They assumed that cell attachment and detachment is controlled by the chemical

speciation of bacterial and mineral surfaces, and successfully modeled the

adsorption of the B. subtilis on corundum using a chemical equilibrium model.

Chen and Strevett [2001] characterized the surface thermodynamic properties

of two types of porous media (silica gel and sand) and three types of bacteria (E.

coli, P. fluorescens, and B. subtilis) in different physiological states using contact

angle measurements with liquids of different surface tensions. They found a strong

correlation between the total Gibbs free energies of surface interaction, calculated

from contact angle measurements, and deposition (or attachment) coefficients,

calculated from the fraction of bacteria recovered during column experiments in

water-saturated porous media. They showed that deposition is correlated with

physiological growth state, with stationary-phase cells being most strongly sorbed.

Chen and Strevett [20011 also used infrared spectroscopy to show that increased

deposition is correlated with an increase in the hydrogen-bonding functional groups

on bacterial cell surfaces.
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The studies described above suggest that bacterial cell attachment and

detachment may be equilibrium controlled. However, it is important to note that all

of these studies were done under non-growth conditions. Moreover, the

applicability of a local equilibrium assumption for modeling these processes

depends upon the environmental conditions and the time-scale of experimental

observations. Bengtsson and Lindqvist [1995] conducted stirred flow chamber and

column experiments and determined that dispersal of bacteria in their soil was

controlled by rate-limited non-equilibrium sorption rather than instantaneous

equilibrium.

Lawrence et al. [1987] studied the surface colonization behavior of a P.

fluorescens bacterium and determined that it could be subdivided into the following

sequential phases: motile attachment phase, reversible attachment phase,

irreversible attachment phase, growth phase, and recolonization phase. Harvey and

Garabedian [1991] and Hendry et al. [1997, 1999] found that it was necessary to

account for bacteria that were both reversibly and irreversibly attached at solid-

liquid interfaces in order to match observed and simulated breakthrough curves for

bacteria in saturated porous media systems. Wan et al. [1994] showed that in

unsaturated systems, bacteria may preferentially adsorb to gas-liquid interfaces.

Furthermore, they suggested that sorption of bacterial cells to gas-liquid interfaces

is essentially irreversible due to cell surface hydrophobicity.
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Given the adaptive nature of bacteria, and the difficulty in isolating and

quantifying specific mechanisms, unstructured models and phenomenological

approaches are generally used to represent bacterial cell attachment and detachment

processes in porous media. A kinetic approach was adopted as the primary

approach used for modeling cell attachment/detachment in this study. The

possibility of sorption at three different types of sites is considered, based on the

literature cited above. These are: reversible sorption at solid-liquid interfaces

(and/or on other attached cells), referred to here as s1 sites, irreversible sorption at

solid-liquid interfaces (eg. on iron-oxide coatings), referred to as 2 sites, and

irreversible sorption at gas-liquid interfaces. These possible sorption sites and

corresponding rate coefficients are depicted in Figure 3.3. An alternative,

equilibrium approach for modeling cell sorption at gas-liquid interfaces is

described later.

Reaction rate source-sink terms

The most general (kinetic) forms of the reaction rate source-sink terms that are

used in (3.3) are given by

Ag = 2Yg,,ip(OwCniw + PhCrn,.sl + + Cfl?U) (3.18)

A, 2,/fl,p(oçcJfl%, + + PhC,n,c2 + OaC,ia) (3.19)



A1fl%1 = + k7pC,,1 kIFOWC,W

(3.20)
+ k4OaC,,ia k5GO1C,,,, +

k6pbC,,S,

where 2 is a metabolic lag function; Yg,,j and Y0,,, are yield coefficients representing

the mass of electron donor or substrate (eg. glucose) consumed and the mass of

terminal electron acceptor (eg. oxygen) consumed, respectively, per mass of cells

generated; 1u is the specific growth rate of the bacterium; k1 k6 are attachment

/detachment rate coefficients; F and G are blocking functions; and Pb is the bulk

density. The terms C,,, Cmj, Cnzs2, C,,,a represent the mass of cells in the aqueous

phase per volume of pore liquid, the mass of cells reversibly attached to solids per

mass of porous media, the mass of cells irreversibly attached to solids per mass of

porous media, and the mass of cells attached to gas-liquid interfaces per volume of

gas phase, respectively. Note that in (3.18)-(3.20) the same growth rate is applied to

bacteria everywhere. This does not necessarily have to be the case. Different

growth rates could be applied to bacteria in different regions if, for example,

bacteria at air-water interfaces are thought to have greater access to 02, and hence

higher growth rates, than those associated with solid-water interfaces.
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Figure 3.3. Conceptual mode! of possible sorption sites for bacterial cells in
variably saturated porous media and corresponding rate coefficients.
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The metabolic lag function, 2, is an empirical means of incorporating the time

lag that is sometimes observed before cells start to metabolize a substrate after their

initial exposure to it. This function is taken as

2O tz
vv2= L TL<ITE (3.21)

T1

2=1

where vis the length of time that the cells at any given location have been exposed

to some minimum threshold concentration of a substrate, C, VL is the observed

time lag before the cells start to metabolize the substrate, and vg is the time required

for the cells to reach their exponential growth phase [Wood et al., 1995]. Strictly

speaking, (3.21) should only be applied to bacteria that are irreversibly attached.

The specific growth rate is represented by a multiplicative Monod-type

kinetics model

[ c, '( Cgw
P = Prnax

K0 + JKg + Cgw J
(3.22)

where J'max is the maximum specific growth rate [hf'], and K0 and Kg are half-

velocity (or half-saturation) coefficients [mg/L] for oxygen and the glucose,

respectively. Note that equation (3.22) can be easily modified to include additional

constituents that might limit growth, such as nitrogen or phosphorus.



The mass balance equations that are implemented to represent the attached

biomass are
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AJ1phC,,l + k7phC I,,

(3.23)

(OuCma ) = + kIF8C,IIW k4OaCF?, a (3.24)

+k5G9C, kÔphC,11, (3.25)

The maximum extent of cell sorption at air-water interfaces is assumed to

correspond to mono-layer coverage. The fraction of the air-water interfacial surface

area available for sorption, F, is represented using a Langmuir-type blocking

function

OC A,
= a/na p

Aan, > 0
mA

(3.26)

F=0

where As,, is the maximum projection area of a cell, i is the average mass of a

fully hydrated cell, and Aai is the air-water interfacial surface area per volume of

porous media, which was estimated from

\

1i_Se'J hhb
2a 2h)



Aaw (Se) = 0 h <hb
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(3.27)

where Se = (O Or)/(cb Or), Or is the residual or irreducible water content, pis

the mass density of the water, g is the gravitational constant, ais the interfacial

tension at the air-water interface, and hb and 2b are parameters in the Brooks and

Corey [1964] water retention function [Niemet et al., in press]. Figure 3.4 shows

the air-water interfacial surface area as a function of effective saturation, given by

(3.27), for a uniform, 40/50 grade of quartz sand. Although Figure 3.4 indicates a

nearly linear relationship, it should be noted that (3.27) applies strictly to

conditions following drainage from a fully water-saturated state, and does not

account for the effects of hysteresis and air-entrapment, which may create much

more complicated relationships between air-water interfacial surface area and

liquid saturation.

The maximum extent of cell sorption at the S2 sites is assumed to correspond

to mono-layer coverage of the fractional area of solid-water interfaces consisting of

s2 sites. This is represented by the function

pC,A
G = 1

bm..s2 C/? (3.28)

where 0 < 1 is the fractional area of solid-water interfaces consisting of s2 sites,

and is the solid-water interfacial surface area per volume of porous media.
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Figure 3.4. Air-water interfacial surface area per bulk volume of a 40/50 grade of
quartz sand as a function of effective aqueous-phase saturation, calculated using
equation (27). The following parameters were used: p= 0.993 g 1cm3, g = 981
cmis2, o 72.8 dynes/cm. q 0.332, 2bc = 8.85, and hh = 26.5 cm.
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The parameter ASS, was estimated from the product of the first two terms on the

right side of equation (3.27). Note also that the fractional area consisting of s sites

was not explicitly accounted for in (3.23) because it is assumed that bacterial cells

can continue to accumulate on top of one another, even after mono-layer coverage

of all the s1 and s2 sites has been reached.

Transport equations with kinetic terms similar to the ones used here have been

proposed for modeling the effects of sorption at air-water interfaces on the transport

of viruses [Chu et al.. 2001], bacteria (under non-growth conditions) [Schafer et al.,

19981, and colloids [Corapcioglu and Choi, 1996]. The experimental results of Wan

and Wilson [1994] and Wan et al. [1994] have been cited in all of these studies as

justification for explicitly considering sorption at air-water interfaces. However,

most of the previously reported bacterial transport studies only considered steady

flow and non-growth conditions so that complications associated with modeling

attachment/detachment and simultaneous growth at dynamic air-water interfaces

were avoided. It should be noted that the nature of air-water interfaces in

unsaturated porous media is also subject to some debate, as to whether they are

more representative of no-slip boundaries (eg. the static wall of a capillary tube), or

slip boundaries (eg. the surface of a flowing river), or some combination of these

extremes (eg. trapped air bubbles as well as a continuous, mobile air phase). The

nature of air-water interfaces in unsaturated porous media obviously has some

bearing on how sorption at these interfaces should be modeled.



An alternative to the kinetic approach described above for modeling cell

sorption at air-water interfaces is to assume equilibrium adsorption. Several studies

have measured bacterial cell surface energies against air and have found them to be

less than the surface energies (or surface tensions) at air-water interfaces [Absolom

et al. 1983; Gerson 1993]. Sorption of hydrophobic cells and associated by-

products of cell metabolism at air-water interfaces could therefore be expected to

result in some degree of surface tension lowering. One way of accounting for

sorption of surfactants and/or cells at air-water interfaces and concomitant changes

in surface tension is to the use the Gibbs adsorption equation

_M da1g
(3.29)

RT dlnC

where F is the surface "excess" [mg/cm2] adsorbed to air-water interfaces, M is

the molecular weight of the adsorbing molecule (or cell), R is the gas constant, Tis

the absolute temperature, Ulg is the surface tension at the liquid-gas interface, and C

is the aqueous-phase concentration [Adamson and Gast, 1993]. Equation (3.29) can

also be expressed as

(3.30)RTdC

where the equilibrium spreading pressure, y 0?g' and where a0 is the surface

tension at the liquid-gas interface for the aqueous solution in the absence of

bacteria or other surface-active compounds.



The equilibrium spreading pressure can be expressed in terms of the familiar

Langmuir- or Freundlich-type isotherm models as

and

ABC
11+AC (3.31)

y = ACB (3.32)

respectively, where A and B are empirical parameters. For the Langmuir-type

model, B also represents a maximum spreading pressure, B = amin, where 0mjfl

is the minimum liquid-gas interfacial tension that would presumably be obtained at

mono-layer coverage of the interfaces by bacterial cells, or near the critical micelle

concentration for surfactants. Use of the Langmuir-type model for sorption at gas-

liquid interfaces implies a finite sorption capacity which can be estimated using

(3.26) and (3.27).

If the Langmuir-type model is used to represent sorption of cells (or

surfactants) at gas-liquid interfaces, equations (3.30) and (3.31) can be combined to

determine the retardation factor, Rj, used in (3.3) as

R
1(AM AB 2AC 1 (333)

/ o + AC)2 I 1 + AC)]
\' w)

Similarly, if the Freundlich-type model is used, equations (3.30) and (3.32) can be

combined to determine the retardation factor as



(AMW
R1 =l+-__ ___AB2C1 (334)

Equations (3.31)-(3.34) are nonlinear, unless B in (3.32) and (3.34) equals one,

which corresponds to the classical linear Freundlich isotherm model.

Equations (3.33) and (3.34) are applicable to equilibrium adsorption at gas-

liquid interfaces only. If equilibrium sorption at solid-liquid occurs, retardation

effects due to sorption at these interfaces can be accounted for in the usual way, and

used in conjunction with (3.33) and (3.34) if required. However, it is difficult to

account for the simultaneous growth of bacteria at interfaces where equilibrium

sorption has been assumed due to the mixing of equilibrium and coupled kinetic

reactions. Nevertheless, equations (3.29)-(3.34) can be readily used with (3.3) to

model bacterial transport and adsorption at air-water interfaces under non-growth

conditions, and/or surfactant adsorption at air-water interfaces with concomitant

surface-tension lowering effects. It should be noted that both the kinetic and

equilibrium descriptions of sorption at air-water interfaces given above implicitly

assume that these interfaces are effectively static, no-slip boundaries. However,

gas-liquid interfacial areas may change as a function of liquid saturation, following

(3.27).
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Rate coefficients

As noted previously, most of the models that have been developed for

simulating bacterial transport in porous media have used kinetic modeling

approaches. Harvey and Garabedian [1991], Hornberger et al. [1992], Deshpande

and Shonnard [1999], and others have assumed that bacterial cell attachment in

saturated porous media could be represented by a first-order kinetic model, and

used the model of Tien et al. [1979] to estimate attachment coefficients. The model

of Tien et al. [1979] was also implemented in this study. The attachment

coefficient, k1, is estimated from

k =_00Jlla (3.35)

I
2OJ d

where dg is the median grain diameter of the porous medium (or collector), and q

and a are the so-called collector and collision (or sticking) efficiencies

[Deshpande and Shonnard, 1999]. Since two-dimensional porous media systems

with spatially variable properties are considered, the term q/O in (3.35) is replaced

bylvl.

Equation (3.35) is based on particle filtration theory and the earlier work of

Rajagopalan and Tien [1976]. The expression for the collector efficiency (see

appendix) is essentially an empirical correlation function that contains a number of

dimensionless terms that describe London-van der Waals interactions, interception,

sedimentation, and diffusion. The collector efficiency is calculated from the
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physical properties of the porous media (eg. porosity and median grain diameter),

fluid properties (eg. density, viscosity, velocity, and temperature), and the size and

density of the suspended particles [Tien etal. 1979]. Equation (3.35) was

developed by comparing experimental data from various sources with theoretical

results based on a sphere-in-cell model of porous media [Happel, 1958]. Tien et al.

[1979] also considered the theoretical results from Payatakes et al. [1973a,bI which

were based on calculating particle trajectories by solving the reduced Navier-Stokes

equations for a unit-cell constricted tube model of porous media. The sticking

efficiency, at., is an empirical parameter.

Chiang and Tien [1 985a,b] developed another empirical correlation function

that modifies the model of Tien et al. [1979] to account for a so-called "filter

ripening" effect that is frequently observed in particle filtration systems, where the

collector efficiency increases over time as more suspended particles become

attached to the filter media. The model of Tien et al. [1979] and the empirical

correlation function by Chiang and Tien [1985] do account for detachment (re-

entrainment) of particles, or surface interactions resulting from differences in

charge, the presence of electrolytes, or changes in the ionic strength of the

suspending liquid. Such surface interactions might include both particle-particle

interactions, such as flocculation or electrostatic repulsion, and particle-collector

interactions that might occur, for example, if the electrostatic double-layer

thickness is reduced by an increase in the ionic strength of the pore water. In spite

of the fact that (3.35) does not explicitly consider the surface interactions noted
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above, Deshpande and Shonnard [1999] used it to study the effects of systematic

increases in ionic strength on the attachment kinetics of a P. Jluorescens bacterium

in saturated sand columns. They varied the q and a parameters, as well as a third

parameter, o,, in the filter ripening model of Chiang and Tien [1985], to optimize

the fit between simulated and observed bacteria breakthrough curves for different

ionic strengths of the suspending fluid.

Rittmann [1982] developed an equation to describe detachment as a function of

fluid shear stress, using data for a Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterium that was

obtained using a centrifuge [Trulear and Characklis, 1982]. Speitel and DiGiano

[1987] suggested, however, that detachment is much more closely related to

biomass growth rate than to the amount of biomass present, and modified

Rittmann's model with an additional term to account for the specific growth rate.

McDonald et al. [1999a] used Rittmann's model to account for detachment as a

function of fluid velocity and shear in the vicinity of well screens for a hypothetical

bioremediation scenario involving the injection of nutrients into an aquifer.

Alternative models for bacterial cell detachment have been proposed by

Johnson et al. (1995) and Ginn (1999), who considered detachment to be a

residence-time-dependent process. They did not ascribe this time-dependence to

any particular mechanism. Hence these models are essentially empirical, but

provide more flexibility in fitting break-through curve data. Implementation of the

models proposed by Johnson et al. (1995) and Ginn (1999) requires the use of

particle-tracking algorithms to track the time-history of individual particles (or
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cells) at each location in space. Such particle tracking is made somewhat more

complicated if cell growth is considered. Cell growth was not considered by

Johnson et al. (1995) or Ginn (1999).

In this study, the detachment coefficient, k2, was represented using

k2 =fexp(-tg) (3.36)

wheref and g are empirical parameters, and t was taken to be equal to the value of

rin equation (3.21), or to the time since any location in the modeled domain is first

exposed to some minimum threshold concentration of growth substrate. In essence,

this amounts to keeping track of the time over which local environmental

conditions have been conducive to optimal growth, rather than keeping track of the

time history of individual particles (or bacterial cells). These approaches are

equivalent for irreversibly attached cells. Equation (3.36) is also empirical, but

simpler than those used by Johnson et al. (1995) or Ginn (1999), and it was found

to provide adequate flexibility in fitting experimental data.

Using the kinetic modeling approach, adsorption of bacteria at gas-liquid

interfaces is assumed to be an essentially irreversible process, based on the results

of Wan et al. [1994]. We further assume that sorption at gas-liquid interfaces is a

function of both the aqueous phase concentrations of bacteria, as well as the gas-

liquid interfacial area that is available for sorption, as indicated by (3.26) and

(3.27). The attachment coefficient for bacteria at gas-liquid interfaces is represented

by the parameter, k3, which is assumed to be a constant. Detachment of bacteria
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from gas-liquid interfaces is assumed to be negligible until these interfaces reach

monolayer coverage, or until increases in aqueous phase saturation reduce the gas-

liquid interfacial area, causing the mobilization of cells that were previously

attached. After monolayer coverage is reached, it is assumed that any additional

growth of cells at gas-liquid interfaces will result in instantaneous detachment and

resuspention in the aqueous phase. This condition is represented by

k4=0 F>0

(3.37)

k4=Au F0

The possibility for irreversible attachment of bacterial cells at solid-liquid

interfaces is also considered, based on the results of Harvey and Garabedian [1991],

Hendry et al. [1997, 1999], and others. The rate of irreversible attachment is

assumed to be proportional to the concentration of bacteria in the aqueous phase,

and to the fraction of surface area available for sorption at S2 sites, as given by

(3.25) and (3.28). The k5 parameter is assumed to be a constant, and the k6

parameter is represented the same way as k4 in equation (37), but based on the

value of G rather than F. This treatment is consistent with the observations of Mills

et al. [1994], cited previously, that suggest that some bacteria may become

instantaneously and irreversibly adsorbed on iron-oxide coatings. However,

Lawrence et al. [19871 suggested that cells first become reversibly attached before

they become irreversibly attached, which could represent a different mechanism,

such as the production of conditioning films by the bacteria.
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Time-dependent expressions have also been used for modeling irreversible

sorption of proteins at solid-water interfaces. Lee et al. [1999] modeled observed

decreases in protein adsorption rate using an adsorption coefficient that was a

power function of time, rather than a blocking function, as used in (3.24) and

(3.25), or an exponential function of time, of the type given by (3.36). Decreases in

protein adsorption rate with time were attributed to an increasing energy barrier

associated with the increase in adsorbed mass as irreversible sorption sites

approached mono-layer coverage [Lee et al., 1999]. Changes in protein adsorption

rates with time have also been attributed to conformational or structural changes

that occur in protein molecules as they "unfold" on the surfaces to which they

attach [Daeschel and McGuire. 1998]. Similar mechanisms may also apply to

bacterial adsorption.

By inspection of equations (3.23)-(3.25), it can be seen that the rate parameters

k3 and k4, are somewhat redundant with the rate parameters kc and k6, and may

therefore be unnecessary. Although they can potentially be used to represent

different mechanisms, their net effect is indistinguishable under most conditions,

unless sorption of cells at gas-liquid interfaces also causes other effects, such as

surface tension lowering. If this is the case, then sorption at gas-liquid interfaces

might be better represented using the Gibbs adsorption equation, as described

previously.
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It may be of interest to note that some earlier solute transport studies also

observed more apparent sorption or incomplete solute displacement at lower liquid

saturations [Nielsen and Biggar, 19611. However, this behavior was attributed to a

larger fraction of water in the porous media being contained in relatively slow

moving or stagnant regions that acted as sinks to ionic diffusion. These

observations led to the development of the mobile-immobile water concept that is

frequently used in solute transport modeling [Coats and Smith, 1964; van

Genuchten and Cleary, 1979]. The reduction in peak concentration values that are

obtained using solute transport models based on the mobile-immobile water

concept is similar to that observed for bacteria by Wan and Wilson [1994] when

liquid saturation was reduced in their glass micro-model and column experiments.

However the mechanisms that this phenomenon is attributed to are different. The

mobile-immobile water model generally leads to extended tailing of breakthrough

curves, due to slow mass transfer of solutes out of immobile water regions after the

main solute pulse has passed, while irreversible sorption tends to simply reduce

peak concentrations without significantly affecting the higher moments of a

breakthrough curve.

Numerical methods

A numerical model was developed to implement the equations described

above. Spatial derivatives resulting from discretization of(3.l) and (3.3) are

approximated by a block-centered, finite-difference scheme for non-uniform grids.
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Time derivatives in (3.1) and (3.3) are computed using a fully implicit, backward

Euler scheme [Huyakom and Pinder, 1983]. Internodal conductances in (3.1) are

calculated as the product of the harmonic mean of the saturated hydraulic

conductivities in adjacent grid blocks, and upstream-weighted relative hydraulic

conductivities. Nonlinearities in (3.1) are resolved using a Newton iteration method

[Brutsaert, 1971]. The linear algebraic equations that result from the discretization

of(3.1) and (3.3) are solved using a conjugate gradient method [Kershaw, 1977].

For each time step, equation (3.1) is solved first to obtain the water content and

velocity fields required for equation (3.3). Equation (3.3) is then solved for all

mobile aqueous- and gas-phase constituents. Equation (3.3) can be nonlinear due to

the kinetic reaction-rate source/sink terms, or when a non-linear equilibrium

isotherm model is used. If equilibrium adsorption is assumed with a nonlinear

isotherm model, equation (3.3) is solved iteratively by successive approximations.

The kinetic reaction-rate source/sink terms are solved by operator splitting [Strang,

1968; Valocchi and Malmstead, 1992; Zysett et al., 1994a,b]. Operator splitting is

used because the reactions can be easily modified in this approach, as needed, to

account for additional solutes or multiple bacterial populations, other microbial

processes such as endogenous (or maintenance) respiration, decay, or substrate

inhibition effects [Bailey and 011is, 1986]. This approach also allows alternative

models for the cell sorption or attachment /detachment kinetics to be easily

implemented and tested.
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However, as noted by Valocchi and Malmstead [1992], use of operator splitting

generally involves additional time step constraints to ensure accuracy of numerical

solutions to (3.3).

The coupled set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

representing the kinetic reactions is set up to be solved using the ckrk or stUbs

routines from Press et al. [1992]. The ckrk routine uses the fourthlfifth-order

Runge-Kutta method of Cash and Karp [1990], and the stifbs routine uses the semi-

implicit extrapolation method of Bader and Deufihard [1983]. Both routines use

adaptive time stepping. According to Press et al. [1992], the stifbs routine is

excellent for stiff problems, and up to one order-of-magnitude faster than similar

routines based on Gear-type backward differentiation methods [Gear, 1971].

The call to the ODE solver routines is embedded within a Newton iteration

loop. Iteration is required if the concentration of a particular constituent is returned

from the ODE solver with a negative value. For example, if the aqueous-phase

oxygen concentration is returned with a negative value, this indicates that the rate

of reaction is too fast given the available concentration of oxygen, resulting in too

much substrate consumption and excessive cell growth. In this case the specific

growth rate is modulated (reduced) within the Newton iteration loop to eliminate

the mass balance errors that could otherwise occur under these conditions. This

iteration loop can be computationally expensive.
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Its use is minimized by checking the concentrations of the substrate and electron

acceptor at the beginning of each reaction step, and setting the specific growth rate

to zero if either concentration is less than 5% of its half-velocity constant.

Changes in the concentrations of aqueous and attached biomass that occur

over a time step are used to compute changes in the fluid-media properties. These

biomass-induced changes can include lowering of the surface tension, increasing

the apparent contact angle, increasing the density and viscosity of the suspending

liquid as aqueous-phase cell concentrations increase, and physical clogging effects

associated with the accumulation of attached cells within the pores. These changes

are accounted for by fluid-media scaling and the composite media model described

by Rockhold et al. [2002a}. Pressures are updated at the end of each time-step, after

solving for the reactions, to account for any changes in fluid-media properties prior

to advancing to a new time-step.

The numerical implementation of the model described above was tested by

mass balance checks and comparisons against selected analytical solutions to verify

stability and accuracy. Comparisons of simulated and observed results from

experiments are given in companion papers.
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Notation

Roman symbols

a exponents in numerator of tortuosity function [-1

A empirical parameter in isotherm models [-]

average cell projection area 1cm2]

Aaw air-water interfacial surface area! bulk volume [cm2/cm3]

B empirical parameter is isotherm model [-]

C solute or bacterial concentration [mg/cm3]

dg median grain diameter [cm]

D components of dispersion tensor [cm2/hr]

Dk/hhIOl coefficient of molecular diffusion, [cm2/hr]

Dkf effective diffusion coefficient, [cm2/hrl

e exponent in denominator of tortuosity function [-]

f empirical parameter in model for detachment coefficient [-]

F Langmuir-type blocking function for air-water interfaces [-]

g gravitational constant [cmi'hr2]

gc empirical parameter in model for detachment coefficient [-]

G Blocking function for solid-water interfaces [-]

h soil-water pressure head [cm]

hb air-entry pressure [cm]

k intrinsic permeability [cm2]

attachment/detachment rate coefficients [hr]
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Roman symbols (continued)

K, kr saturated and relative hydraulic conductivity [cm/hr]

iç, K: horizontal and vertical components of saturated hydraulic
conductivity tensor [cm/hrl

KH Henry's Law constant [mg/(cm3-atm)J

K0 half-velocity coefficient for e-acceptor (eg. 02) [mg/cm3]

Kg half-velocity coefficient for substrate (eg. glucose) [mg/cm3]

m average mass of bacterial cell [mg]

M molecular weight of adsorbing molecule or cell [mg/mole]

pk partial pressure of gas component k, [atm]

q, q0 Darcian fluxes of water and air [cm/hr]

r respiration coefficient [moles/molel

R gas constant [(L atm)/(mole K)]

solute retardation factor [-]

Sw, Se absolute and effective aqueous-phase saturations [cm3/cm3]

t time [hr]

T absolute temperature [K]

v fluid velocity [cm/hr]

x horizontal coordinate [cm]

Xk mole fraction (partial pressure) of gas component k

Y yield coefficient [mg/mgi

z vertical coordinate [cm]
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Greek symbols

collision or sticking efficiency [-1

aL, aT longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, [cm]

equilibrium spreading pressure [dyne/cm]

F surface excess" adsorbed to air-water interfaces [mg/cm2]

1 collector efficiency [-]

O, 6 volumetric water and air contents [cm3/cm3]

microbial metabolic lag, [-]

Xbc Brooks and Corey function parameter [-]

A reaction rate source/sink term [mg/hr]

/4 /J,nax specific and maximum specific growth rates, [hf']

luf liquid viscosity [mg/(cm hr)1

fractional area of solid-water interfaces consisting of s2 sites

p density of aqueous solution [mg/cm3]

q oo gas-liquid interfacial tension with and without cells [E/L]

exposure time of cells to substrate [hrl

rL lag time before cells start to metabolize substrate [hr]

time required to reach exponential growth stage [hr]

residence time of water [T]

porosity [cm3/cm3]

Q fluid source sink term [cm3/hr]



APPENDIX

In the particle filtration model of Tien et al. (1979), the clean-bed collector

efficiency, 1/0, is estimated from

with
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1/0 = bAsNLo8Nr1518 + 3.375x103bAsNg'2Nr°'4 + 4As3Npe213 (Al)
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w =2 3p + 3p5 2p6 (A9)

The dimensionless group NL0 represents London-van der Waals interactions, where

H is the Hamaker constant, p is the fluid viscosity, d is the particle diameter, and

U is the approach velocity or filtration rate. The group N,- represents the ratio of

median particle diameter to median collector (or grain) diameter. The

dimensionless gravity group, Ng, represents the influence of particle density on

settling velocity, where g is the gravitational acceleration. The dimensionless group

Np represents a Peclet number, where k is the Boltzman constant and T is the

absolute temperature. The dimensionless groupA is based on Happel's (1958)

sphere-in-cell model of porous media and describes the effects of adjacent grains

on flow about individual collectors.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MICROBIAL DYNAMICS AND
TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN SOILS COLUMN EXPERIMENTS

M. L. Rockhold, R. R. Yarwood, M. R. Niemet, P. J. Bottomley,
and J. S. Selker

To be submitted to: Vadose Zone Journal
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M1IEiArNI

An experimental and numerical investigation was conducted to study

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably

saturated porous media. Experiments were conducted with constant, surface-

applied water fluxes in duplicate, variably saturated, sand-filled columns that were

uniformly inoculated with a Pseudomonas fluorescens bacterium. The permeability

of the sand in the columns was reduced by a factor of 40 within one week during

growth on glucose. Pressure heads increased (became less negative) at all measured

depths, but significant increases in the apparent volumetric water contents were

only observed in the upper 5 cm of the columns, corresponding to the areas with

the highest concentrations of attached bacteria. A numerical model was used to

simulate the experiments. The model accounted for the processes of water flow,

solute and bacterial transport, cell growth and accumulation, glucose and oxygen

consumption, and gas diffusion and exchange. Observed changes in water content

and pressure heads were reproduced approximately using fluid-media scaling to

account for an apparent surface-tension lowering effect. Reasonably good matches

were obtained between observed and simulated effluent data and final attached

biomass concentration distributions using first-order reversible attachment

/detachment kinetics with attachment rate coefficients based on particle-filtration

theory, and time-dependent detachment rate coefficients.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work was to gain a better understanding of possible

interactions between bacterial growth, water flow, solute transport, and gas

exchange in variably saturated porous media. These interactions have important

consequences for applications such as water and wastewater treatment, and

bioremediation of contaminated soils and aquifer sediments. These interactions also

have global scale implications for carbon cycling in the environment and the related

issue of climate change.

Laboratory experiments were conducted in sand-filled columns that were

inoculated with a Pseudomonasfluorescens bacterium. The columns were

instrumented to measure changes in pressure heads and apparent volumetric water

contents during growth of the bacterium under variably saturated flow conditions.

Glucose was used as a growth substrate. Effluent concentrations of glucose,

dissolved oxygen, and biomass were measured during the experiments. Sand-

associated (or attached) biomass was measured at the end of the experiments. The

numerical model described by Rockhold et al. [2002bj was used to help interpret

the experimental data.

The following sections describe the experimental setup, and observed and

simulated results. Various alternative or complementary mechanisms are discussed

that could lead to the observed behavior. Suggestions are also given for additional

experimental and numerical work that could be performed to help elucidate specific

mechanisms.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Instrumentation

Duplicate, segmented columns were machined out of a solid piece of 7.62-

cm-diameter (3 in.) acrylic rod using a precision lathe and mill. Segments were

machined in two heights, 1.8 cm and 6.0 cm, with finished inside diameters of 4.28

cm. The lowest segment on each column was 1.8 cm in height, and machined with

an inside diameter that tapered from 4.28 cm at the top to 0.8 cm at the bottom. A

100-mesh brass screen was placed in the bottom to retain the porous media. A

relatively coarse screen was used instead of a finer, porous ceramic disc or

stainless-steel plate, on which a negative pressure could be applied, to avoid

clogging by bacterial cell aggregates or biofllms. The smaller diameter end of the

bottom segment was threaded to accommodate a brass, pipe-threaded, barbed

fitting to which a "T"-fitting was connected. Tygon tubing was connected to each

end of this fitting. One end was fitted with a clamp and connected to a 5-mi syringe

from which samples were collected periodically during experiments for

measurements of dissolved oxygen (DO). The other end was used for effluent

outflow and head control. The acrylic segments forming each column were held

together with three pieces of 6-32 threaded stainless steel rod.

The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.1. Steady unsaturated fluxes of

an aqueous solution containing 250 mg/L of glucose were applied to the upper

surfaces of the columns through cylindrical acrylic manifolds that each contained

seven drip emitters made from the tips of syringes capped with 16-gauge
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Figure 4.1. Setup for column experiments. Components include: 1) carboys
containing aqueous influent solutions of MMS and glucose, 2) peristaltic pump, 3)
drip emitters, 4) housing containing UV lights, 5) segmented, acrylic columns with
ring tensiometers, pressure transducers, and TDR probes, 6) syringes for DO
sampling, 7) carboy for collection of waste effluent, 8) Tektronix Model 11801
digital sampling oscilloscope, and 9) computer with data acquisition board.
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hypodermic needles. The syringe tips were fitted into holes drilled in the bottom of

each manifold and sealed in place using epoxy. The emitters generated randomized

drips in a regular pattern over the exposed upper surface area of the porous media

in each column. The manifolds were connected to a Masterfiex® peristaltic pump

using Norprene® (#06402-13) food grade, autoclavable tubing (Cole-Parmer

Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, IL). The narrow gauge of the tubing allowed influent

solutions to be switched, if necessary, with minimal time delay between the change

in influent and its subsequent arrival at the surface of a column.

The drip emitters were mounted on top of a vented, foil-lined acrylic box in

which two ultraviolet (UV), germicidal lamps were housed. The box was attached

to the tops of the columns, as depicted in Figure 4.1. The UV lamps were

connected to a programmable timer so that they could be turned on at regular

intervals during the experiments to maintain sterility of the sand at the surface of

the columns. Preliminary experiments indicated that the UV lamps were necessary

in order to prevent contamination of the drippers by aerosolized bacteria from

within the columns. The needles on the drip emitters extended part way down from

the top of the light box, between the UV lamps, so that they were bathed in UV

light when it was turned on. Auxiliary experiments indicated that the UV light (254

nm wavelength) only penetrated a distance equivalent to a few grains or less into

the sand pack so that it only sterilized the upper surfaces of the sand in the columns

and did not impact biomass growth elsewhere within sand pack.
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One set of the smaller segments in the columns was machined with inner

water chambers and ceramic ring inserts, sealed in place with epoxy, to form

tensiometers. The ceramic rings were cut from larger cylindrical ceramic tubes

(Osmonics, Inc., Minnetonka, MN) with a nominal pore diameter of 10 JIm,

corresponding to a bubbling pressure of approximately 300 cm. After the epoxy

had dried, the ceramic ring inserts within each acrylic tensiometer segment were

machined to their finished size (4.28 cm i.d.) on a lathe using carbide tools. Each

acrylic tensiometer segment was also machined with three threaded ports, spaced

120° apart around its annulus. A kynar barbed fitting was threaded into one of the

three ports in each tensiometers segment, and kynar plugs were threaded into the

other two ports. The fittings allowed for evacuation of air, filling the water

reservoirs with de-aired water, and attaching pressure transducers. The pressure

transducers (Honeywell Micro Switch model 26PCBFA 1 G) were excited and

monitored by a personal computer (PC) with a 12-bit data acquisition card (AT-

®MIO-64E-3), controlled by LabVIEW software (National Instruments Corp.,

Austin, TX). The pressure transducers were calibrated before each experiment

using a water-filled manifold with a hanging water column.

The other set of the smaller acrylic segments and two of the larger segments

in each column were drilled and fitted with miniature, two-wire, time-domain-

reflectometry (TDR) probes. The TDR probes were made from 0.9-mm-diameter

stainless steel wire plated with 14K gold to facilitate soldering to commercially

available SMA bulkhead connectors (ITT Type 50-645-4524-310). The acrylic
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segments were machined to accept the TDR probes, which were secured to the

segments using 3-48 stainless steel machine screws. A flexible, 1.25-rn-long, 50 Q

coaxial cable (Tektronix part no. 174-1428-00) with male SMA connectors on both

ends was used to connect the TDR probes to a Tektronix Model 11801 digital

sampling oscilloscope with an SD-24 sampling head (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR).

This 20-GHz oscilloscope generates a step electromagnetic pulse with a rise time of

25 Ps at the connector on the instrument. A previous application of this TDR

system is described by Kelly et al. (1995). The TDR signals were transferred from

the oscilloscope to a PC via a general-purpose interface bus (GPIB). The GPIB was

controlled by a Visual Basic® program linked to a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet.

The spreadsheet program was set up to automatically plot the TDR waveforms and

compute travel times for calculating apparent liquid saturations.

The TDR probes were calibrated by assembling a column with all the TDR

segments, and then wet-packing the column with sand. This wet packing consisted

of filling approximately 1/3 of the columns with an aqueous solution of a minimal

mineral salts (MMS) growth medium that was used in the experiments, and then

pouring the sand into the columns through a funnel and randomizing screen while

gently tapping the columns to ensure relatively uniform packing. The MMS

solution saturated the sand and was also partially displaced as the sand filled the

columns. Travel time measurements were made for each probe in the MMS-

saturated sand. The column was then allowed to drain to a hydrostatic condition.

TDR readings were taken and the column was sectioned for gravimetric sampling.
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Gravimetric water content data were collected from each column segment

containing a TDR probe and used with the overall bulk density of the column to

compute volumetric water contents. These water contents were converted to

saturations by dividing by the overall porosity of the sand in the column. This

procedure was repeated with TDR segments placed in different vertical positions to

generate probe calibration data. Travel time measurements were also made for each

probe in air-dry sand packed to approximately the same porosity. Normalized travel

times. T, were calculated from

TTT = (4.1)TTil

where T is the travel time in unsaturated sand, Td is the travel time in air-dry sand,

and T is the travel time in the MMS-saturated sand. TDR probe calibrations were

established by linear regression of the liquid saturation versus normalized travel

time data.

Effluent samples were collected periodically during the experiments to

measure dissolved oxygen (DO) using a YSI model 5300 biological oxygen meter

with a model 5331 oxygen electrode (Yellow Springs Instrument Company, Yellow

Springs, OH). Effluent samples were transferred via syringe from the effluent lines

on the columns to a sampling chamber within a constant temperature water bath
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that housed the DO electrode. The DO meter was calibrated prior to every

measurement using air-saturated water at ambient room temperature (2 1±1 °C).

The total height of the internal volume of the columns in which sand could be

packed was approximately 55 cm (Figure 4.1). However, experiments were

typically conducted with sand packed to a height of 48 cm.

Bacteria, porous media, and column setup

The bacterium used in this study was PseudomonasJluorescens HK44,

hereinafter referred to as HK44. This bacterium is a gram-negative, rod-shaped,

motile bacterium that was originally isolated from soil samples that were collected

from a naphthalene contaminated field site. HK44 has been genetically engineered

so that it generates bioluminescence in the presence of naphthalene or its metabolite

salicylate [King et al. 1990]. This bioluminescence was utilized by Yarwood et al.

[2002a,b] for nondestructive quantification of cell density and distribution in a two-

dimensional, light transmission chamber containing unsaturated porous media. On

average, a fully hydrated HK44 cell is approximately 2.4 x 0.8 tm, with a dry cell

weight of about 2.7 x 1010 mg, and with 55% of this dry cell weight consisting of

protein [Yarwood et al., 2002a; 2002b]. The average density of a fully hydrated cell

was assumed to be 1100 mg/cm3 [Bouwer and Rittmann, 1992]. The HK44

bacterium was grown overnight in the MMS medium, supplemented with 1 gIL

glucose, and then resuspended in the basal MMS medium prior to use in the
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column experiments. The recipe for the MMS solution is given by Yarwood et al.

[2002a].

The porous media used in the experiments was a 40/50 grade of quartz

Accusand® (Unimin Co., LeSueur, MN). Physical properties and chemical analyses

of several grades of Accusand are described by Schroth et al. [1996]. The median

grain diameter (d50), uniformity coefficient (d601d1 o) and particle sphericity of the

40/50 grade are 0.359±0.01 mm, 1.2±0.018, and 0.9, respectively [Schroth et al.

1996]. The cation-exchange capacity, total Fe content, Fe oxide content, and

organic C content are 0.67 cmol/kg, 5.58 g/kg, 0.3 g/kg, and 0.3 g/kg, respectively

[Schroth et al. 1996]. Prior to packing, the sand was soaked in a 5 M NaC1 solution

followed by thorough rinsing in distilled water to remove fine particulates. The

damp sand was then autoclaved three times, for one hour each time, and allowed to

stand at room temperature for at least 24 hours between each autoclaving for

sterilization.

Column preparation consisted of first assembling the columns and then

submerging them for approximately 10 minutes in a 5% (v/v) sodium hypochlorite

(bleach) solution. The columns were then rinsed thoroughly with sterile, de-ionized

water. The tensiometer segments were drained and refilled with sterile, de-aired

water. The barrels of the pressure transducers were carefully rinsed with a 70%

(v/v) ethanol solution, followed by thorough rinsing with sterile de-ionized water,

prior to attaching them to the tensiometers segments. The de-ionized water was
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then displaced with sterile, de-aired water using a sterile syringe and hypodermic

needle to ensure that no air bubbles were trapped in the barrels of the transducers.

The columns were mounted vertically and adjacent to one another on a

plywood mounting board, with the outflow lines clamped. Approximately 300 ml

of an otherwise sterile MMS solution containing approximately 5x108 CFU/ml of

HK44 cells was then poured into each column. Dry, autoclaved 40/50 Accusand®

was then poured into the tops of the columns through a sterile funnel. The columns

were gently tapped with a rubber mallet while the sand was continuously poured

until a maximum packing height of 48 cm was reached. The wet packing procedure

ensured that the sand in the columns was fully saturated with no entrapped air.

After the columns were packed, the UV light box and dripper manifolds were

mounted on the tops of the columns, and the UV light box was turned on to sterilize

the upper ends of the columns. Initial TDR and pressure transducer readings were

collected. A steady flux of 250 mg/I of glucose in MMS solution was then started

on the tops of the columns at a flow rate of 7 cm/hr while the columns were still

fully saturated. The outflow lines were partially unclamped, and the outflow rate

was adjusted during the initial stages of drainage so that it was only slightly greater

than the inflow rate, in an attempt to minimize the effects of hysteresis and air

entrapment. The outflow lines were opened completely after about 20 minutes. The

ends of the outflow lines were positioned so that zero pressure was established I

cm above the retaining screen at the base of the columns.
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Effluent samples were collected periodically during the experiment to measure

concentrations of glucose, dissolved oxygen (DO), and aqueous-phase bacteria.

Samples were also extracted periodically from the sampling lines on the T-

connectors at the base of the columns for measurement of DO. Aqueous-phase cell

concentrations were determined by measuring protein using bicinchoninic acid

(BCA) [Smith, et al., 19851 with a Micro BCA Protein Assay Reagent Kit [Pierce,

Rockford, ILl. Correlations between protein and cell concentration were

established by plate count. Glucose concentrations were determined using anthrone

[Brink et al., 1960]. The analytical methods are described in more detail by

Yarwood et al. [2002a; 2002b].

Model parameter estimation

Water flow, solute and bacterial transport, cell growth, substrate consumption,

and gas diffusion were simulated using the Richards equation and advection-

dispersion-reaction (ADR) equations, described by Rockhold et al. [2002b].

Solving the Richards equation requires constitutive capillary pressure-saturation-

permeability relations for the porous media and fluids used in the experiments.

Solving the ADR equations requires estimates of diffusion coefficients,

dispersivities, and parameters describing cell growth, substrate consumption, and

attachment/detachment kinetics. The required parameters were determined as

follows.
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The saturated hydraulic conductivity, K, of the 40/50 Accusand was

determined in the same columns that were used for flow and transport experiments.

The columns were wet-packed the same way in both the characterization

experiments and in the flow and transport experiments to ensure that porosities

were consistent. The saturated hydraulic conductivity was determined using the

falling head method [Klute et al. 19861. The water retention characteristics of the

clean sand were determined by wet-packing the column, allowing it to drain to a

hydrostatic condition, and then sampling each column segment to determine

gravimetric water contents. These water contents were then used to calculate

volumetric water contents using the overall bulk density of the sand pack. The

volumetric water contents were paired with pressure heads for each depth, which

were taken as the negative value of the elevation above the location of zero

pressure in the hydrostatic column. The water retention characterisitics of the sand

were represented using the model of Brooks and Corey [1964]. The relative

permeability, or unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand was represented

using the model of Burdine [1953]. The hydraulic properties of the attached

biomass phase were represented using the models of van Genuchten [1980] and

Mualem [19761, with parameters for a clay soil [see Rockhold et al, 2002a1. The

hydraulic properties of the clean 40/50 Accusand, and the assumed properties of the

attached biomass phase, are depicted in Figure 4.2. The sand and assumed biomass

properties were combined using the composite media model described by Rockhold

et al. [2002a].
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Diffusion coefficients for glucose, 02, and CO2 in the aqueous phase were

estimated from Lide [1987]. The aqueous-phase diffusion coefficient for HK44

(a.k.a. random motility coefficient) was estimated from values reported by Barton

and Ford [19951 for another Pseudomonas species. Binary diffusion coefficients for

02, CO2. and N2 were taken from Marrero and Mason [1972]. Moidrup et al. [2000]

used exponents in their tortuosity function ofa = 2.5 and e 1. The exponent e was

also assumed to be equal to 1 in this study, but the exponent a in the numerator of

the tortuosity function was estimated to be 2.42, based on fitting the observed and

simulated oxygen and glucose effluent data.

The longitudinal dispersivity, aL 0.5 cm, was determined by running an

independent tracer experiment in the columns using the same boundary conditions

that were used in the other experiments, but without the bacteria. A pulse of a

presumably conservative tracer, KBr, was applied to the columns, and effluent Bf

concentrations were measured over time using a Bf-specific electrode. The

advection-dispersion equation was fit to the Bf breakthrough curve data to estimate

a[.

Independent batch experiments were conducted to estimate the parameters

describing HK44 growth kinetics. These experiments consisted of adding known

concentrations of glucose and cells to test tubes, and then measuring the changes in

the optical density of the aqueous solutions over time using a spectrophotometer.

Optical density was correlated with cell concentrations determined by microscopic

plate counts [Yarwood et al. 2002a1. Figure 4.3 show the specific growth rate of
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HK44 as a function of glucose concentration. The specific growth rate was

represented by a multiplicative Monod-type kinetics model

L

CoW j Cg,w//max I (4.2)
K0 + CO3 Kg + Cgw)

where ji, is the maximum specific growth rate, and K0 and Kg are half-velocity

(or half-saturation) coefficients for oxygen and the glucose, respectively. The

parameters for the best fit model shown in Figure 4.3 are 1Umax 0.5 hf', and Kg

10.7 mg/L. A value of K0 = 1.5 mg/L was estimated by fitting the observed effluent

glucose and oxygen data.

Yield coefficients were estimated using the energetics model of McCarty

[1975]. This model predicts the following stoichiometry, assuming 60% efficiency

in the conversion of glucose to cell biomass (C5H702N), with ammonium as the

source of nitrogen, and with oxygen as the terminal electron acceptor

1.15 C6H1206 + 1.92 02+ NH4 + HCO3

- C5H702N + 2.92 CO2 + 5.92 H20 (4.3)

HK44 is a facultative aerobe capable of denitrification. Therefore a source of

ammonium was included in the MMS growth media, rather than nitrate, to prevent

HK44 from utilizing nitrate as an alternative electron acceptor if anoxic conditions
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developed. Equation (4.3) indicates that 1.15 moles of glucose and 1.92 moles of

oxygen are required to produce I mole of bacterial cells. This translates into

Ygm 1.84 [mg glucose/mg cells], and Yorn = 0.544 [mg oxygen/mg cells].

Independent batch experiments were also conducted to estimate yield coefficients.

The experimentally determined values were variable, but similar to the estimates

given by (4.3). Therefore the yield coefficients estimated from (4.3) were used for

model simulations. Equation (4.3) was also used to estimate the respiration

coefficient, r(() = 1.52 [moles CO2 produced/mole 02 consumed].

Several types of sites for bacterial adsorption were discussed in Rockhold et

al. [2002b] (see Figure 3.3), with different possible equilibrium and kinetic

formulations for cell attachment and detachment. A limited number of batch

experiments were conducted with the HK44 bacterium in an attempt to estimate

sorption parameters. These experiments yielded results that indicated equilibrium

was established within about 1 hour. However, these results, like those described

by Yee et al. [20001 for B. subtilis in quartz sand, were within the error bounds of

our control experiments. Therefore the batch data were not used. The doubling time

of the HK44 bacterium in the experiments was about 1.5 hours. The residence time

of the Br tracer in the columns was about 2 hours. These times are greater than, but

of the same order of magnitude as the apparent time required to reach equilibrium

that was suggested by the batch data. Therefore the assumption of local equilibrium

adsorption during the flow and transport experiments was considered to be tenuous,

and a kinetic approach was adopted for modeling cell attachment and detachment.
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For the sake of brevity, we limit our discussion here to results obtained using

linear, reversible attachment/detachment kinetics, as represented by the parameters

k1 and k2, described in Rockhold et al. [2002b]. The attachment coefficient, k1, was

estimated using the model of Tien ct al. [1979]

k
3(q")(1-o,)

2 O J dg
(4.4)

where all parameters have been defined previously [Rockhold et al., 2002b]. The

collector efficiency. q, was calculated using the particle-filtration model of

Rajagopalan and Tien [1976]. The sticking efficiency, a, is an empirical

parameter. Values of q/O (or vi) were determined for each model grid block, based

on the solution to the water flow equation. The detachment coefficient, k2, was

represented using

k2 =fexp(-tg) (4.5)

where [and g are empirical parameters, and t was taken to be equal to the time

since the start of the experiment when glucose was first introduced to the columns.

Single values of the parameters and g were estimated for the entire

simulation domain by fitting the observed effluent biomass and final, sand-

associated (attached) biomass concentration data. Microbial metabolic lag was not
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significant in these experiments, so lag parameters were not used in the model

simulations. Table 4.1 lists the parameters that were used for the base case model

simulation. All fitted parameters in Table 4.1 were determined by trial-and-error

fitting with visual comparisons to observed data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pressure heads and water contents were observed to increase during the

experiments. One possible mechanism that could cause this behavior is lowering of

surface tension due to adsorption of cells and/or biosurfactants at air-water

interfaces. Lowering of surface tension would tend to cause desaturation of the

porous media, rather than the increases in water content that were observed.

Therefore this mechanism may initially seem counterintuitive. However, localized

desaturation would reduce the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the porous

media, which would effectively increase the resistance to flow, possibly leading to

increases in upstream saturations.

Independent measurements of surface tension for aqueous solutions of the

MMS medium with different concentrations of stationary-phase HK44 cells

indicated that surface tension lowering due to sorption of stationary-phase cells

alone was not significant (< 1 mN/rn) for cell concentrations up to approximately

iO CFU/mL [Rockhold et al., 2002a]. However, surface tension was not measured

for solutions containing cells that were metabolically active, or under conditions of

oxygen stress.
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Table 4.1. Base case model simulation parameters.

Parameter Base Case Value [units] Source or Reference
j sand 317 [cm/hr] Independent measurement

sand 0.37 [cm3/cm3]

o sand
r 0.028 [cm3/cm3]

hb
saud 21.6 [cm]

2 sand 5.84
biomass 1.08 [cm/hr] Clay soil [Leij et al., 1999]

buomass
S 0.51 [cm3/cm3]

o hiomass
r 0.1 02 [cm3/cm3]

a hiomass 0.021 [cm']
hiornass

1 .2

b composite media 3.17 Clement et al. [1996]
1730 [mg/cm3] Independent measurement

Pin 1100 [mg/cm3] Bouwer and Rittmann [1992]
aL 0.5 [cm] Independent measurement
a7 0.05 [cm] Assumed for 2-D problem
D' 0.024 [cm2/hrl Lide [1997]

D'°'()2,w
0.03 6 [cm2/hr]

D?b0I

('02,w
0.03 [cm2/hr]

"''iv
0.1 [cm2/hr] Barton and Ford [1995]

D(),
2

572.4 [cm2/hr] Marrero and Mason [1972]
727.2 [cm2/hr]

D,2(Q2 572.4 [cm2/hrl

KHO2 43.8 [(L atm)/(mol K)] Sawyer et al. [1994]

K,/(Q, 29.5 [(L atm)/(mol K)]
a 2.42 Fit to experimental data
e I Moidrup et al. [20001
A 60 Fit to experimental data
B 0.54
oo 74.2 [dyne/cm] Independent measurement
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Table 4.1 (continued). Base case model simulation parameters.

Parameter Base Case Value [units] Source or Reference
Itmax 0.496 [hr']
Kg 10.7 [mg/Li

K0 1 .5 [mg/LI Fit to experimental data
Yg, 1.84 [mg/mg] From stoichiometry

0.544 [mg/mg]
1.137 [mg/mg]

R 1.52 [mol CO2/mol 021
0.1 Fit to experimental data

f 0.29 [hf']
g 0.014 [hr1]
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Studies by Déziel et al. [1996] and Kosaric [1994] suggest that metabolically active

cells may generate surface-active agents, and possibly change their surface

character to become more hydrophobic. Anoxic environments that occur during

high substrate loading conditions might also lead to migration of motile bacteria to

air-water interfaces via chemotaxis. The generation of surface-active compounds

and/or concentration of cells with lower surface energies at air-water interfaces

could therefore lead to surface tension lowering in excess of what was observed for

stationary-phase cells alone. Sorption of bacterial cells on the surfaces of mineral

grains may also change the wettability of a porous medium, which could result in

increases in apparent contact angles [Absolom et al., 1983].

Decreases in surface tension and increases in apparent contact angle are both a

function of changes in interfacial energies and tend to manifest similar effects.

These types of changes were accounted for by similar-media scaling, described by

Rockhold et al. [2002a]. The apparent surface tension lowering effect was

represented by scaling the capillary pressure-saturation curves using scaling factors

calculated as

(a
Umw (4.6)

aoJ a0

where cr0 is the surface tension of the cell-free MMS solution [74.2 dynes/cm], A

and B are empirical parameters, and Cmi is the aqueous-phase cell concentration.

Equation 4.6 is plotted in Figure 4.4 using A and B parameters from Table 4.1.
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The initial condition for water flow in the columns was specified as a uniform

pressure head, h(x1,0) = 0 cm (fully saturated). The upper boundary condition was a

constant flux, q(0,t) = 7 cm/hr. The lower boundary condition was specified as a

held pressure head that was adjusted in steps to mimic the slow release of water

from the columns during the early stages of the experiment, followed by a fixed

pressure head of 0 cm at later times. The pressure head steps were: h(0t<0.01) =

43 cm, h(0.01t<0.02) = 39 cm, h(0.02t<0.03) = 35 cm, h(0.03t<0.04) = 30 cm,

h(0.04t<0.05) = 25 cm. h(0.05t<0.06) = 20 cm, h(0.06t<0.07) = 15 cm,

h(0.07t<0.08) = 10 cm, h(0.08t<0.l) = 5 cm, h(0.0lt168) = 0 cm. The upper

boundary condition for water flow was a constant flux, q3(O, t) = 7 cm/hr.

The initial aqueous-phase glucose, 02, and CO2 concentrations were specified

as 0.0, 9.2, and 0.01 mg/L, respectively. These initial 02 and CO2 concentrations

correspond to equilibrium with gas phase concentrations in the atmospheric as

determined using Henry's law. The upper boundary condition for glucose was a

constant concentration of 250 mg/L. Initial gas-phase concentrations and upper

boundary conditions for 02 and CO2 were specified to correspond with equilibrium

conditions with the atmosphere. The initial aqueous-phase cell concentration was

specified as 80.4 mg/L ( 3x108 CFU/mL) everywhere, except for the top node in

the model grid, where a fixed concentration 0.0 mg/L was specified to account for

the presence of the UV germicidal lamp, which was turned on at regular intervals

during the experiment to prevent cell growth on the surface of the sand.
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It was further assumed that no bacteria were initially attached to the sand anywhere

in the columns. Additional details regarding boundary conditions are given by

Rockhold et al. [2002b].

Figure 4.5 shows time histories of observed and simulated effluent glucose,

02, and biomass concentrations, and the final sand-associated biomass

concentration distributions for the columns. The error bars in Figure 4.5 represent

standard deviations of three analytical repetitions. The simulation results match the

observed effluent glucose and biomass concentration data reasonably well.

However, the DO data indicate relatively constant concentrations of approximately

mg/L in the effluent after the initial drainage period, whereas the simulation

results indicate that the concentration of DO in the effluent at these times was near

zero. We suspect that this difference can be attributed to partial re-oxygenation of

the effluent DO samples as they were transferred from the sampling syringes on the

columns to the measurement vessel.

The equilibrium concentration of 02 in water at atmospheric pressure with a

partial 02 gas pressure of 0.21 atm is 9.2 mg/L. The stoichiometry indicated by (3)

suggests that for this dissolved oxygen concentration, only about 31 out of the 250

mg/L of glucose in the influent would be consumed, leaving a concentration of 219

mg/L glucose in the column effluent. Simulations that neglected gas diffusion

verified this calculation. However, gas diffusion results in 02 being replenished at a

much faster rate than is possible by advection and diffusion in the aqueous phase

alone, thus allowing virtually all of the glucose to be utilized.
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The gradual decrease in effluent biomass concentrations that was observed after

about 60 hrs required the use of a time-dependent detachment rate coefficient [see

Eq.(4.5)] to reproduce this behavior in the model simulations. However, the

decrease in detachment rates that are caused by this function also results in slight

increases in the simulated effluent glucose concentrations over time, and gradual

decreases in simulated pressure heads and water contents after about 50 hours.

These effects were not observed in the measured data. This suggests that decreases

in effluent biomass concentrations may have been due in part to decreases in the

effective growth rate of the bacteria, possibly resulting from mass transfer

limitations that developed over time.

The observed and simulated results also deviate somewhat between times of

about 5 and 50 hours, with the observed effluent data exhibiting lower

concentrations. This difference may be attributable to irreversible sorption of

bacteria on iron-oxide coatings on the sand and/or on air-water interfaces during the

experiments. Closer matches were obtained between the observed and simulated

effluent biomass concentrations by accounting for irreversible sorption in the

model simulations, using kinetic expressions described by Rockhold et al. [2002b].

However, the correspondence between the simulation results and other measured

data, such as effluent glucose concentrations and final, sand-associated biomass

distributions, was generally worse for these cases. Therefore these results are not

shown.
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Figure 4.5 also shows the observed and simulated final sand-associated biomass

concentration distributions in the columns. The apparently abrupt increase in

attached cell concentrations indicated by the simulation results at a depth of

approximately 30 cm reflects the position of the capillary fringe. Below a depth of

about 32 cm, the sand is fully water-saturated, with a volumetric water content,

= 0.37. Water contents decrease rapidly above this depth, and at the 27 cm depth &

0.15. The attachment coefficient, k1, increases as water content decreases, as

indicated by Equation 4.4, which explains the differences in attached cell

concentrations that are predicted in the vicinity of the capillary fringe. Note that the

apparent abruptness of the simulated attached biomass concentration distribution

depicted in Figure 4.5 is also accentuated by using a log scale.

Figure 4.6 shows time histories of observed and simulated values of volumetric

water content and pressure head at selected locations. The observed changes in

water contents and pressures could only be reproduced approximately in the model

simulations by using fluid-media scaling to account for an apparent surface-tension

lowering effect. As shown in Figure 4.6, significant increases in apparent

volumetric water contents were only observed at the upper-most TDR measurement

locations, located approximately 1.8 cm below the surface of the sand in the

columns. Only a few depths are shown in Figure 6 for clarity of presentation. The

simulated water contents shown in Figure 4.6 indicate relatively small increases in

volumetric water contents at depths of 1.8 cm and below. However, significant

increases in water content are predicted for the upper-most node in the model grid,
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located at a depth of 0.25 cm. The differences between the observed and simulated

water contents may be due to processes that were not correctly represented in the

simulation model, larger measurement volumes sensed by the TDR probes, or

possible errors in the TDR probe calibrations.

Water content measurement by TDR is a function of the dielectric permittivities

of the materials in which the probes (or waveguides) are embedded (eg. water, air,

sand, and biomass). The energy of the electro-magnetic (EM) pulse that is

propagated and reflected back during a measurement is most highly concentrated in

the immediate vicinity of the waveguides, and decreases rapidly with distance away

from them [Knight, 19921. However, at higher water contents, the energy of the

EM pulse would not propagate as far away from the waveguides due to the higher

dielectric permittivity of water (80) relative to air (1). The volumes sampled by

the TDR measurements at the 1.8 cm depth may extend up to the surface of the

sand in the columns, and become progressively more biased due to the higher water

contents that develop near the surface over time. It is also possible that the upper-

most TDR measurements were influenced by the accumulation of biomass.

Bacterial cells are typically on the order of 70-90% water by volume [Madigan et

al., 1997]. Therefore they might be expected to appear similar to water in terms of

an apparent water content measured by TDR. However, the molecular structure of

bacterial cells is certainly different than water, and would have different relaxation

frequencies.
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The TDR measurements may be especially susceptible to bias of this type due to

the high bandwidth of the Tektronix Model 11801 oscilloscope. The dielectric

permittivity of bacterial cells would presumably lie somewhere between that of

water and sand, but would probably be more similar to water. The possible

influence of bacterial cell accumulation on TDR measurements was not

investigated or accounted for in the TDR probe calibrations.

Figure 4.6 also shows time histories of observed and simulated pressure head

values, respectively, at selected measurement depths. Two of the tensiometer

segments in column A developed air leaks which rendered the data from those

locations useless. Unlike the TDR data, which showed significant increases in

apparent volumetric water contents only near the surface, the transducer data

indicate significant increases in pressure heads at all depths. A steady water flux

was established on the surfaces of the columns. Therefore differences between

measured values of pressure heads at different depths that should all be under a unit

hydraulic gradient, may be due to non-uniformities in packing and/or to drift in the

pressure transducers. Although the slopes of the regression equations for the

transducer calibrations always remained constant, the offsets were found to change

by up to ±2 cm between calibrations. Therefore the absolute value of any given

pressure head measurement is probably only accurate to within ±2 cm. However,

the rates of change in pressure head that are indicated by the transducer data in any

given experiment are assumed to be more accurate.
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The transducer data for column B show sudden increases in the rates of change

of pressure heads at a time of approximately 145 hrs. These increases in pressure

head correspond with the start of ponding of the influent on the surface of column

B that occurred at this time, as noted in Figure 4.6. At this point, the hydraulic

conductivity of the sand in column B was reduced from its original saturated value

of approximately 317 cm/hr to less than 7 cm/hr, which represents a 2-3 order-of-

magnitude decrease. Ponded water at the surface effectively reduces the air

permeability to zero, preventing gas from either entering or exiting the column. The

capillary pressure represents the difference between pressures in the gas and liquid

phases. Therefore the sudden rate of increase in pressure heads after 145 hrs is due

to compression of gas trapped below the ponded water while infiltration continued,

as well as possible gas-pressure buildup due to the continued production ofCO2 by

bacteria within the column. After 145 hrs, the single-phase flow approximation

(Richards equation) is clearly no longer valid for modeling these systems.

However, up until this point, use of the single-phase flow approximation appears to

yield results that match the observed data reasonably well.

Neither the fully coupled movement of air and water, nor coupled multi-

component gas transport was considered in the model. Furthermore, gas advection

was neglected, except for mass flow due to displacement of air by water, or vice

versa. Diffusion of 02 and CO2 in the gas phase was represented using Fick's law,

with effective gas-phase diffusion coefficients that were estimated from derivations

based on the Stefan-Maxwell approximations for steady-state gas diffusion in the
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ternary 02-0O2-N2 system, in which N2 was assumed to be stagnant [Jaynes and

Rogowski, 1983]. The Stefan-Maxwell equations account for coupled diffusive

fluxes, but assume that viscous or pressure-induced movement of gases is

negligible. Mole fractions of N2 were updated at the end of each timestep in the

simulation model, and used to calculate effective diffusion coefficients for 02 and

CO2 with the Stefan-Maxwell approximations, to reflect the assumption that

isobaric conditions were maintained.

Figure 4.7 shows calculated depth profiles of partial pressures of 02 and CO2 in

the unsaturated region of the columns at the end of the experiment (168 hrs). just

prior to destructive sampling. The calculated partial pressures of02 and CO2 at the

top of the capillary fringe (30 cm depth) are approximately 0.001 and 0.35 atm,

respectively. In order for atmospheric pressure to be maintained in this system, the

increase in the partial pressure of CO2 above 0.21 atm would require the partial

pressure ofN2 to decrease from about 0.79 to 0.65 atm. However, ifN2 is stagnant,

non-equimolar respiration (r> 1) would tend to increase the total gas pressure in

the system due to excess production of CO2. If the upper boundary of the system is

maintained at atmospheric pressure, increases in total gas pressure within the

columns would lead to advective fluxes of gas out of the system, rather than just

the simple Fickian diffusion process that was represented in the model. Total gas

pressures would tend to adjust so that they remain close to atmospheric pressure, as

long as the gas phase is continuous throughout the porous media, and resistance to

air flow is negligible.
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Thorstenson and Pollock [19891 provide an in-depth discussion of the various

types of fluxes that can occur in multi-component transport of gases in unsaturated

porous media. Models of various complexity are reviewed, which range from the

"dusty gas" model of Mason et al. [19671 and Mason and Malinauskas [1983], that

considers molecular diffusion and non-equimolar components of diffusive flux, as

well as viscous or pressure-driven flux, to the less rigorous Fick's law in which

pressure-driven fluxes and interactions between different types of gas molecules are

neglected. All of the derivations and calculations presented by Thorstenson and

Pollock [19891 are for one-dimensional systems at steady state. The Stefan-

Maxwell approximations, which are used extensively by Thorstenson and Pollock,

consider coupled diffusive fluxes in multi-component systems, but assume that the

effects of Knudsen diffusion and pressure-induced flow are negligible.

Leffelaar [1987] and Freijer and Leffelaar [1996] use an alternative approach

for modeling multi-component gas transport in unsaturated porous media. They use

the single-phase Richards equation to model water flow, and a "pressure

adjustment flux" in their transport equations to ensure that isobaric equilibrium is

maintained, and to correct for possible errors associated with using Fick's law to

model only diffusive fluxes. However, their calculation of pressure adjustment

fluxes is only applicable to one-dimensional systems, and will not generalize to

multi-dimensional systems. A possible alternative for multi-dimensional systems is

to calculate air permeability from air-filled porosity, and then use the total gas

pressures computed from solutions to the reactive transport equations to directly
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compute gas-pressure gradients and total advective fluxes based on Darcy's law.

However, more accurate modeling of these processes will require the development

of compositional simulators that iteratively solve fully coupled sets of equations for

both multiphase flow and multi-component reactive transport.

Figure 4.8 shows the measured water retention characteristics and fitted

Brooks-Corey model representing the primary drainage curve for the clean 40/50

Accusand®, and pressure-saturation values from various depths in column B that

were calculated from the transducer and TDR data during the experiment. Also

shown in Figure 4.8 is a hypothetical wetting curve resulting from simple scaling of

the drainage curve, using an assumed contact angle of 30° [Rockhold et al., 2002aJ.

It is not known whether the apparent changes in water content and pressure heads

that were observed in these experiments were due primarily to: 1) production of

biosurfactants (eg. excess fatty acid production due to the high substrate loading

conditions), 2) changes in the wettability of the sand as it became coated by

biofilms, 3) clogging of pore throats by cell aggregates, 4) CO2 gas generation and

occlusion, or 5) a combination of these factors. However, regardless of the

mechanism(s), it is clear from these experiments that biomass-induced changes in

the hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous media can be significant. Such

changes are not typically considered when modeling flow and transport processes

in soils.
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Figure 4.8. Water retention data and Brooks-Corey [1964] model fit for clean sand,
and data measured from tensiometers and TDR probes during the experiment.
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A limited sensitivity analysis was conducted. Figure 4.9 shows simulated

effluent glucose and biomass concentrations, final attached biomass distributions,

and simulated water contents for the 0.25 cm depth as a function of time for the

base case simulation, and three additional simulations. The tortuosity exponent, a, a

parameter in the surface tension lowering function, B, and the time-dependent

detachment rate coefficient, g, were each changed while all other parameters were

left the same as the base case simulation parameters. The parameters used to

represent the attached biomass phase had a relatively small impact on the

simulation results due to the low volume fractions of attached biomass. Therefore,

the sensitivity of model simulation results to these parameters is not presented.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental and numerical investigation was conducted to study

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in sand-packed

columns under initially steady, variably saturated flow conditions. Glucose was

used as the carbon source for growth of a Pseudomonas fluorescens bacterium.

Pressure heads were observed to increase at all measured depths during the

experiment, but significant increases in apparent volumetric water contents only

occurred within the upper 5 cm of the columns, corresponding to the areas of

highest attached biomass concentrations. The hydraulic conductivity of the sand

was reduced by a factor of 40 during the course of the one-week-long experiment.
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The experiment was simulated using the single-phase Richards equation to

model water flow, and advection-dispersion-reaction reactions to model solute and

bacterial transport, cell growth and accumulation, glucose and oxygen

consumption. and gas diffusion and exchange. Reasonably good matches were

obtained between observed and simulated effluent glucose and biomass data, and

final sand-associated (attached) biomass concentration distributions using first-

order reversible attachment/detachment kinetics with attachment coefficients based

on particle-filtration theory, and time-dependent detachment rate coefficients. The

observed changes in water contents and pressure heads were reproduced

approximately using fluid-media scaling to account for an apparent surface-tension

lowering effect. A limited sensitivity analysis indicates that the model results are

very sensitive to parameters related to gas-phase tortuosity, the time-dependent

detachment rate coefficients, and the surface tension lowering function.

During the experiment, ponded water developed on the surface of one of the

columns after about 145 hours. Pressure head readings increased rapidly after this

time, while water contents remained relatively constant, indicating compression of

entrapped gas and possible buildup of gas pressure due to continued production of

CO2 by bacteria. The single-phase Richards equation was no longer valid for

modeling the experiment after this point because the air phase was discontinuous.

The use of Fick's law for modeling gas diffusion during the experiment may also

be somewhat questionable due to non-equimolar respiration.
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Insufficient data were collected to determine if the observed changes in water

content and pressure heads were due primarily to: 1) production of biosurfactants

(eg. excess fatty acid production due to the high substrate loading conditions), 2)

changes in the wettability of the sand as it became coated by bioflims, 3) clogging

of pore throats by cell aggregates, 4) CO2 gas generation and occlusion, or 5) a

combination of these factors. A combination of these factors is most likely.

However, regardless of the mechanism(s), it is clear that biomass-induced changes

in the hydraulic properties of variably saturated porous media can be significant.

Improvements in the experimental system and additional experiments that

might help to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the observed data include:

1) in-line sampling and analysis by gas-chromatography of 02, CU2, and N2 2)

measurement of effluent (aqueous-phase) CO2 and N2 concentrations, 3)

modification of the columns to incorporate porous stainless-steel plates or ceramic

discs at the bottom so that uniform flow conditions can be established along the

entire lengths of the columns, and 4) additional batch and column experiments with

different flow (saturated and unsaturated) and substrate loading rates to better

determine the character and extent of irreversible sorption of solid-water and air-

water interfaces. In addition, evaluation of porous media and bacterial cell surface

thermodynamic properties (interfacial energies) and their correlation with

attachment/detachment rate coefficients might be especially useful, following an

approach similar to that described by Chen and Strevett [20011.
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In conclusion, this work has demonstrated that interactions between microbial

dynamics and transport processes in variably saturated porous media involve a

number of complicated, nonlinear, coupled processes. Further insights into these

processes and a more complete understanding of their interactions can only be

obtained by additional, carefully controlled experiments, performed in conjunction

with rigorous, process-based modeling. The process-based modeling should

consider the fully coupled movement of water and air, rather than just the single-

phase Richards equation, as well as coupled multi-phase. multi-component reactive

transport. The experiments and modeling should follow a systematic, iterative

approach that includes hypothesis development, experimental evaluation, model

implementation and testing, and stepwise refinement.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental and numerical investigation was conducted to study

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably

saturated porous media during growth of a bioluminescent Pseudomonas

fluorescens bacterium. Experiments were conducted in a thin-slab light

transmission chamber filled with uniform, translucent quartz sand. Steady. variably

saturated flow conditions were established using drip emitters mounted on the top

of the chamber, with glucose applied through a central dripper located directly

above an inoculated region. Changes in the apparent saturation of the sand were

monitored using light transmission. Periodic pulses of salicylate and a dye tracer

were applied to induce bioluminescence of the bacterium to monitor colony

expansion and changes in hydraulic and transport properties. The colonized region

expanded laterally by about 15 cm, and upward against the flow by 7-8 cm, while

apparent saturations in the colonized region decreased by 7-9% and the capillary

fringe dropped by 4-5 cm during the 6-day experiment. The observed data were

reproduced approximately using a numerical model based on the Richards equation

that accounted for a biomass-induced surface tension lowering effect, and

convection-dispersion-reaction equations that accounted for solute and bacterial

transport, cell growth, attachment and detachment, substrate consumption, and gas

diffusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Sorption, geochemical reactions, and biodegradation are responsible for

immobilizing or otherwise rendering innocuous many contaminants in subsurface

environments. Natural attenuation, or intrinsic bioremediation, is being considered

as a possible alternative to physical removal by pump-and-treat or other engineered

systems for the cleanup of some hazardous waste disposal sites [U.S. Dept. of

Energy. 2000]. Natural attenuation is of particular interest because of the

significant cost savings and reduced risk to workers that could be realized at some

sites if it can be shown that the natural system provides adequate protection of

groundwater resources.

A significant body of research exists on the transport and biodegradation of

various contaminants in saturated porous media systems that are representative of

aquifer materials. Comparatively little work has been done to study biodegradation

or bioremediation on a mechanistic basis in more complicated unsaturated porous

media systems such as soils. Several studies have been conducted on the transport

of bacteria in soils under non-growth conditions [Tan et al., 1992; Wan et al., 1994;

Schafer et al. 1998; Powelson and Mills, 1998; Jewett et al., 1999]. A number of

studies have also been conducted on the transport and degradation of model

contaminants in soils [Rocio Estrella et al., 1993; Allen-King et al.. 1996a, b;

Langner et al. 1998].
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The majority of the studies on contaminant transport and degradation in soils have

represented biodegradation as a first-order decay process, without actually

considering microbial growth and interactions with other transport processes.

In the work by Rocio Estrella et al. [1993], the transport and fate of 2.4-

dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) was studied in both saturated and unsaturated

soils. They determined that sorption had a slight but significant effect on 2,4-D

transport, but that biodegradation was extensive, under both saturated and

unsaturated conditions, following a lag period of up to 3 days. One of their most

significant findings was that degradation rate parameters determined from batch

experiments were significantly different from those determined in column

experiments. The differences were attributed, in part. to oxygen limitations in their

saturated experiments that were either not present, or less severe, in their

unsaturated experiments. Their column experiments were conducted under steady

flow conditions, in both saturated and unsaturated soil, and they modeled these

experiments using analytical and numerical models for aqueous phase transport of

2,4-D only. Oxygen transport in the aqueous and gas phases, inter-phase exchange,

oxygen-limited 2,4-D degradation kinetics, and bacterial growth were not

considered.

Langner et al. [19981 studied 2,4-D transport and degradation in batch and

unsaturated column experiments, with columns of different lengths. They

determined that a single set of independently determined rate parameters from

batch experiments could not describe 2,4-D degradation for all transport conditions.
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Apparent first-order degradation rate constants obtained from column data were

found to be independent of column residence time, but increased with decreasing

pore water velocity, especially at low velocities. They speculated that variations in

apparent degradation rates were due to changes in microbial attachment and

distribution at different flow rates, differences in the residence time or "local

opportunity" time for degradation, or differences in nutrient desorption rates from

the solid phase at different pore water velocities. They stated that there is a "need to

develop a better understanding of coupled processes involving contaminant

degradation and transport" in soils.

Relatively little work has been done specifically to study interactions between

microbial dynamics and transport processes in porous media [Murphy et al., 1997;

Kildsgaard and Engesgaard, 2001; Yarwood et al.. 2002a,b]. Part of the difficulty

in doing so is related to the inability to directly observe coupled processes in most

experimental systems. Information about the transport processes is usually limited

to solute breakthrough curves generated in response to some source input. New

experimental systems in which the processes and their interactions can be observed

in greater detail would be useful.

Several studies have been conducted recently using light transmission chambers

to visualize interactions between microbial dynamics and solute transport in porous

media. Kildsgaard and Engesgaard [2001] used a thin-slab, light transmission

chamber to visualize the effects of bacterial growth and pore clogging on the

transport of dye through water-saturated sand. Yarwood et al. [2002a,bI used a
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similar system to study the interactions between bacterial growth, water flow, and

solute transport in variably saturated sand. This work was unique in that bacterial

distribution and density was quantified nondestructively by periodic induction of

bioluminescence in a Pseudomonasfluorescens bacterium. The impact of cell

growth and accumulation on water flow and solute transport was also quantified

nondestructively by measuring liquid saturations using the light transmission

method described by Niemet and Selker [2001], and by periodic application of a

dye tracer.

The objective of this research was to develop a better understanding of the

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably

saturated porous media. The experimental results of Yarwood et al. [2002a] were

analyzed using the numerical model described by Rockhold et al. [2002b], with the

goal of elucidating some of the mechanisms that could be responsible for the

observed behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chamber experiment

The experiment was conducted in a thin-slab, light transmission chamber

depicted in Figure 5.1. The chamber consists of two sheets of plate glass separated

by a U-shaped aluminum spacer. The internal dimensions of the chamber are
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45.5 cm wide, by 54 cm high, by 1 cm thick. The front sheet of glass was drilled

with a series of 9 ports in an inverted "T" configuration (not shown). The ports

were sealed with high-temperature silicon to allow for injection or sampling with a

syringe. The bottom of the aluminum spacer is machined with a drain port within a

nanow channel that runs most of the width of the spacer. This channel is topped

with 200- mesh stainless steel screen. The drain port and screen allow for effluent

outflow and pressure head control at the lower boundary of the experimental

system. The chamber assembly is mounted to a fan-ventilated sheet metal housing

that contains a bank of fluorescent lights.

The chamber was initially sterilized by filling it with a 5% sodium

hypochlorite solution and then allowing it to stand for 15 minutes. It was then

drained and rinsed thoroughly with sterile, distilled water. The chamber was then

allowed to air dry while its top was covered with multiple layers of sterile gauze

covered by aluminum foil. After the chamber had dried, it was filled with dry,

autoclaved. 40/50 grade Accusand® to a height of 48 cm above the screen at the

bottom of the chamber. The chamber was packed using an autoclaved. prismatic

funnel that contained a series of screens designed to randomize the trajectory of the

falling sand grains. The packing procedure is described by Niemet and Selker

2001]. Various physical, chemical, and hydraulic properties of different grades of

Accusand® are given by Schroth et al. [1996]. The calculated bulk density and

porosity of the sand pack were 1.78 g/cm3 and 0.3 32, respectively.
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A slightly higher packing density and lower porosity were achieved using the dry

packing method relative to the values 1.74 g/cm3 and 0.348 given by Schroth et al.

[19961.

After packing, the chamber was purged with filtered CO2 gas, followed by

saturating upward from the bottom of the chamber with a sterile aqueous solution

of a buffered modified mineral salts (MMS) media. The recipe for the MMS media

is given by Yarwood et al. [2002a]. CO2 gas is much more water-soluble than air,

so the CO2 purge was used to ensure that no entrapped air occurred during the

process of saturating the chamber with MMS. Approximately 10 pore volumes of

sterile MMS were run through the chamber after the CO2 purge to ensure that all

excess CO2 was removed.

The MMS-saturated chamber was allowed to stand overnight while samples of

the MMS that were collected from the overflow during flushing of the CO2 were

incubated in a growth medium to check for contamination. These samples were

slightly turbid the next morning, indicating that there was some contamination of

the system. Therefore the MMS in the chamber was immediately displaced by a

70% ethanol solution and allowed to stand for about 45 minutes. The chamber was

then flushed with 10+ pore volumes of sterile MMS. Samples of the overflow were

again collected and incubated overnight to check for contamination. These samples

appeared to be clean the next morning, so the experiment was continued.

One of the ports in the front sheet of glass, located along the vertical centerline

of the chamber, 15 cm below the surface of the sand pack (not shown), was used to
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inject 5 mL of a solution of 5x108 CFU/mL of a Pseudomonasfluorescens HK44

bacterium. The HK44 bacterium has been genetically engineered with a lux gene

that results in bioluminescence when the bacterium is exposed to naphthalene or its

metabolite, salicylate [King et al., 19901. The inoculum was allowed to sit in the

saturated chamber for approximately one hour prior to the start of flow.

Influent was supplied to the top of the chamber by a multi-channel, peristaltic

pump, through eleven, equally spaced drip emitters, made from 23-gauge

hypodermic needles mounted on top of the chamber. The emitters were housed in a

foil-lined acrylic box that contained an ultraviolet (UV) germicidal lamp. The UV

lamp was turned on at regular intervals during the experiment to maintain sterility

of the upper surface of the sand. Preliminary experiments indicted that this lamp

was necessary to prevent contamination of the drip emitters and influent lines by

aerosolized bacteria. The influent lines were made from Norprene® food grade,

autoclavable tubing (#06402-13, Cole Parmer Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, IL).

The peristaltic pump was adjusted to maintain an areal flux of 7cm/hr at the top

boundary of the chamber. The outflow line was positioned 1.5 cm above the screen

at the base of the chamber, and was unclamped partially during the initial stages of

drainage to modulate the outflow rate so that it was slightly greater than the inflow

rate. The outflow line was opened completely after about 20 minutes.

The influent lines upstream of the peristaltic pump were each split into 2 or 3

separate lines using Y-shaped connectors. Drippers 1-5 and 7-11 were connected to

lines routed to carboys containing MMS, and MMS supplemented with 100 mg/L
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salicylate (MMS+S). Dripper 6 was coimected to lines routed to separate carboys

containing the MMS supplemented with 250 mg/L glucose (MMS+G), the MMS

supplemented with 250 mg/L glucose plus 100 mg/L salicylate (MMS+G+S), and

the MMS supplemented with 250 mg/L glucose plus a 0.01% (w/v) solution of a

Bromophenol Blue pH indicator dye (MMS+G+D). All influent lines and carboys

were autoclaved prior to use. It should be noted that all MMS solutions also

contained 15 mg/L tetracycline. The HK44 bacterium contains an antibiotic

resistance marker, and tetracycline is required to maintain the lux plasmid.

Digital images were taken with a thermoelectrically cooled 14-bit digital

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with a Kodak KAFO400 (768 x 512 pixels)

scientific grade CCD array (ISI Systems, Santa Barbara, CA). A 35-mm, f-1.4 lens

was used (Nikon Corporation. Tokyo. Japan). Images of light transmission were

obtained using a 10 nm band-pass filter with a 620 nm center wavelength (Model

#59410, Oriel Co., Stratford, CT). Images of bioluminescence were obtained

without any filter, but with an optically clear glass lens in place of the filter. The

distance between the chamber and lens was 3.86 m.

The standard aqueous solution applied through drippers 1-5 and 7-1 1 was

MMS. The standard solution for dripper 6 was MMS+G. The influent lines for

drippers 1-5 and 7-1 1 were switched to the MMS+S solution, while the line for

dripper 6 was switched to the MMS+G+S solution, once per day, for 150 minutes,

followed by switching back to the standard solutions. Images were taken

periodically (3 images/hour, 10 mm exposure/image) during the application of the
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salicylate pulses, with the fluorescent light bank at the back of the chamber and the

room lights both turned off, to image the bioluminescence of the bacterium.

Dripper 6 was also switched to the dye solution (MMS+G+D) once per day, for 20-

25 minutes, several hours after application of the salicylate. Digital images were

taken periodically (2.5-5 mm intervals, 0.08 sec exposure/image) during

application of the dye pulses to image solute flow in and around the colonized

region of the chamber. Digital images were also collected 2-3 times each day to

measure light transmission for quantifying the liquid saturation in the chamber,

using the method described by Niemet and Selker [2001].

The influent solutions were switched without disrupting the flow rate. The

narrow gauge of the Norprene® tubing resulted in minimal time delay ( 2 mm)

between the change of influent and its subsequent arrival at the surface of the

chamber. Figure 5.2 shows the timing (elapsed time from start of infiltration) and

rates of glucose, salicylate, and dye application at the upper boundary of the

chamber during the 6- day experiment.

Five ports, spaced 7.5 cm apart and 2.5 cm above the screen at the bottom

boundary of the chamber (not shown), were used for periodic sampling of dissolved

oxygen. Samples were collected from these ports using a syringe and transferred to

a water-jacketed, constant temperature measurement vessel that housed a YSI

Model 5331 oxygen electrode connected to a YSI Model 5300 biological oxygen

meter (Yellow Springs Instrument Company, Yellow Springs, OH). Samples of

chamber effluent were also collected periodically to measure protein with
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bicinchoninic acid (RCA) [Smith et al., 1985], using a Micro BCA Protein Assay

Reagent Kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Correlations between protein and cell

concentrations were established by plate counts. Effluent glucose concentrations

were determined using anthrone [Brink et al., 1960]. Analytical methods and other

experimental details are described by Yarwood et al. [2002a; 2002b].

At the end of the experiment, flow was stopped, and the chamber was

destructively sampled to measure gravimetric water contents and final sand-

associated (attached) biomass concentrations at selected locations. Figure 5.3

shows the grid used for destructive sampling. Data from the grid blocks marked

with X's in Figure 5.3 are shown in subsequent figures.

Numerical modeling

The experiment was simulated using the numerical model described by

Rockhold et al. [2002b]. The 45.5-cm-wide by 48-cm-tall experimental domain was

discretized using uniform 0.5-cm wide grid blocks in the horizontal direction, and

non-uniform, 0.5 1 cm tall grid blocks in the vertical direction, with the finer

discretization used in the upper (unsaturated) region of the model grid. Independent

batch and column experiments were conducted to determine initial estimates of

parameters for modeling transport, growth, and attachment/detachment kinetics

[Rockhold et al., 2002c]. The mean water retention properties of the sand were

estimated from the hydrostatic pressure-saturation profile determined in the

chamber by light transmission, using the method of Niemet and Selker [2001].
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The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand was estimated by the falling head

method [Kiute and Dirksen, 1986].

Initial pressure heads values were specified to correspond to a hydrostatic

condition with a fixed pressure head of 1.5 cm at the lower boundary, and a

minimum pressure head of-26 cm, which is slightly greater than the pressure head

corresponding to the average surface boundary flux of 6.95 cm/hr for the given

hydraulic properties of the sand. Initial aqueous-phase glucose, 02, and CO2

concentrations were specified as 0.0, 8.7. and 9.5e-3 mg/L. respectively. Initial gas-

phase concentrations of 02 and CO2 were specified to correspond to equilibrium

with the aqueous phase using Henry's Law constants that were adjusted to account

for reduced solubility due to the salting out effect caused by the mineral salts and

other constituents in the MMS solution. Initial cell concentrations were specified as

5x108 CFU/mL in a small, approximately circular region. 4.5 cm in diameter.

located along the vertical centerline of the chamber and 15 cm below the surface of

the sand, corresponding to the position of cell inoculation in the chamber. The

liquid flux at the upper boundary of the domain was represented by assigning 3

model grid blocks with a flux of 19.17 cm/hr to represent each of the eleven,

equally spaced drip emitters. This corresponds to an average areal flux of 6.95

cm/hr for the top boundary of the modeled domain. No-flow conditions were

specified for all aqueous-phase constituents for all other grid blocks at the upper

boundary. The lower boundary condition for water flow was a fixed pressure head

of 1.5 cm. Lateral boundaries were specified as no-flow boundaries for water flow.
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Upper boundary conditions for gas were specified as fixed concentrations

corresponding to equilibrium with the initial aqueous-phase concentrations for 02

and CO2. The lower and lateral boundary conditions for gas were specified as no-

flow boundaries. Base case parameters determined from the literature and estimated

from batch and column experiments with the HK44 bacterium are tabulated in

Rockhold et al. [2002c1. Any deviations from these base case parameters will be

noted in the text.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Water flow

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show aqueous-phase saturation distributions calculated

from light transmission data collected during the experiment, and simulated using

the numerical model, respectively, for times of2l, 45. 69, 93, 117, and 141 hours

after the start of infiltration. Saturations were determined from the light

transmission data using the method described by Niemet and Selker [20011. The

most striking feature of the observed saturation distributions is the vertical banding

in the upper, unsaturated region of the chamber. This banding is apparently due to

hysteresis in the water retention characteristics of the sand, or changes in the

wettability of the sand. Banding occurred in this particular experiment, but did not

occur in most other experiments. This banding indicates that the area! flux of

influent to the top of the chamber was not uniform, and that preferential flow was
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occurring beneath each of the 11 drip emitters. It appears that the use of ethanol in

the final sterilization step altered the wettability of the sand, even though 10+ pore

volumes of sterile MMS solution were used to rinse the ethanol out of the system.

To account for changes in the apparent wettability of the sand, spatially

variable values of air-entry pressure were assigned to the model grid blocks in the

upper, unsaturated region of the modeled domain. The procedure consisted of first

calculating volume-averaged saturation values for each model grid block using the

saturation values determined from the light transmission data at 21 hours. A 1-D

steady-state pressure head distribution was then computed for the prescribed

boundary conditions used in the experiment (with an areal average flux), using the

water retention parameters that were determined independently for the clean sand.

Air-entry values were then estimated for each model grid block in the unsaturated

region of the chamber from the upscaled saturation values and the average pressure

head profile, using a similar media scaling and conditional simulation method

[Rockhold et al. 1996; Rockhold 1999j.

In addition to the vertical banding, the light transmission data show a distinct

region of apparent desaturation in the colonized region of the sand, and the

capillary fringe dropped 4-5 cm by the end of the experiment. Post-experiment

gravimetric sampling of the chamber verified that the saturation distributions

calculated from light transmission corresponded with the gravimetric values

[Yarwood et al. 2002a1.
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There are several possible explanations for the observed lowering of the

capillary fringe. The pump flow rate was calibrated prior to the experiment, and

checked again after the experiment. The check verified that the flow rate was the

same at the beginning and end of the experiment, ruling out the possibility of the

flow rate changing over time. Other possible explanations include the extraction of

liquid samples from the chamber for measurement of DO, different surface tensions

of the MMS and MMS+S solutions, chemical alteration or aging of the influent

solutions over time, and biosurfactant effects.Samples were collected periodically

from the five DO sampling ports near the bottom boundary of the chamber.

Approximately 2 mL of pore liquid was withdrawn from each of the five ports

during a measurement. About 0.5 mL was extracted initially from each port to

remove stagnant liquid from the sampling lines, followed by extraction of 1.5 mL

to sample the fresh pore liquid. The pore liquid was extracted very slowly in an

attempt to minimize disturbance. A total of about 10 mL was extracted from the 5

sampling ports (combined) over a period of approximately 10 minutes. This

represents a removal rate of 60 mL!hr, during each of the 16 sampling events,

which were spread over the course of the 148-hour experiment. The influent flow

rate was steady, at approximately 318 mL/hr, so the sample removal rate was less

than 20% of the influent flow rate during each of the 10-mm sampling events.

Lowering of the capillary fringe was not directly observable during the DO

sampling. However, the small pore volume and the uniformity and coarse texture of

the sand make experiments in the light-transmission chambers very susceptible to
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hysteresis and air-entrapment effects, which could have resulted from the DO

sampling.

Another possibility is that the periodic applications of the MMS+S solution,

followed by the standard MMS solution resulted in hysteresis and air-entrapment

effects due to changes in surface tension of the infiltrating liquids. Salicylate

applications were necessary in order to induce bacterial bioluminescence. However,

the surface tension of the MMS+S solution was 3 dyne/cm lower than the MMS

solution. Hence some surface tension lowering effects could be expected during

each of the 2.5-hour-long salicylate pulses. After each salicylate pulse, switching

back to the standard MMS solution with higher surface tension might have resulted

in some small amount of air-entrapment and consequent reductions in aqueous-

phase saturations relative to the conditions that existed prior to each salicylate

pulse.

It is also possible that the influent solutions became chemically altered over

time. The basal MMS media contains numerous mineral salts and micronutrients

IlYarwood et al. 2002a1. When combined with salicylate and tetracycline, it is

possible that the physical and chemical properties of the solutions changed over

time such that the surface tension of these solutions became reduced.

Unfortunately, the surface tension of the effluent was not measured during the

experiment. However, the surface tension of effluent samples was measured in

earlier experiments conducted under the same conditions, and was found to be

within measurement precision to that of the influent MMS solution.
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There was a slight color change of the influent solutions from pale yellow to

light red over the course of the 6-day experiment. This was assumed to be due to

oxidation of tetracycline. This gradual color change did not seem to have a large

affect on the light transmission properties of the sand, although Figure 5.4 indicates

that the apparent saturation values in the unsaturated region of the chamber away

from the colonized region did increase slightly during the experiment.

If the desaturation phenomenon was due to biosurfactants (eg. excess fatty acid

production due to high substrate loading conditions), this phenomenon could

possibly be accounted for approximately by modeling a separate solute species

whose production rate was dependent on biomass concentration, but whose

effective diffusion coefficient was much larger than typical solute molecules, to

allow for more rapid spreading. The numerical model was used to simulate the

generation of such a hypothetical biosurfactant, whose sorption at air-water

interfaces, and concomitant surface-tension lowering effects were modeled using

the Gibbs adsorption equation with a Langmuir-type isotherm model, as described

in Rockhold et al. [2002b]. Although this approach did produce reasonable

desaturation behavior in the vicinity of primary bacterial colonization, it did not

allow for enough lateral propagation of biosurfactant to lower the capillary fringe

across the whole width of the chamber. This does not necessarily mean that

biosurfactant production was not at least partly responsible for the lowering of the

capillary fringe. It simply means that this type of surface phenomenon may not be

adequately described in a continuum model by a standard diffusion equation.
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Spreading of biosurfactants along gas-liquid interfaces is a microscopic surface

phenomenon that can manifest changes at a macroscopic scale. Movement of cells

and biosurfactants toward air-water interfaces is controlled by particle

hydrophobicity (and/or chemotaxis of motile cells), while propagation along the

interfaces is controlled by electrostatic repulsion forces and microscopic (sub-pore

scale) turbulence that results in the so-called Marangoni effect [Adamson and Gast,

19921. Data presented by Ruckenstein et al. [1992] indicate that surfactants can

spread along gas-liquid interfaces at rates of tens of cm per second. This type of

surface phenomenon is difficult to represent accurately using continuum models of

flow and transport, but could possibly account, at least in part, for the results that

were observed in the experiment.

The localized desaturation in the vicinity of primary bacterial colonization and

the lowering of the capillary fringe may have been due to separate causes. For the

purposes of modeling the experiment, it was assumed that the localized effects

were due to sorption of cells and/or biosurfactants, while the lowering of the

capillary fringe was due to the DO sampling and subsequent air-entrapment effects.

These effects were approximated in both cases by scaling the capillary pressure-

saturation curves for the sand, using separate scaling factors [Rockhold et al.,

2002a1.

The vertical banding in the experimental results was reproduced approximately

by assigning spatially variable values of air-entry pressure to each grid block in the

unsaturated region of the chamber to account for apparent changes in the
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wettability of the sand (Figure 5.5). The desaturation phenomenon that occurred in

and around the inoculated region of the chamber was represented in the model

simulations by scaling the capillary pressure-saturation curves to account for an

apparent surface tension lowering effect, with scaling factors that were assumed to

be a function of aqueous-phase biomass concentration [Rockhold et al., 2002cJ.

Independent measurements of surface tension for MMS solutions containing

different concentrations of stationary phase HK44 cells indicated that surface

tension changes due to sorption of stationary phase cells at gas-liquid interfaces

were small and probably negligible (<1 dyne/cm for concentrations up to lO

CFU/mL) [Rockhold et al. 2002a]. However, surface tension measurements were

not made for solutions containing actively growing cells, or under conditions of

oxygen stress, which could result in the production of surface-active compounds

(excess fatty acid production due to high substrate loading conditions), and/or

migration of the motile HK44 cells to gas-liquid interfaces, respectively. Both of

these mechanisms would tend to manifest greater changes in surface tension than

those due to sorption of stationary phase cells alone.

Figure 5.6 shows average saturation profiles determined from the light

transmission data using row-averaged values of the pixels from the digital images

between horizontal coordinates of 16.5 and 29 cm. Average saturation profiles from

the same area in the simulation domain are also shown. Figures 5.4-5.6 indicate

that the magnitude and spatial extent of the simulated changes in the saturation
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distributions match the saturation data determined from light transmission

reasonably well. One feature of the simulation results that is not apparent in the

observed data is the localized depression of the capillary fringe immediately below

the colonized region. This feature is a result of making the surface tension a

function of aqueous- phase cell concentrations in the model simulations. If the

apparent desaturation phenomenon is caused by sorption of cells or biosurfactants

at gas-liquid interfaces, this phenomenon might be better represented by modeling

surface tension lowering as function of sorbed biomass rather than aqueous-phase

biomass. However, this approach was tested for simulating the column experiments

described by Rockhold et al. [2002cj, and was found to be unsuccessful for

reproducing the results of those experiments. Another feature of the simulation

results that is not apparent in the observed data is the rind of higher saturations

upstream of the desaturated, colonized region.

Solute transport

The absorbance of a monochromatic beam of light by an aqueous solution

containing a dye or other light-attenuating species can be related to its

concentration by Beer's Law. However, light transmission through the variably

saturated, sand-packed light-transmission chambers is a non-linear function of both

aqueous-phase saturation, and dye concentration, which have opposing effects.

Higher aqueous-phase saturations lead to more light transmission, while higher dye

concentrations lead to lower light transmission. Therefore, quantification of dye
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concentrations from light transmission (or attenuation) in the chambers requires

independent calibration experiments for each porous medium and dye combination

that are to be used in a transport experiment. These calibration experiments must

also consider the range of saturations and dye concentrations that will be used in an

experiment. An independent calibration experiment of this type was conducted in

the 40/50 grade of Accusand' using a Bromophenol Blue pH indicator dye.

In the dye calibration experiment, the sand in the light transmission chamber

was initially saturated with the buffered (pH 7) MMS solution, and then allowed to

drain to a hydrostatic condition. A steady flux of MMS was then applied to the

surface of the chamber via the eleven equally spaced drip emitters, with the same

boundary conditions as used in the experiment with HK44. After steady flow

conditions were established, digital images were taken to quantify the light

transmission through the variably saturated sand in the absence of dye. Aqueous

phase saturations were computed using the method of Niemet and Selker (2001).

The infiltrating solutions were then switched, without disrupting the flow rate, so

that a concentration of 0.00001% (w/v) of the Bromophenol Blue dye was applied

with the influent through drippers 1-5 (left side of chamber), while a concentration

of 0.0001% of the dye was applied through drippers 7-1 1 (right side of chamber).

No dye was present in the influent from the center dripper 6. After about 3 pore

volumes had passed through the chamber, images were taken to quantify light

transmission through a central area in each region containing the dyed solutions.
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The concentrations in drippers 1-5 and 7-11 were then both increased by 2 orders

of magnitude, to 0.001% and 0.01%, respectively, and the procedure repeated.

Relative light transmission as a function of volumetric water content and dye

concentration was calculated from this experiment. The product of volumetric

water content, 9, and dye concentration, C, was initially plotted against relative

light transmission in order to establish a regression relationship. However this

yielded unusable results. After trying to fit various combinations of the data,

including saturation, S, and normalized concentration, C/Co, it was determined that

transformations of the independent variables were required to obtain a reasonable

fit using an exponential function of the form of Beer's Law, as shown in Figure 5.7.

Similar results were also obtained by fitting transformed values of S and C/Co.

Rearranging the function depicted in Figure 5.7 yields the following equation for

predicting concentrations of the Bromophenol Blue dye from relative light

transmission in the 40/50 sand

C =
r ln(T1,, /)

I4[_235.50042 (5.1)

where Td/To is the ratio of the transmitted light with dye to transmitted light

without dye. The data in Figure 5.7 suggest that dye concentrations in variably

saturated sand in the light transmission chambers can be quantified over a four-

order-of magnitude concentration range, at least for this particular combination of

dye and sand.
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During the experiment with the HK44 bacterium, a 0.0 1% (w/v) solution of the

Bromophenol Blue dye was applied periodically to the chamber through the central

dripper (#6), located directly above the colonized region. Figure 5.8 shows images

of apparent relative dye concentrations calculated from light transmission

(attenuation) after 20-25 minute periods during which dye was applied on six

different days (approximately 24 hours apart) during the experiment. The images

of the apparent relative concentration distributions show progressively more lateral

spreading and dispersion of the dye plumes around the colonized region of the sand

over time. The black regions in Figure 5.8 are areas in which the calculated

apparent relative dye concentrations are greater than 1.0, which is presumably an

artifact of sorption of the dye by the biomass. The dye calibration experiment was

done in clean, 40/50 sand, so any influence of biomass was not accounted for in the

calibration. If the dye sorbs to the biomass or biomass-affected sand, the

attenuation of light transmission by the dye actually provides a measure of total

resident concentrations rather than flux concentrations. Furthermore, the apparent

desaturation phenomenon that occurred during the experiment with HK44 also

resulted in lower liquid saturations than were present during the calibration

experiment, which could also contribute to the calculated relative dye

concentrations in the affected region being greater than 1 .0.

The peak dye concentrations predicted from light attenuation during the early

stages of each dye pulse were approximately half of the original concentration (Go)

of dye in the influent solutions. Therefore the peak concentration values calculated
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from Equation (1) were used to compute the relative concentrations depicted in

Figure 5.8. The discrepancy between the actual and predicted peak concentrations

may have resulted from dye coming out of solution and precipitating in the

carboys. from flocculation of the dye and filtering out or sorption of the dye on the

0.2 tm filters that were used for filter sterilization of all influent solutions, or from

some other unknown differences between the calibration experiment, and the

experiment with the HK44 bacterium. For example, the porosity of the sand pack in

the dye calibration experiment was slightly greater (0.34) than the porosity of the

sand pack during the experiment with HK44 (0.332), and different batches of sand

were used, which may have had slightly different color due to being located in

different parts of the geologic formation from which they were extracted. Any or all

of these factors could all have had some affect on the results. In any case, the

discrepancies noted above suggest that the relative concentrations of dye calculated

from light attenuation for the experiment with HK44 should be considered as

qualitative, and additional dye calibration experiments are warranted.

Ideally, a dye calibration experiment would be conducted in the same sand pack

that is used for an experiment with the bacteria. However, in practice this is

generally not possible in the light-transmission chambers due to hysteresis and air-

entrapment effects that occur whenever the flow rate is disrupted or changed. These

effects are readily apparent in the saturation values calculated from light

transmission. It is likely that if sorption of the dye to bacterial cells and/or sand is

significant, quantitative estimation of aqueous-phase dye concentrations from light
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transmission (or attenuation) will not be possible, although total resident

concentrations may still be quantifiable.

Figure 5.9 shows images of simulated plumes for 21-mm pulses of a

conservative, non-reactive tracer for approximately the same times as shown in

Figure 5.8. The simulated plumes also show increased laterally spreading over time

due to the desaturation of the sand in the region of bacterial colonization. The

shapes of the simulated plumes match the observed plumes fairly well, with both

showing increased lateral spreading over time. However, Figure 5.9 indicates that

the simulated plumes show slightly less spreading after 52 hours, due to the use of

time-dependent detachment rate coefficients, which effectively reduce the aqueous-

phase concentrations and increase the sand-associated biomass concentrations.

Since the apparent surface tension lowering effect was assumed to be a function of

aqueous-phase cell concentrations, the reduction in aqueous-phase cell

concentrations at later times results in less surface tension lowering and hence

somewhat less lateral spreading.

The simulated plumes also show more apparent dispersion at earlier times,

which results from the finite-difference approximations of the transport equation

(numerical dispersion). However, the preferential flow paths beneath each drip

emitter that are evident in the saturation images from the experiment (depicted in

Figure 5.4) would tend to focus the flow and transport of dye in the preferential

flow paths, which would lead to higher velocities in the preferential flow paths and

less lateral spreading than might occur otherwise.
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Although an attempt was made to capture this behavior by using spatially variable

air-entry parameters in the upper, unsaturated region of the modeled domain, to

account for apparent changes in the wettability of the sand, the preferential flow

paths in the actual experiment may have been narrower than what was represented

by the model grid using 0.5 cm node spacings.

The increased lateral spreading or dispersion of the dye is directly related to the

increased resistance to flow through the colonized region, and lateral diversion of

flow around this region. During low-flow conditions this increased resistance to

flow could lead to increased residence time of solutes within the affected region,

which would increase the time during which bacteria could utilize available

substrates. During high-flow conditions, this phenomenon could lead to a

significant amount of flow bypassing the affected region, and entrainment of

bacteria growing at the upstream edges.

Bacterial colonization

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 shows images of bacterial density calculated from

bioluminescence using the model described by Uesugi et al. [2001J and Yarwood et

al. [2002], and simulation results, respectively, approximately 24, 48, 72, 96, 120,

and 144 hours after the start of infiltration. The images in Figure 5.10 depict

bacterial densities predicted from peak bioluminescence observed during each of

the 2.5-hour pulses of salicylate. The calculated bacterial densities indicate that a

horseshoe- or parabola-shaped region of colonization developed.
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This region expanded laterally by about 13 cm and upward against the flow by

about 3-4 cm during the 6-day experiment. The shape of the colonized region

developed in this way due to the hydrodynamics in the system, and in response to

substrate being supplied directly above the colonized region. The increased

resistance to flow caused by the desaturation phenomenon and/or by pore clogging

creates lateral diversion of water and substrate, leading to the increased lateral

spreading of the colonization.

Bioluminescence of the HK44 bacterium is dependent on biomass density,

oxygen concentration, time of exposure to salicylate, and the physiological status of

the cells [Neilson et al. 1999; Uesugi, et al., 2001; Yarwood et al. 2002a]. The

leading (upstream) edge of colonization would have ample substrate, and 02 to

sustain a maximum growth rate, as well as the bioluminescence reaction. However,

the downstream edge and the dark region inside the horseshoe might become

substrate- and/or 02-limited. Anoxic conditions appear to have prevented the

bioluminescence reaction from occurring, even though the bacterial densities

measured at the end of the experiment indicated that the density was high enough

to yield a response. It should be noted that bacterial bioluminescence within the

light-transmission chamber also creates a "lantern" effect in which portions of the

chamber are illuminated beyond the region that is actually colonized by bacteria

[Yarwood et al. 2002a]. This effect is more pronounced for bioluminescence

(emission) that for saturation values calculated from light transmission due to the

changes in intensity that span several orders of magnitude over very short
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distances. This presents some challenges for using bioluminescence in light-

transmission chambers for quantitative, non-destructive estimation of bacterial

distribution and density. The color palette and thresh-holding used in Figure 5.10

were selected to minimize this lantern effect and to maximize contrasts for visual

display.

The simulated bacterial densities shown in Figure 5.11 correspond to the same

times as the images in Figure 5.10. The shapes of the simulated distributions are

similar to the distributions calculated from bioluminescence, especially at earlier

times, but the horseshoe shape is less well developed in the simulation results. It is

important to note, however, that the simulated biomass distributions are not directly

comparable to the biomass distributions predicted from the bioluminescence data,

due to the dependencies of the bioluminescence reaction on various factors noted

earlier; in particular DO concentrations. For example, Figure 5.10 suggests that

there is little or no biomass below the primary region of colonization, whereas

Figure 5.11 indicates that there is a significant amount of biomass below this

region.

Figure 5.12 shows comparisons of measured bacterial densities from the post-

experiment destructive sampling of the chamber (see Figure 5.3 for sampling

locations), bacterial densities predicted from bioluminescence using the model

described by Uesugi et al. [2001] and Yarwood et al. [2002b], and simulated

bacterial densities at the end of the experiment, from approximately the same

locations in the chamber.
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Figure 5.12. Comparisons of bacterial cell densities determined by post-
experiment plate counts, predicted from bioluminescence, and simulated using the
numerical model. See Figure 3 for sampling locations.
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The simulated densities at the end of the experiment match the measured data

reasonably well although the apparent position of the center of mass is slightly

lower for the observed data, and the simulated results show less lateral spreading.

The position of the simulated center of biomass and shape of the distribution

are very sensitive to the values of dispersivity and random motility (or diffusion)

coefficient for the bacteria, as well as to the parameters in the surface tension

lowering function. A random motility coefficient, = 0.5 cm2/br was used to

produce the results shown in Figure 5.11. This value is about a factor of 5 greater

than the random motility coefficients reported by Barton and Ford [19951. This

suggests that chemotaxis or some other transport mechanism may be operating.

However, since the simulated lateral spreading of the bacteria is also strongly

influenced by the degree of surface tension lowering, which also controls the lateral

diversion of water flow and aqueous-phase transport of substrates, it is difficult to

determine which process is dominant. Calibration of model parameters for this

problem is particularly challenging due to the coupled nature of the processes and

the associated nonlinearities in the governing flow, transport, and reaction

equations. Consequently, changing one parameter may lead to unexpected changes

in the results for other variables.
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The cell densities predicted from bioluminescence using the model described

by Uesugi etal. [2001] and Yarwood et al. 2002aJ match the data from plate

counts reasonably well, except at lower depths, downstream of the region of

primary colonization, due to DO limitations. The bioluminescence data also

suggest that there is more biomass upstream of the primary region of colonization,

as well as laterally, beyond this region. but this may be due, in part, to the "lantern"

effect, described by Yarwood et al. [2002a].

Figure 5.13 shows observed DO concentrations from the five sampling ports

near the bottom of the chamber, and simulation results for the same times. The DO

concentrations decrease with time, with an anoxic zone developing that extends

progressively farther away from the vertical centerline of the chamber. The model

simulation results exhibit similar behavior, but show the DO concentrations

increasing again below the colonized region at later times. This result is apparently

due to the large oxygen sink that develops, in combination with the lowering of the

capillary fringe and upward migration of the center of mass of bacterial

colonization, which leaves more area for gas-phase diffusion of 02, and subsequent

mass transfer of 02 in the aqueous phase. The asymmetry of the simulation results

for DO at later times is due to the heterogeneity of the hydraulic properties in the

upper, unsaturated region of the modeled domain.

For fixed values of the diffusion coefficients, increases in the gradients would

create more diffusive flux of oxygen into the region of oxygen depletion. A value

of the exponent in the gas-phase tortuosity function, a = 3.2, was used to generate
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the simulation results shown here. Simulations using a smaller value, such as 2.5,

as suggested by Moldrup et al. 2000}, yielded results (not shown) that were more

similar to the observed data at early times, but less similar at later times, again due

to enhanced oxygen diffusion in the gas phase. Higher simulated biomass densities

were also obtained using the smaller value for the exponent in the gas-phase

tortuosity function.

The comparisons of the observed and simulated oxygen depletion data, and

the sensitivity of the simulation results to the exponent in the gas-phase tortuosity

function suggests that gas-phase oxygen diffusion and inter-phase exchange are

extremely important controlling processes for the microbial dynamics. We suspect

that the multiphase transport of oxygen that occurred during the experiment could

be modeled more accurately using fully coupled multiphase flow and multi-

component transport equations, in which inter-phase exchange is represented using

kinetic expressions, as outlined by Rockhold et al. [2002bJ. The equilibrium

approach used here yields reasonable results, but it appears that the process of inter-

phase exchange of 02 is more complicated. If a kinetic approach was adopted,

inter-phase mass transfer coefficients could be modulated to account for increased

mass transfer resistance that presumably occurs over time due to sorption of cells or

biosurfactants at gas-liquid interfaces. Bailey and 011is [1986] note that for a

variety of sparingly soluble gases, surfactant adsorption at gas-liquid interfaces

resulted in an average reduction in the inter-phase mass transfer coefficient of 60%.
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The non-equimolar respiration indicated by the stoichiometry of the reactions

see Rockhold et al. 2002c] also suggests that there should be some advective flux

of air out of the colonized region, rather than strictly diffusive fluxes as modeled

here. Although the advective fluxes would probably be small, they would tend to

reduce the net gas-phase flux of oxygen into the colonized region, which might

help to offset the enhanced diffusion due to the increasing oxygen sink at later

times. In any case, the observed DO data, post-experiment sampling of the

chamber, and simulations results all suggest that the dark region inside the

horseshoe of bioluminescence, shown in Figure 5.9, is dark due to insufficient DO

rather than a lack of biomass.

There are a number of other processes that were not accounted for in the

simulation model that could influence its ability to reproduce the observed data.

For example, chemotaxis and fluid shear-dependent cell detachment were not

considered. Furthermore, the processes of cell decay and endogenous or

maintenance respiration were not considered, and the additional 02 demand created

by the bioluminescence reaction was not accounted for. These processes could

significantly change the character of the simulated biomass distributions, as well as

the oxygen and substrate depletion patterns. However, these processes would

require additional sub-models and/or associated parameters to represent them. This

added complexity would not necessarily provide any definitive new insights, unless

perhaps if the additional parameters could be determined by independent

measurements.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experiment was conducted in a thin-slab, light transmission chamber packed

with translucent quartz sand to study interactions between microbial dynamics and

transport processes during growth of a bioluminescent P. fluorescens bacterium

[Yarwood et al. 2002a,b]. Steady, variably saturated flow conditions were initially

established in the chamber. A desaturation phenomenon was observed that resulted

in decreases in the apparent saturation of the sand of 7-9% in the region of primary

colonization, and lowering of the capillary fringe by approximately 5 cm during the

6-day experiment. Post-experiment gravimetric sampling verified that the changes

in saturation were real, and not an artifact of biomass changing the optical

properties of the sand.

The spatial extent of colonization was monitored by periodic induction of

bioluminescence of the bacterium using salicylate. The region of apparent bacterial

colonization expanded laterally by about 15 cm and upward against the flow by

about 7-8 cm. A dye tracer was also added periodically to monitor the effects of

biomass accumulation on the hydraulic and transport properties of the sand. The

apparent desaturation phenomenon resulted in increased lateral spreading of the dye

plume in and around the colonized region, and a reduction in the effective vertical

solute velocity [Yarwood et al. 2002b].

The experiment was simulated using the numerical model described by

Rockhold et al. [2002b]. Reasonably good matches were obtained between the

observed and simulated saturation distributions by scaling the capillary pressure-
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saturation curves to account for an apparent biomass-induced surface tension

lowering effect. Simulated biomass distributions matched the observed biomass

distributions and apparent biomass distributions inferred from bioluminescence

reasonably well using first-order reversible kinetics for cell attachment/detachment,

with attachment rate coefficients calculated using a particle-filtration model, and

time-dependent detachment rate coefficients.

Although the simulation model reproduced the observed data reasonably well,

additional experimental and numerical effort will be required to elucidate a number

of processes and interactions that remain uncertain. In particular, the observed and

simulated oxygen depletion patterns suggest that inter-phase mass transfer of

oxygen between the aqueous and gas phases may be limited by sorption of cells

and/or associated cellular materials at gas-liquid interfaces. Proper accounting for

these effects will require fully coupled multiphase flow and coupled multi-

component transport equations in which inter-phase mass transfer of02 is modeled

as a kinetic process. This topic, as well as cell attachment/detachment kinetics and

bacterial chemotaxis in response to gradients in substrate and 02 concentrations

will be considered in future research.

The light transmission chamber and CCD camera system used in this work

yield very high-resolution (-I mm2pixel size) data on saturation distributions and

solute transport behavior in 2-D, variably saturated, translucent porous media. The

high-resolution imagery can be obtained in real time, making this system unique in

terms of both temporal and spatial resolution. The use of this system with
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bioluminescent bacteria represents a novel experimental development for observing

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes.

Liquid saturations determined using the light-transmission method are very

sensitive to changes in fluid properties such as surface tension and the index of

refraction. Furthermore, the uniformity and coarse texture of the translucent quartz

sands that were used in this work are very susceptible to hysteresis and air-

entrapment effects, which were apparent from the vertical banding that was

observed during the experiment in the unsaturated region of the chamber. The dye

tracer results obtained in this study, and in other experiments, suggest that the

experimental system has great potential for use in fundamental solute transport

studies. However, the data obtained for dye tracers in experiments with bacteria

may be limited to qualitative interpretation, due to sorption effects. Although the

experimental system has great potential, its extreme sensitivity also makes it very

difficult to use for the type of experiments that were described here.

This research represents one of the first attempts at direct visualization of

interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in porous media

under unsaturated flow conditions. Although more traditional column experiments

yield useful information, additional insights into process interactions in

multidimensional systems are gained through the use of the light-transmission

chamber.
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These insights may lead to better understanding of the coupled processes, which

could ultimately result in improved capabilities for modeling biodegradation, and

more reliable predictions of contaminant transport and fate in subsurface

environments.
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
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An experimental and numerical modeling investigation was conducted to

study interactions between microbial dynamics and transport processes in variably

saturated porous media. Experiments were conducted in columns, and in a thin-slab

light transmission chamber containing a bioluminescent Pseudomonas fluorescens

bacterium. Digital images of the chamber experiment were collected using a CCD

camera. The combined use of the bioluminescent bacterium and the light

transmission chamber with digital imaging represents a novel experimental

development that allows for nondestructive observation of liquid saturation

distributions, solute flow paths, and bacterial colonization dynamics in translucent

porous media under variably saturated flow conditions.

One of the most significant observations in the experiments was a

desaturation phenomenon that resulted in a 7-9% reduction in aqueous-phase

saturation in the region of primary bacterial colonization in the chamber. The

capillary fringe also dropped by 4-5 cm during the 6-day experiment. The

colonization region of the chamber migrated approximately 10 cm upstream against

the water flow, towards the source of substrate. The column experiments, which

were conducted under the same substrate loading conditions, indicated a 40-fold

reduction in the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand within one week.

Independent measurements of the surface tension of aqueous solutions

containing different concentrations of stationary-phase cells indicated a small but

probably negligible reduction in the surface tension due to sorption of stationary

phase cells at gas-liquid interfaces (<1 dyne/cm for cell concentrations up to i09
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CFU/ml). However, surface tension was not measured for solutions containing

actively growing cells or under conditions of oxygen stress, which could result in

the production of surface-active compounds (eg. excess fatty acid production due to

high substrate loading conditions) and migration of the motile cells to air-water

interfaces, respectively. Both of these mechanisms could lead to larger changes in

surface tension than were observed for stationary phase cells alone.

Cell and/or biosurfactant adsorption at gas-liquid interfaces are the most

likely causes for the localized desaturation phenomenon that was observed in the

region of primary bacterial colonization. The lowering of the capillary fringe was

assumed to be due primarily to the extraction of liquid samples from the chamber

for measurement of dissolved oxygen, and subsequent air-entrapment effects.

However, lowering of the capillary fringe could have also been due to biosurfactant

effects.

The numerical model that was developed for this work considers the

processes of water flow, gas diffusion, solute and bacterial transport, cell growth,

substrate consumption, and cell attachment/detachment from solid-liquid and gas-

liquid interfaces. Reasonably good matches were obtained between the observed

and simulated results, with the changes in saturation that were observed in the

colonized region of sand reproduced approximately using fluid-media scaling to

account for a biomass-induced surface tension lowering affect. The observed

microbial dynamics were reproduced approximately using a dual substrate-limited

Monod-type kinetics model for cell growth and substrate consumption., and first-
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order reversible kinetics for cell attachment/detachment. Attachment coefficients

were estimated using a particle-filtration model, while detachment was represented

using time-dependent rate coefficients.

Although reasonably good matches were obtained between the observed and

simulated results, the numerical model is not considered to be predictive due to the

complex, non-linear nature of the coupled processes, and the adaptive nature of

bacteria. Exploratory numerical analyses suggest that of the processes that were

considered, gas-phase oxygen diffusion and inter-phase exchange have the most

significant effect on the simulated microbial dynamics.

Water flow was simulated using the single-phase Richards equation, while

transport of aqueous- and gas-phase components was simulated using single

component advection-dispersion-reaction equations, in which the reactions were

coupled and solved by operator splitting. Multiphase transport of02 was simulated

using an advection-dispersion equation with effective values for retardation factors,

Darcian fluxes, and diffusion coefficients that accounted for both the aqueous- and

gas-phases. Advection in the aqueous phase was assumed to be due to water flow,

and advection in the gas phase due solely to water displacement by air or vice

versa. However, the stoichiometry of the biologically-mediated oxidation-reduction

reaction, in which a substrate (glucose) is converted to cell biomass, indicates non-

equilmolar respiration in which the molar flux of CO2 that is generated is about

50% greater than the molar flux of02 consumed. This non-equimolar respiration

suggests that in addition to the diffusive flux, there should be an advective
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component to the total gas flux in order to dissipate pressure increases due to

excess production of CO2. This was not accounted for in the model. This feedback

between the reactive transport processes and total gas pressure suggests that the

flow and transport equations should be more tightly coupled to provide more

rigorous solutions to this problem.

The most difficult challenge in developing the experimental system with the

light transmission chambers was maintaining sterility. At the time of this writing,

approximately six sets of columns experiments and six chamber experiments had

been conducted using the HK44 bacterium. Two of the six chamber experiments

were also conducted with textural heterogeneities. In addition, numerous other

"preliminary" experiments were conducted. Only two, or perhaps three, of these

experiments were "successful" in that they were not compromised by significant

contamination or other tecimical problems. We were interested in a monoculture of

bacteria, and trying to keep track of initially known population densities in

response to growth under known substrate loading conditions. Therefore,

preventing foreign microorganisms from growing in the columns and chamber was

critical to the success of the experiments. However, this was very difficult to

achieve in practice.

Each chamber experiment took approximately two weeks of preparation time to

set up, one week to run, and several weeks to a month or more for post-experiment

microbiological analyses, including plate counts, and glucose and protein analyses.

The lengthy preparation time before a chamber experiment was mostly due to triple
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autoclaving of the sand followed by slow drying after each autoclaving. This was

necessary to destroy any spores that might have been present in the sand. In

addition to triple autoclaving of the sand, adequate sterility required autoclaving of

all pertinent pieces of the chamber and influent supply system, double filter

sterilizing all growth media, packing the chamber using aseptic techniques under a

laminar flow hood, and using UV light to maintain sterility of the surface of the

sand pack during the experiments. Use of a substrate other than glucose, such as

acetate, that is a less favorable growth substrate to many microorganisms, might

help to reduce problems with contamination in future experiments.

The experiments that were done for this research yielded interesting results,

but they were sufficiently complicated that relatively few useable experimental

results were obtained. Hence a great deal of information is still lacking. More data

are required to develop a more complete understanding of the coupled processes.

Additional experimental work should include batch and column studies to get a

better handle on the processes of cell attachment and detachment under different

flow rates and substrate loading conditions. Additional experiments should also be

conducted to measure bacterial cell and sand surface thermodynamic properties

through contact angle measurements. These surface properties should be correlated

with attachment and detachment parameters. In addition, sampling of both

aqueous- and gas-phase concentrations of 02, CO2. and N2 would help to improve

our understanding and mathematical representation of the processes of gas

transport and inter-phase exchange during microbial growth. Experiments in
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heterogeneous, layered porous media systems would also be useful to evaluate the

influence of discontinuous material properties on colonization dynamics and

transport processes.

The processes and interactions that were studied in this work are important in

a variety of applied problems, including water and wastewater treatment,

bioremediation of contaminated aquifer sediments and soils, and oil recovery

operations. In addition to their general ecological significance, these interactions

also have global-scale implications for carbon cycling in the environment and the

related issue of climate change. In light of the importance of these problems,

additional study of these coupled processes is warranted.
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